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OPERATORS SAFETY SUMMARY

The general safety information in this part of the summaryis for both operating and

servicing personnel. Specific warnings and cautions will be found throughout the
manual where they apply, but may not appear in this summary.

TERMS

IN THIS MANUAL

CAUTION statements identify conditions or practices that could result in damageto

the equipment or other property.

WARNINGstatements identify conditions or practices that could result in persona!

injury or loss of life.

AS MARKED ON EQUIPMENT

CAUTION indicates a personal injury hazard not immediately accessible as one

reads the marking, or a hazard to property including the equipment itself.

DANGERindicates a personal injury hazard immediately accessible as one reads the
marking.

SYMBOLS

IN THIS MANUAL

® Static-Sensitive Devices.

LA\ This symbol indicates where applicable cautionary or other information is

to be found.

AS MARKED ON EQUIPMENT

b DANGER—High voltage.

S Protective ground (earth) terminal.

LA ATTENTIONrefer to manual.
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WARNINGS

POWER SOURCE

This product is intended to operate in a mainframe connected to a power source

that will not apply more than 250 volts rms between the supply conductors or

between either supply conductor and ground. A protective ground connection by

wayof the grounding conductor in the mainframe power cord is essential for safe

operation.

GROUNDING THE PRODUCT

This product is grounded through the grounding conductor of the mainframe power

cord. To avoid electrical shock, plug the mainframe powercord into a properly wired

receptacle before connecting to the product input or output terminals. A protective

ground connection by way of the grounding conductor in the mainframe powercord

is essential for safe operation.

DANGER ARISING FROM LOSS OF GROUND

Upon loss of the protective-ground connection, all accessible conductive parts

(including knobs and controls that may appear to be insulating), can render an

electric shock.

DO NOT OPERATE IN EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES

To avoid explosion, do not operate this product in an atmosphereof explosive gases.

DO NOT REMOVE COVERS OR PANELS

To avoid personal injury, do not removethe product covers or panels. Do not operate

the product without the covers and panels properly installed.

DO NOT OPERATE WITHOUT COVERS

To avoid personal injury, do not operate this product without covers or panels

installed. Do not apply power to the plug-in unit via a plug-in extender.
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DESCRIPTION

The 7D20 Programmable Digitizer is designed to enhance the capabilities of 7000-

series oscilloscope mainframes. Multiple waveform storage, crt readout, two

cursors for point-to-point measurements, pre- and post-trigger viewing, store and

recall of up to six front-panel settings, and signal averaging to reduce noise are just

a few of the features this three-wide plug-in unit provides.

Waveform storage using digital memory eliminates the need for a storage crt, and

allows viewing information that occurred prior to a triggering event. Six waveforms

can be stored and displayed at the same time for easy comparison.

The 7D20 features a complete alphanumerical display of cursor waveform

information and measurement values, time base and amplitude settings, trigger

position, displayed waveform number, prompts and error messages, and a master

menu that allows you to choose seldom used features easily and quickly.

The master menu offers a convenient way to enable special functions such as the

STORE and RECALLof front-panel settings as weil as allowing you to branch-out to

other menus. The test menu is designed to assist in troubleshooting the 7D20in the

event of a failure. The SELF TEST may be implementedat any time to ensure user

confidence. The other selections allow service personne! to diagnose faults to the

component level.

Complete control of the 7D20’s functions may be controlled via the IEEE-488

interface. Commands, waveforms, and alphanumeric text messages may besent or

received via the front-panel port.
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SECTION ONE
GENERAL INFORMATION
 

This section is the first place to look for information
concerning your 7D20 Programmable Digitizer. Here we
describe the basic content of the operators and service

manuals which are standard accessories to your new

instrument. We also include a brief general description of
the 7D20 and explain how to install it in a host
mainframe for operation. In this section we give the

electrical, environmental, and physical characteristics and

specifications of the 7D20, list the standard and

recommended accessories, and provide a dimensional
drawing of the instrument. Should you have need to
repackage the instrument for shipment, that information is

also included. 
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DESCRIPTION

The 7D20 Programmable Digitizer is a three-compartment wide 7000-series plug-
in. It provides simultaneous dual channel waveform digitizing and a variety of
display features. Multiple digitizing modes include single shot, repetitive equivalent

time, and roll modes. Programmability and GPIB talk-listen capability allowstotal or

partial systemization anddata transfer for more extensivesignalprocessing. Display
readout provides identification of waveforms,scale factors, prompting messages,
and cursor measurements. Waveform storageis providedfor six waveforms, which
can be individually selected, positioned, expanded, compressed, magnified, or
displayed in a Y versus X format. Digital storage allows multiple averaging and
enveloping along with post and pretrigger capability

ORANGE COLOR USED IN THIS MANUAL

In using the operators manual, you will notice that some function names are printed

in orangeink. The orangecolorindicates a shift function which requires that the /
(shift function) key be pressed prior to selecting the functions.

TECHNICAL MANUALS

Both an operators and a service manualare supplied with your 7020 as standard
accessories. The following information outlines the content of these manuals.

Operators Manual

The operators manualfor the 7D20 contains six sections of information to explain
the operation of yourinstrument. The content of the operators manual is described
below:

SECTION 1—GENERAL INFORMATIONcontains aninstrumentdescription along
with information for installing the 7D20 into a host mainframe, We make a

special note regarding rackmounting and another about compatibility

considerations. This section also provides a completelist of the 7D20 electrical,

environmental, and physical specifications and characteristics. It also lists
standard and recommended accessories, and gives instructions for packaging
the instrument for shipment.

SECTION 2—OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS provides a general overview of the
instruments capabilities, controls and connector information, a series of get
acquainted exercises, and detailed operating information.
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SECTION 3—OPERATIONAL THEORYprovides additional information about the

operation of the 7D20digitizer. This section discusses the more technical aspects

of the digitizing techniques used by the 7D20.

SECTION 4—GPIB contains a general description of the GPIB interface, address
selection information, description of the instrument status following power-up,

and descriptions of the commands and messages which can be transferred over

the GPIB. The section also provides a command language index.

SECTION 5—APPLICATIONSillustrates how your 7D20 can be used in a variety

of situations. In this section we combine the 7D20 with other Tektronix products

for some unique and interesting digital storage application possibilities.

SECTION 6—INSTRUMENTOPTIONScontains descriptions of available options.

Service Manual

Your service manual contains eight sections of information pertaining to the
servicing needs of your 7D20. The following is a brief overview of this manual’s

contents.

The following service instructions are for use by qualified personnel

only. To avoid personal injury, do not perform any service other than

that containedin operating instructions unless you are qualified to do
so. Refer to Operators Safety Summary andService Safety Summary

prior to performing any service.

SECTION 1—GENERAL INFORMATIONcontains an instrument description along
with information for installing the 7D20 into a host mainframe. We make a
special note regarding rackmounting and another about compatibility

considerations. This section also provides a complete list of the 7D20 electrical,

environmental, and physical specifications and characteristics. It also lists

standard and recommended accessories, and gives instructions for packaging
the instrument for shipment.

SECTION 2—THEORYOF OPERATIONprovidesa basic block diagram description

of the 7D20 along with general and specific circuit analysis that may be useful

for servicing the instrument.

SECTION 3—MAINTENANCE describes routine and corrective maintenance

procedures with detailed instructions for replacing assemblies, subassemblies,

and individual parts. Included in this section are full instructions for

troubleshooting the 7D20 using internal diagnostic routines and signature
analysis.

SECTION 4—CHECKS AND ADJUSTMENTSisdivided into three separate parts:

Part |—Functional Check Procedure used to verify that the major functions of the
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instrument perform properly. Part Il—Performance Check Procedure used to

verify that this instrument meets the applicable electrical specifications in

Section 1. Part II|—Adjustment Procedure provides an adjustment procedure to
ensure that this instrument is performing at peak capabilities and meets or

exceeds the listed electrical specifications at the time of adjustment under the

specified conditions. These three parts provide for verification of the qualitative

integrity of the product, its performancerelating to specifications in Section 1,

and the optimization of its performance respectively.

SECTION 5—INSTRUMENT OPTIONS contains descriptions of available options

and provides a table for locating any option information found elsewhere within

the manual.

SECTION 6—REPLACEABLE ELECTRICAL PARTS provides the information

necessary to order replaceable parts and assemblies.

SECTION 7—DIAGRAMS AND CIRCUIT BOARD ILLUSTRATIONS includes

detailed circuit schematics, locations of assembled boards within the instrument,
voltage and waveform information and circuit board component locators.

Signature analysis troubleshooting charts and tables also are included within

this section.

SECTION 8—REPLACEABLE MECHANICAL PARTS provides information

necessary for ordering mechanical parts and includes exploded-view drawings

which identify individual parts and assemblies within the 7D20.

INSTALLATION

The 7D20 is a three-compartment wide, Tektronix 7000-series plug-in unit. To

install the 7D20 in a host mainframe, align the grooves in the top and bottom of the
instrument with the guides at the top and bottom of the plug-in compartmentof the

mainframe. Then, push the 7D20 in until its front panel is flush with the front panel

of the host mainframe. |n four-compartment mainframes, the preferred position for

installation is in the three right hand compartments. This leaves the left vertical
compartment available for other 7000-series plug-in units.

Installation in any mainframe requires that the 7020 display output be adjusted to

compensatefor the calibration tolerances of the host mainframe. The procedure for

doing this is given in the Operating Instructions, Section 2.

NOTE

Switch off the mainframe power before installing or removing the

7D20.

To remove the 7D20 from its host mainframe, pull the release latch (see Fig. 1-1) to

disengage it from the mainframe. Pull straight out to remove the 7D20 from the
plug-in compartment.
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      RELEASE LATCH 3857-195
 

Figure 1-1. 7D20 Release Latch.

RACKMOUNT MAINFRAMES
A special option (Option 20) is available for TEKTRONIX R7603 Oscilloscope
(rackmount) mainframes that enable you to make GPIB connectionsat the rear of
the mainframe. Theoptionincludes a special cable which must beinstalled in the
7D20for this purpose. This cableis also available separately and can be ordered as
an optional accessory.

COMPATIBILITY

The 7D20is compatible with all Tektronix 7000-series mainframes except the 7104.

Because of the small area and fixed pattern of the 7D20 readout, the display from
the 7D20 can cause permanent reduction in the crt microchannel plate gain,

permanently reducing the writing rate of the 7104. Anycrt damage caused by use
of the 7D20 in the 7104 will not be covered under the instrument warranty.

PACKAGING FOR SHIPMENT

If this instrumentis to be shipped for long distances by commercial transportation,
we recommend that it be packaged in the original manner. The carton and

packaging material in which your instrument was shipped should be saved and used
for this purpose.

Also,if this instrumentis to be shipped to a Tektronix Service Center for service or
repair, attach a tag to the instrument showing the following: Owner of the
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instrument (with address), the name of the person at your firm who can be

contacted, complete instrument type and serial number, and a description of the

service required. Include any self test failure information you have available.

if the original packaging is unfit for use or not available, package the instrument as
follows:

1. Obtain a corrugated cardboard shipping carton with a 200-pound test strength

and having inside dimensionsat least six inches greater than the instrument

dimensions. This allows for cushioning.

2. Wrap the instrument with polyethylene sheeting or equivalent material to

protect the finish of the instrument.

3. Cushion the instrument onall sides by tightly packing dunnage or urethane

foam between the carton and the instrument, allowing three inches on each

side.

4. Seal the carton with shipping tape or with an industrial stapler.

5. Mark the address of the Tektronix Service Center and your return address on

the carton in one or more prominent locations.
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SPECIFICATIONS

The electrical characteristics listed in Table 1-1 apply whenthe following conditions

are met: (1) Adjustment of the instrument must have taken place at an ambient

temperature between +20° and +30° C,(2) the instrument and its host mainframe

must be allowed a 20-minute warm-up period, (3) all specifications are valid at an

ambient temperature of 0° to +45° C, unless otherwise stated, (4) the instrument

must be in an environment that meets the limits described in Table 1-2.

Any applicable conditions not listed above are expressly stated as part of that

characteristic. Environmental characteristics are listed in Table 1-2 and Physical

characteristics are listed in Table 1-3.

TABLE1-1

Electrical Characteristics
 

Characteristic Performance Requirement
 

 

VERTICAL
 

Deflection Factor

(Volts/Div)

Calibration Range 5 mV/Div to 5 V/Div in 1,2,5 sequence.

 

Within 2% with AQR GAIN adjusted at
10 mV/Div.

Gain Ratio Accuracy

 

Uncalibrated (Variable) Continuously variable; VARIABLE extends

deflection factor to at least 12.5 VOLTS/DIV
 

Vertical Linearity

(1 kHz square wave)

0.12 Div or less expansion or compression

of a center screen 2 Div signal positioned

anywhere within the +4 division graticule area.

 

Invert Deflection Factor

Ratio

1:1 within 1%.

 

Common ModeRejection

Ratio (using ADD, INVERT)

At least 10:1, dc to 50 MHz.

 

Bandwidth (1 ys to

50 ns/div)

Dc to 70 MHz.

 

AC Coupled Low-

Frequency Bandwidth  10 Hz orless.
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TABLE 1-1 (CONT)

Electrical Characteristics
 

Characteristic Performance Requirement
 

 

Risetime (ETD) 5 ns orless (6 div. signal centered on screen).
 

Overdrive Recovery 1 msor less to recover within 1 div with

the VOLTS/DIV set at 5 mV and an overdrive

signal of +1.5 V.
 

Maximum Input Voltage

DC Coupled (DC+Peak AC) 250 V, 1 kHz orless.
 

AC Coupled (DC+Peak AC) 400 V, 1 kHz or less.
 

Input R and C

Resistance 1 MQ 41%.
 

Capacitance Approximately 20 pF.
 

Signal Isolation between

Channels (8 Div Ref)

100:1 up to 20 MHz.

 

Noise (Full scale =

10.24 Divisions)

Meanvalue of 50 measurements taken

at 0.02 Division increments.
 

10 mV/Div to 5 V/Div 55 dB Full Scale/RMSNoise.
 

5 mV/Div 52 dB Full Scale/RMSNoise.
 

Phase Match Between

Channels  2 Degrees at 10 MHz.

 

 

 

 

 

      

TRIGGER

Sensitivity Triggering Minimum Vertical Signal Required

Frequency

Range Internal Ext. Ext+10

AC Coupled 30 Hz—30 MHz 0.4 Div 60 mV 0.6 V

30 MHz—70 MHz 1.0 Div 150 mV 1.5V

AC LF REJ 50 kHz—30 MHz 0.4 Div 60 mV 0.6 V
30 MHz—70 MHz 1.0 Div 150 mV 1.5V

AC HF REJ 30 Hz—30 kHz 0.4 Div 60 mV 0.6V
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TABLE 1-1 (CONT)

Electrical Characteristics
 

Characteristic Performance Requirement

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

    
 

 

 

 

   

Sensitivity Triggering Minimum Vertical Signal Required

Frequency

Range Internal Ext. Ext+10

DC HF REJ DC—30 kHz 0.4 Div 60 mV 0.6 V

DC DC—30 MHz 0.4 Div 60 mV 0.6 V

30 MHz—70 MHz 1.0 Div 150 mV 1.5V

Max Signal +6 Div 41.0V +10V

P-P AUTO 30 Hz—200 Hz 2.0 Div 300 mV 3.0V
200 Hz—30 MHz 0.6 Div 90 mV 0.9V
30 MHz—70 MHz 1.2 Div 200 mV 2.0V

ProgrammedTrigger

Levels

Resolution 0.05 Div 7.8 mV 78 mV

Gain Accuracy +5% +8% 412%

Offset £0.25 Div +50 mV +500 mV

Range (Nominal) +6.4 Div t1.0V +10 V

Position

Normal -1500 to +10 Div (+0, -1 sample interval).

ROLL ENV, ROLL AVE O to 10 Div (+0, -1 sample interval).

Ext Trigger Input

Resistance 1 MQ, +10%.

Capacitance Approximately 20 pF.

Maximum Input Voltage 250 V (1 kHz orless).

(DC + Peak AC)
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TABLE 1-1 (CONT)
Electrical Characteristics
 

Characteristic Performance Requirement
 

 

DIGITIZER
 

Acquisition Window Nominally +5 Div from center graticule line.
 

 

 

 

 

Resolution

Vertical Nominally 0.04 Div.

Horizontal TIME/DIV Points/Waveform| Resolution

EXT, 20s—500us 1024 0.01 Div.

200us—2ys 820 0.0125 Div.

1pus—50 ns 1024 0.01 Div.   
Stored Timing Accuracy

 

1 Cursor +0.1% of reading +0, -1 sample interval

+300 ps.

2 Cursors +0.1% of reading +600 ps.
 

Digitizer Maximum Sample

Rate

40 megasamples/second.

 

Digitizing Modes

Equivalent Time 1 us/div through 50 ns/div.

 

Extended Real-Time 200 us/div to 2 us/div.
 

Real-Time 50 ms/div to 500 ps/div.
 

Roll 20 s/div to 100 ms/div and EXTernal CLOCK.
 

External Clock

   Input Frequency (Max) $10 kHz.

TTL <5 Vpk.
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TABLE 1-1 (CONT)

Electrical Characteristics
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Characteristic Performance Requirement

GPIB INTERFACE

Functions Implemented Description:

(As Per IEEE 488-1978)

SH1 Complete Source Handshake.

AH1 Complete Acceptor Handshake.

TS Talk Function Complete (no secondary addressing).

L3 Listen Function Complete (no secondary addressing).

SR1 Complete Service Request Capability.

RL1 Complete Remote/Local Capability.

PPO No Parallel Poll Capability.

DC1 Complete Device Clear Capability.

DT1 Complete Device Trigger Capability.

co No Controller Capability.  
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TABLE 1-2
Environmental Characteristics
 

Characteristics Information
 
 

Temperature (External

Ambient Mainframe

 

 

Temperature)

Operating 0 to +40°C in 7403N/7603 without fan.

(fan kit is available)

0 to +45°C in other 7000-series mainframes.

Storage -55° C to +75° C.

Altitude

Operating 15,000 feet (4.6 Km).
 

Nonoperating To 50,000 feet (15.2 Km).
 

 

Vibration

Operating Tested to MIL-T-28800C SECT. 4.5.5.3.1

Type 2, Class 5, Style E & F.

Shock Tested to MIL-T-28800C SECT. 4.5.5.4.1

Type 2, Class 5, Style E & F.
 

Bench Handling Tested to MIL-T-28800C SECT. 4.5.5.4.3
Type 2, Class 5, Style E & F.
 

Transportation National Safe Transit Association,

Preshipment Test Procedure.
 

Vibration and Bounce

(packaged product)

NSTA, PROJECT 1 A-B-1.

 

Drop (packaged product)  NSTA, PROJECT 1 A-B-2.
 

TABLE 1-3

Physical Characteristics
 

Characteristics Information
  

 

  
Net Weight Approximately 8.5 Ib, 3.9 Kg.

Dimensions See Figure 1-2.
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STANDARD ACCESSORIES

TCAccccece tenet eee teen en eens Operators Manual

DCA Lecce ccc cece ence tee renee tence neces Service Manual

For more detailed information, refer to the tabbed Accessories page at the rear of
the 7D20 Service Manual.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES(not included)

The following accessories are available for use with the 7D20. Refer to the tabbed
Accessories page at the rear of the 7D20 Service Manual for more detailed

information.

1 CB Lec ccc cece tenet eee en et eeees Circuit-Board Extender

5,7000-series Plug-In Flexible Extenders

LCA Lecce cece eee e cence nes Internal GPIB Cable for use with

R7603 Option 20
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Figure 1-2. Dimensional Drawing.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
 

OPERATION

For operation, your 7D20 Programmable Digitizer must be properly installed in a
Tektronix 7000-series host mainframe. Installation is explained in the General

Information section. Waveforms acquired by your 7D20 are viewed in the

mainframe display, along with waveform identification, scale factors, cursor

measurements, and prompting messages.

CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS

All controls for operating your 7D20 Programmable Digitizer are located on the front
panel of the instrument. Figure 2-1 showsthe front panel and givesbrief functional

descriptions of the controls and connectors. You might find it useful to mark these
pages for quick reference as you read the instructions in this section.

DISPLAY

The 7D20 uses the host mainframe to display information. The readout associated

with the 7D20 is generated within the 7D20, not in the readout circuitry of the

mainframe. The 7D20 display, shown in Figure 2-2, gives the VOLTS/DIV and
TIME/DIV settings along with information about displayed waveforms, the cursor

waveform, and the cursor measurements. Also, PROMPTS and WARNINGSare

generated and displayed. The top two lines of the readout gives current control

settings, prompting, and warning messages. The twolowerlines of the readout give

cursor waveform information.

_ Foldout for

7D20 Controls & Connectors
Figure 2-1
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INPUT CONTROLS—CH 1 and CH 2

Input Connectors—Bnc connectors for signal connection.

POSITION—Vertically positions the incoming signal duringdigitizing

VOLTS/DIV—Selects calibrated vertical sensitivity factors. Volts/Div

readout is displayed on the crt of the host mainframe.

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV—Provides continuously variable uncalibrated
settings between calibrated steps.

AC, GND, DC—These keys select the input coupling

AQR GAIN—Screwdriver adjustment for adjusting input gain

INV (CH 2 only)—Electrically inverts the signal connected to the CH 2
input,

AQR MODE—Thesekeys select the method of input to the digitizer:

CH 1+1—Selects CH 1 for digitizing into waveform memory 1

BOTH—Selects both channels for simultaneousdigitizing into their

respective waveform memories.

ADD+1—Causesinput signals from both channels to be added

together and digitized into waveform memory 1

CH 2+2—Selects CH for digitizing into waveform memory 2

MEMORY DISPLAY

KEYS 1-6—Thesekeysselect their respective waveform memoriesfor
display and are also used for making selections from the various
MENU's.

Operating Instructions—7D20
 

CURSORS

1—Cursor 1 movement keys.

©2—Cursor 2 movement keys

AON—Shift function turns ON cursor 2

AOFF—Shift function turns OFF cursor 2

ALIGN—Shift function aligns cursors on all waveforms.

INDEP—Shift function allows the cursors on the cursor waveform to
move independently of the other waveforms.

CURSOR WFM (CSW)

VXPD$ —Vertically expands the cursor waveform.

VCMP $—Vertically compresses the cursor waveform.

VPUP®—Moves the cursor waveform up and is used as vertical
separation when the reference waveform is present.

VPDN®—Moves the cursor waveform down and is used asvertical
separation when the reference waveform is present

HMAG—Horizontally magnifies the cursor waveform by a factor of 10.

HMAGALL—Shift function horizontally magnifies all the waveforms

by a factor of 10.

VS—Allows you to display the cursor waveform versus another

waveform.

NOTE

VXPD, VCMP, VPUP, VPDN keys operate on HMAGandVSdisplay of

the cursor waveform when the REFerence waveform is displayed
although not in HOLD. These keys will also operate with waveforms 3

CSW-—Allows you to designate which waveform memoryis the cursor through 6 regardless of HOLD status. See Exercise 7 (Get-Acquainted

waveform. Exercises) for more information.

COPY—Allows you to copy waveforms from one memory to another.

CSW REF—Shift function of the CSW key allows you to view the

REFerence: waveform wher using IMAG. and VS ® Shift function key must be pressed prior to selecting any function
printed in orange.
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TRIGGERING

+SLOPE—Selects positive slopefor triggering whenilluminated. When

not illuminated, -slope is used.

LEVEL—Adjusts the triggering level

TRIG'D—Indicator illuminates when waveform being digitized is
triggered

SOURCE—Thesekeys select the source of the trigger signal

COUPLING—Thesekeys select trigger coupling

MODE—Thesekeysare used to select the triggering mode,including
HOLD NEXT

TRIG POS®—Adjusts thetrigger position with respectto the display
graticule for pretrigger and posttrigger operation.

VECTOR—Whenilluminated connects adjacent dots with vectors.

TIME/DIV—Selects the digitizing rates and EXT mode. Control setting

appears in the display.

HORIZ POSITION—Adjusts the horizontal position of the stored

displayed waveforms

DISPLAY CAL—These screwdriver adjustments calibrate the 7D20

display to match the host mainframe.

IEEE STD 488 PORT—Allows connection to GPIB

SIGNAL PROCESSING

HOLD—Stopsall digitizing and HOLDs the current waveforms in
memory

AVE—Causes the waveform(s) being digitized to be continuously
averaged

ENV—Causes the waveform(s) being digitized to be continuously

enveloped.

SET N—Sets the value of N

REV SEPT 82
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SIGNAL PROCESSING (cont)

AVE N-—Shift function causes the waveform(s) beingdigitized to be
averaged N number of times then enters HOLD mode.

ENV N-—Shift function causes the waveform(s) being digitized to be
enveloped N numberof times then enters HOLD mode.

MENU—Causes the 7D20 menu(s) to be displayed.

TEST—Shift function causes the 7D20 TEST menusto be displayed.

EXT TRIG—Bnc connector for connection of externaltrigger signal.

GPIB

RQS—Causes a service request to be asserted over the GPIB.

RQS #—Shift function permits selection of 6 unique SRQ event codes.

ID—Produces special GPIB menuforselection of system parameters

SRQ—Keyilluminates whenservice requestis asserted over the GPIB

ADDR—Keyilluminates when 7D20 is addressed through GPIB.

REMOTE ONLY—Whenilluminatedindicates that front panelis under
GPIB control. Local operation locked out.

EXT CLOCK—Bncconnector for EXTernal CLOCK signalinput.

Instrument serial number.

Latching mechanism. Pull to release from mainframe.
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Figure 2-2. 7D20 Display.
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FUNCTION KEYS

The 7D20 function keys allow you to perform a great numberof different tasks. You

will find that some of these keys perform simple on/off chores while others do

some rather elaborate operations. Most keys illuminate when their respective

function is active or selected; for example, if memory 3 is being displayed, MEMORY
DISPLAYkey 3 will stay illuminated. Some keys,like the COPY key will blink whenit

is pressed. This is an indication that the 7D20 is expecting you to COPY a waveform

and is waiting for your selection. A blinking key function always is accompanied by

a prompt messagein the display readout except for the { key. Upon completionof

such a process the key blinking will cease. The prompt message disappears when

another key is used. Blinking key functions can be interrupted and thereby cancelled

by selecting any function not called for by the prompt.

Slewing keys perform yet another kind of job. If you give a single press to one of

these keys, for instance the 1> (cursor 1, right movement key), cursor 1 will move

to the next data point to the right. If you press and hold the samekey,cursor 1 will

begin continuous and increasingly more rapid movement to the right. Of course,

cursor 1 will stop when it reaches the limit of its travel.

No doubt you've noticed that some keys are labeled with an orange color. This

indicates that the function thus labeled is a shift function and requires that you first

press the f (shift function) key before that function can be selected or turnedoff.

ERROR MESSAGES

Some functions can be selected or used only when certain conditions are met.

Attempts to do otherwise will result in a warning message being displayed in the

readout. An example of such would be when youtry to use the VPUP® (Vertical

Position UP) key when the cursor waveform is not in HOLD. A complete list of

WARNINGSandtheir causes appearsin the Detailed Operating Instructions later in

this section.
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GET-ACQUAINTED EXERCISES

The following pages contain a series of exercises that will acquaint you with the
front panel (local) operation of your 7D20. Before you start you should carefully

review the CONTROLS, CONNECTORSandDISPLAYinformation given in Figures 2-
1 and 2-2.

In general, the 7D20 Programmable Digitizer allows you to digitize waveform

signals through two input channels without compromising the record length and the

sampling rate. These inputs can be digitized individually or simultaneously. The

analog signal information is clocked through CCDs (charge coupled devices) then

converted to digital information and stored in the appropriate memory of the 7D20.

Waveform data is always read from the 7D20 memory for display. The 7D20

contains six memories for waveform storage and all six can be displayed

individually, in any combination. Further, the cursor waveform (which can be anyof

the six) can be vertically expanded or compressed, horizontally magnified, positioned

up or down in the display, and displayed versus another waveform. The following

exercises illustrate how these functions operate.

PRELIMINARY SET-UP

Before you begin the Get-Acquainted Exercises there are a few preliminary

considerations. First, your 7D20 must be properly installed in a Tektronix 7000-

series host mainframe as described in Section 1—GeneralInformation. When using
the 7D20 in 4-compartment mainframes, the preferred installation position is in the

three right compartments since this keeps the left vertical position available for

using other 7000-series plug-ins such as the 7011 Digital Delay Unit, the 7D15

Counter/Timer, or the 7D13A Digital Multimeter. Vertical plug-in units can also be

used in this configuration by connecting to the VERT SIG OUT connector on the rear

of the host mainframe. The Applications Section 5 gives an example of using the

7A13 Amplifier unit with the 7D20. Readoutdisplay space is reserved for use with

other plug-ins as shownin Figure 2-2. Set the 4-compartment mainframe to select

the right vertical channel and B time base. Set the 3-compartment mainframeto
select the left vertical channel. Turn on the host mainframe power switch to power-

up the 7D20. Adjust the mainframe controls for a good viewable display. During the
first few secondsafter you turn it on, the 7D20 automatically goes through a series
of internal self-tests. The display will flash and the front panel keys will illuminate

during the self test period. If all is well at the conclusion of its self-test “SELFTEST

PASS”will appear in the mainframe display as shownin Figure 2-3. If all is not well
the 7D20 tells you whereto look for the problem. Refer to the Detailed Operating

Instructions for more information about self test.
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Figure 2-3. Power-up SELFTEST PASSdisplay.

DISPLAY CALIBRATION

Assumingthat this is the first time your 7D20 has been operated in the mainframe
in which you now haveit installed,it is necessary at this point to adjust the 720 to
compensate for the calibration tolerance of the host mainframe using the

adjustments shownin Figure 2-4. These operator adjustments affect only the 7D20
display and in no wayaffectits digitizing accuracyorabilities. Allow the 7020 and
the host mainframe to warm-up for about 20 minutes to ensure that the
temperature has stabilized before performing the following procedure

 TIME/DIV

REPETITIVETas
Be ron wren wou women vonecm

2S) a9

 

   

  

DISPLAY CAL
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Figure 2-4. DISPLAY CAL adjustments
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DISPLAY ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

Step 1 Press MENU, then press MEMORYDISPLAYkey3 to select the DISPLAY

CAL PATTERN from the MASTER MENU(Fig. 2-5). Once the DISPLAY CAL
PATTERN is selected the display will appear similar to that shown in

Figure 2-6. You mayfind it necessary to adjust the TRACE ROTATION

control on the host mainframe to makethe vertical and horizontal lines of

the DISPLAY CAL PATTERNparallel with those of the display graticule.

 

 

 3857-13 
 

Figure 2-5. 7D20 MASTER MENU.

 

 

 3857-14 
 

Figure 2-6. 7D20 DISPLAY CAL PATTERN.
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Step 2 Adjust the HORIZ CTR (horizontal center) control to bring the left edge of
the DISPLAY CAL PATTERNin alignment with graticule line 1 of the

display as shown in Figure 2-7 (left-most graticule line is 0).

 

 

  3857-15
 

Figure 2-7. Adjust HORIZ CTR.

Step 3. Adjust the HORIZ GAIN (horizontal gain) control to bring the right edge of
the DISPLAY CAL PATTERN into alignment with vertical graticule line 9 of

the display as shown in Figure 2-8. These adjustmentsare interactive and

you may need to work back and forth between them to optimize pattern

and graticule alignment.

 

 

 3857-16  
 

Figure 2-8. Adjust HORIZ GAIN.
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Step 4 Adjust the VERT CTR (vertical center) and VERT GAIN (vertical gain)

controls to align the upper and lower horizontal edges with horizontal

lines 1 and 7 of the display graticule as shown in Figure 2-9 (bottom

graticule fine is 0). As with the HORIZ CTR and HORIZ GAIN controls,
these vertical adjustments are interactive and may require that you work

back and forth between them to optimize this adjustment.

 

 

  3857-17
 

Figure 2-9. Adjust VERT CTR and VERT GAIN.

Step 5 Adjust the VECTLIN (Vector Linearity) control to close the crossing pattern
in the DISPLAY CAL test pattern as shown in Figure 2-10. This will

optimize the vector display by compensating for the delay line length of

the host mainframe.

 

 

3857-18  
 

Figure 2-10. Adjust VECT LIN.
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Step 6 Whenyouare satisfied the display is properly aligned with the graticule

and the vector display is adequately compensated as shownin Figure 2-

11, press MEMORY DISPLAYkey 6 to return the MASTER MENUto the

display. Press the MENUkeyto extinguish the MENU display and proceed

with the following instructions.

 

 

 3857-19
 

Figure 2-11. Correctly adjusted DISPI AY CAL PATTERN.

INITIALIZE

When the 7D20 is powered up, it will then re-establish the control settings it

remembers from when it was last turned off. Ignore these settings and use the

INITIALIZE routine included in the 7D20 MENU especially for these ‘‘Get-

Acquainted Exercises’. A full list of the INITIALIZE settings is given in the Detailed

Operating portion of this section. To INITIALIZE, proceed with the following:

Press Remarks Display

MENU The key illuminates and the

MASTER MENU appearsin

the display.

   Saeescarea
3857-8
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Press

MENU

See “Menu Functions”

Remarks

Selects the UTILITIES menu
which appears in the

display.

Selects the INIT FRONT

PANEL routine from the

UTILITIES menu and

initializes the 7D20. On

power up, the 7D20

remembers its control

settings from when it was

last turnedoff. Initialize sets

the 7D20 to a knownstate

for the purposeof our “Get-
Acquainted Exercises.”

Turns off the displayed

UTILITIES menu. The MENU

key will extinguish.

 

  
‘ial

=eo
3857-9

 

3857-10

NOTE

in the Detailed Operating Instructions for a

comprehensive list of the INIT FRONT PANEL predetermined control

settings.
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OBTAINING A WAVEFORM DISPLAY

After initialization your 7D20 is set to acquire signals at the channel 1 input

connector and to display the contents of memory 1. Initialization also selects the

waveform in memory 1 as the cursor waveform, which simply means the waveform

that has the cursors onit. In the 7D20, the cursor waveform is always displayed.

A sine wave will be used for most of the Get-Acquainted Exercises so adjust your

sine-wave generator to output a 1-kHz, 4-volt signal and connectthis signa! to the

CH 1 input connector of the 7D20. The signal should be visible in the display as

soon as you haveit connected. Use the CH 1 POSITION controlto vertically center

the displayed sine wave about the center graticule line and make sure the CAL

(variable volts/div) control is in its calibrated detent position. The HORIZ POSITION

control also has a calibrated detent position which horizontally centers the

waveform. Make sure this control is also in its detent position. If necessary, adjust

the signal generator output amplitude for 4 divisions of signal display. After proper

adjustment the display should appear as shown in Figure 2-12.

 

 

 3857-20
 

Figure 2-12. Sine-wave display.
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EXERCISES

The exercises on the following pages will acquaint you with the basic, front panel

(local) operation of your 7D20 Programmable Digitizer. Each exercise begins with

the sine-wave signal displayed exactly as at the end of the preliminary set-up

instructions which you have just completed. You can go from this initialized point to

the beginning of any of the following Get-Acquainted Exercises.

INDEX

1. USING THE VERTICAL CONTROLS............. 0c ccc cece eee e eee eran 2-17
2. USING THE AOR (ACQUIRE) MODE........... 0... cece cece eee e eee 2-22

3. USING THE WAVEFORM MEMORY.............. cece cece e cece even eee 2-24

4. CHANGING THE DESIGNATED CURSOR WAVEFORM ...............-- 2-28

5. HOLDING A WAVEFORM IN MEMORY............ 0.00 cece cee e eens 2-31

6. USING THE CURSORS........ ccc ccc cence cence eect rene eens 2-32
7. USING THE CURSOR WAVEFORM DISPLAY MODIFIER KEYS ......... 2-42

8. USING THE AVERAGE AND ENVELOPE FUNCTIONS AND SET N..... 2-67
9. DIGITIZING MODES AND THE TIME/DIV CONTROL................24. 2-72

10. SETTING THE TRIGGER POSITION............ 0.0 cece cece eee eee ene 2-74
11. USING THE HOLD NEXT ...... ccc ccc ccc cece ence enn eneee 2-77

12. USING THE EXTERNAL CLOCK.......... 0c cece eee c cece eee eee e ene ees 2-79

EXERCISE 1
USING THE VERTICAL CONTROLS

So that you maystart at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises, the Initialization

feature has been used as necessaryto set front-panel control settings to a known

state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANEL from the UTILITIES menu(refer to
the list of predetermined settings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use the Initialization

feature, but it may be helpful.

This exercise demonstrates the controls associated with the 7D20 vertical input
functions shown in Figure 2-13. Since channel 1 and channel 2 vertical controls

function identically (except for the channel 2 INV function), only the controls for

channel 1 will be discussed. Before you begin, make sure the 7D20 is

“INITIALIZED” and the1 kHz sine wave is connected to the CH 1 input connector as
described in the PRELIMINARY SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS, then‘ proceed with the

following exercises.
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Figure 2-13. Vertical controls.



SETTING THE INPUT COUPLING

The 7D20 allows three choices for setting the input coupling.

Press

AC DC
GND

Remarks

Operating Instructions—7D20

These keys select the input coupling for CH 1. Initialization sets the

7D20 for AC coupling so the AC keyis illuminated when you begin.

Alternately press these keys and notice that the pressed key

illuminates and the previously illuminated key extinguishes. These

keys are mutually exclusive so only one can be selected at a time.

Notice too as you alternately press these keys, the effect that each

has on the displayed waveform. The next exercise shows how to use

GNDinput coupling to set the VZR (vertical zero reference).

HOW TO SET THE VZR (Vertical Zero Reference)

The 7D20 uses cursors to make measurements on the waveforms. Cursor 1 is

always on but cursor 2 can be turnedoff or on as needed. In order for the cursors to

be accurate they must be referenced to ground or zero volts. This is called the

vertical (zero) reference level, VZR. The VZR readout indicates wherethe zero level

is in divisions from center screen.

Uponinitialization, the VZR is established to be the center of the 7D20 display. You

can change this approximately 5 divisions (plus or minus) from the center position

as shown below.

Press

GND

REV SEPT 82

Remarks

This references the input

signal to ground and causes

a horizontal line to be

displayed acrossthe display.

Adjust the CH 1 POSITION

control and notice that the

displayed line can be

positioned up or downin the

display area. Also notice

that the VZR_ readout

changes as the line is

repositioned. Although the

VZR range is =+5 divisions,

the POSITION control can

provide +9 divisions of

signal offset when in AC or

DC.Position the line onefull

division above the center

line and observe that the

VZR readout reads 1

division.

Display

 3857-34
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Press

AC

GND

AC

Remarks

Again selects AC input

coupling and causes the

incoming sine wave to be

digitized and displayed.

Now, however, the display-

ed sine wave is centered

onefull graticule line above

the center of the display

graticule as shown.Thisis
the new VZR_ level as

indicated in the VZR

readout. Notice that turning

the CH 1 POSITION control
no longer changes the VZR

level.

Whenyou press GNDthis

time you'tl notice the VZR

readout changesagain. Be-

cause you moved the CH 1

POSITION control in the

preceding step, you also

changedthe zero reference.

This establishes the VZR at

the last position of the CH 1

POSITIONcontrol. Any time

you wantto changeit, use

the POSITION control to
position the incoming

waveform, press GND, then
press AC (or DC) again.

Return the VZR level to the

centergraticule line.

Display

  
To set the VZR reference at any time simply press GND, then return to either AC or

DC. The POSITION control should not be changed without repeating this process.

NOTE

The VZR valueis only used by the single vertical cursor readout and to

establish a reference for data transferred over the GPIB.
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CHANGING THE VERTICAL SENSITIVITY (VOLTS/DIV)

Initialization sets the vertical sensitivity to 1 volt/div as indicated in the display

readout. The VOLTS/DIV contro! allows you to select the vertical sensitivity of the

7D20 in volts per division. Slowly rotate the VOLTS/DIV control and observe the

‘effect this has on the displayed waveform. Notice too that each changeis indicated

in the top line of the display readout. As the VOLTS/DIV control is rotated in the

counterclockwise direction the Vertical sensitivity can be decreased to a minimum

of 5 V/div. Rotation of the control in a clockwise direction increases the vertical

sensitivity, in a 1, 2, 5 sequence to a maximum of 5 mV/div. Rotating the

VOLTS/DIV control beyond either the minimum or maximum setting will have no

further effect on the vertical sensitivity or the displayed sensitivity setting. Return

the vertical sensitivity to 1 volt/division.

USING THE VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV CONTROL

This control allows you to decrease the vertical sensitivity from its current setting.
Rotate the knob counterclockwise (out of its calibrated detent position) and notice

that a > sign appears in the display readout next to the VOLTS/DIV setting as

shown in Figure 2-14. This indicates that the vertical attenuation is now

uncalibrated and is greater than the displayed VOLTS/DIV setting. Observe that the

vertical sensitivity continues to decrease as you rotate the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV

control and notice the effect this has on the displayed waveform. Return the control

(by rotating clockwise) to its detent position and note that the > symbol disappears

from the display.

 

 

VARIABLE
VOLTS/DIV
INDICATION s a

ase)

init
A
V2ZR 1.2

 

3857-24  
 

Figure 2-14. VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV readout.
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EXERCISE 2
USING THE AQR (ACQUIRE) MODE

So that you may start at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises,theInitialization

feature has been used as necessary to set front-panel control settings to a known
state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfrom the UTILITIES menu(refer to
thelist of predeterminedsettings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use theInitialization
feature, but it may be helpful.

These four keys (see Fig. 2-15) contro! the way your 7D20 acquires signals for
digitizing. These are mutually exclusive functions so only one can be selected at any

onetime. Uponinitialization, the 7D20 is set to acquire signals presentat the CH 1
input connector as indicated by the illumination of the CH 1 AQR MODEkey.
Connect the 1 kHz 4 V P-P sine wave to channel 1 and connectthe trigger output
(square wave) from yoursignal generator, if so equipped, to channel 2.If a trigger
signal is not available, choose someother time related signal. Initialize the 7D20

using the UTILITIES menu. Select 2 volts/div on Channels 1 and 2.

  

 

 

 3857-25]
 

Figure 2-15. AQR MODEkeys.
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Press

CH 1+1

BOTH

ADD

CH 2>2

Remarks

Selects channe! 1 for

digitizing and stores the

digitized waveform in

waveform memory 1.

Position the sine wave into

the top half of the display

using the CH 1 POSITION

control.

Selects both channels (CH 1

and CH 2) for digitizing and

stores the digitized

waveforms in waveform

memories 1 and 2 respect-

ively. Position the square

waveto the lowerhalf of the

display using the CH 2

POSITIONcontrol.

Selects the ADD AQR

MODE illuminating the

ADD key and causes both

inputs (channels 1 and 2) to

be added together and the

result stored in waveform

memory 1. Notice the result

of adding the square wave
with the sine wave.

Selects only the channel 2

input for digitizing. The key

illuminates upon selection

and the waveform present
at the CH 2 input connector

is digitized into waveform

memory 2. Notice that the

trigger source of the time

base has been automatical!-

ly changed to channel 2.

This will occur any time

MODEhasbeenselected as
the trigger source.

teu Ty wes rts
dallaSL

Display

 

VER £.2

ees
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EXERCISE 3
USING THE WAVEFORM MEMORY

So that you maystart at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises,the Initialization
feature has been used as necessary to set front-panel controlsettings to a known
‘state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfrom the UTILITIES menu(refer to

thelist of predeterminedsettings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use theInitialization

feature, but it may be helpful.

Your 7D20 contains six memory registers devoted to the storage of waveform data.

MEMORYDISPLAY keys are shownin Figure 2-16. Waveforms are digitized into

memories 1 and 2 and can be copied from these memoriesto any of the others. The

memories can be displayed or not as you wish, except that one of the six

memories must be designated the cursor waveform memory and is always

 

"MEMORYDISPLAY

copy sw REF

a   
3857-26]
 

Figure 2-16. MEMORY DISPLAY keys.

 

 

3857-27  
 

Figure 2-17. Sine-wavedisplay.
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displayed. Initialization sets the 7D20 to digitize signal information into waveform
memory 1 and also establishes waveform memory 1 as the cursor waveform. The

sine-wave signal is currently visible in the display (see Fig. 2-17) and MEMORY

DISPLAY key 1 illuminated. Because of initialization, waveform memory 1 is the

only memory that contains waveform data at this time. The other memories (2
through 6) have no stored data and, if selected for display, will show a center

horizontal line.

COPYING AND DISPLAYING A WAVEFORM

Waveforms can be copied from one memory to any other so long as you are not

digitizing into the receiving memory. After initializing, because data is acquiring

waveform memory 1, you cannot copy into waveform memory 1 at this time (the

HOLD function terminates the digitizing process). For now, however, the sine-wave

signal being digitized into channel 1 can be copied from waveform memory 1 into

any of the other memories. When a waveform is copied, all the acquire and display

conditions are copied too, the memory being copied into is overwritten and cleared

of any previous data. The following shows how to copy a waveform into another

memory and then display the copied waveform. Initialize the 7D20 then:

Press Remarks Display

COPY The COPYkeywill begin to

blink and a prompt appears

in the display. The left most

# sign in the prompt also

will blink. A blinking key or

prompt indicates that a

command requiring addi-

tional keypushes is in

process. The 7D20 is

currently waiting for you to

enter the number of the

waveform memory you

wish to copy.

 

1 Tells the 7D20 that you are
going to copy the contents

of memory 1 into another

memory. The left # sign in
the prompt will change to

the number1 andthe right #

will begin to blink. This

indicates that you should

now enter the number of

the memory into which you

want to copy waveform

memory1.
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Press

2-26

Remarks

Tells the 7D20 to copy

waveform memory 1 into

waveform memory 3 and
completes the copy process.

(You could have copied the

waveform into any of the

other five memories of the

7D20.) At this point memory

3 contains a copy of the

sine-wave signal being

acquired into channel 1.

The prompt now reads as

shown and the COPY key

light goes out. However,the

content of waveform

memory 3 is not yet

displayed.

The 3 key illuminates, the

copy prompt disappears,

and the display changes to

indicate that waveform 3 is

being displayed. This will be

difficult to see, however,

because the waveform in

memory 3 wascopiedin the

same position as the

original waveform in

memory 1. Consequently,

the two waveforms now

overlap in the display.

Separate the displayed

waveforms by turning the

CH 1 POSITION control to

vertically reposition the

signal being digitized into

waveform memory 1.

You can display the

contents of any of the six
waveform memories just by

pressing the appropriate

MEMORY DISPLAY keys.
Likewise, you can remove

any waveform (except the

cursor waveform) from the

display by pressing the

appropriate MEMORY

DISPLAYkey a secondtime.

Display

pa]
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A NOTE ABOUT THE DSW (DiSplayed Waveforms) ORDER

The DSW readoutorder is determinedby the vertical position of the first data points

of the displayed waveforms. Notice as you vertically reposition waveform 1 so its

first data point is above thefirst data point of waveform 3, the DSW readoutlists

waveform first. If you vertically position the first data point of waveform 1 below

the first data point on waveform 3, the DSW readout changesto list waveform 3

first.
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EXERCISE 4
CHANGING THE DESIGNATED

CURSOR WAVEFORM

So that you may start at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises,theInitialization

feature has been used as necessary to set front-panel control settings to a known
state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfrom the UTILITIES menu(refer to
thelist of predetermined settings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use the Initialization
feature, but it may be helpful.

The CSW (Cursor Waveform) key shownin Figure 2-18 allows you to choose anyof
the six waveform memories as the cursor waveform. In the 7D20 the cursor

waveform is always displayed. It cannot be turnedoff. The CSW (cursor waveform)

readout in the lowerleft corner of the display tells which memory is currently

designated as the cursor waveform (see Fig. 2-19). The two bottom lines of the

 

 

 

 

 

 
3857-170.

Figure 2-18. CSW REF key.

CURSOR

WAVEFORM

INFORMATION 3857.35,
 

Figure 2-19. Cursor Waveform readout.
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readout pertain only to the CSW.Initialization designates that memory 1 be the

cursor waveform. Any waveform memory can be selected as the cursor waveform.

The following illustrates how:

Press

CSW

Remarks

The CSW key will begin to

blink and the prompt: CSW

# appears in the display

readout. The # in prompt
also blinks to indicate that

the 7D20 is waiting for the

number of the new cursor

waveform.

The # in the prompt changes

to a 4 and a horizontal line

appearsacrossthe centerof
the display. The 4 key also

iluminates and the CSW

readout now indicates that

waveform 4 is the cursor
waveform.

Waveform 1 can now be
turned off since it is no

longer the cursor wave-

form. The key extinguishes

and the DSW readout

changes to indicate that
only waveform 4 is being

displayed.

Display

 
3857-38
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Press

CSW 1

2-30

Remarks

Reselects waveform 1 as

the cursor waveform,

returns waveform memory

1 to the display and

illuminates the key.

Turns off waveform

memory 4.

Display
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EXERCISE 5
HOLDING A WAVEFORM IN MEMORY

Any waveform being digitized, such as the sine-wavesignal currently being digitized

and displayed, can be locked or held in the 7D20 memory by pressing the HOLD key

shownin Figure 2-20. When you press the HOLDkey,signaldigitizing is instantly

terminated. Waveform data contained in waveform memories 1 and 2 at that instant

is retained unchanged in memory, complete with the associated acquire and display

conditions. This is a manual or arbitrarily initiated function. For a triggered HOLD
refer to EXERCISE 11 for HOLD NEXT.

The HOLDcondition is visually indicated in two ways; the HOLDkeyilluminates and

the displayed waveform appears to freeze (waveform motion is no longer visible) in

the display. The HOLD key performs an on/off function, so pressing the key a

second time will turn the HOLD function off and extinguish the key illumination. The
7D20 will then resume digitizing new waveform data into memory.

   
3857-39   

Figure 2-20. The HOLD key.
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EXERCISE 6
USING THE CURSORS

So that you maystart at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises, the Initialization

feature has been used as necessary to set front-panel control settings to a known

state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfrom the UTILITIES menu(refer to

the list of predetermined settings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use the Initialization

feature, but it may be helpful.

Two cursors are available for use with each waveform memory when the memoryis

selected as the cursor waveform. The cursors appear as intensified dots on the

cursor waveform. Cursor 1 is always turned on but cursor 2 can be turned onoroff

as you choose.Initialization turns cursor 2 off and sets cursor 1 to the left most data

point on the cursor waveform. The intensified dot at the beginning of the cursor

waveform is cursor 1 (see Fig. 2-21). Using the cursor movement keys shownin

Figure 2-22, cursor 1 can be positioned to any data point on the cursor waveform.

Use of the cursors is illustrated in the following procedures.

CURSOR 1

The following shows how to move cursor 1 on the cursor waveform.

Press Remarks Display

1> A single press of this

slewing key causes cursor1

to moveto the next adjacent

data point. Notice that when

you press and hold the

movement key, the cursor

moves continuously across

the full length of the cursor

waveform. Cursor 1 stops
when it reaches the last

waveform data point. Also

notice that as cursor 1 is

moved, the cursor wave-

form readout changes to

give both the vertical

position and the horizontal

time value of the waveform

data point wherecursor1 is

located. (The horizontal

time value is referenced to

the trigger position and the

cursor 1 vertical position is

referenced to Vertical Zero

Reference.)

 

3857-42
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Press Remarks Display

1 Movescursor 1 back toward

the beginningof the cursor
waveform. Return cursor 1

to thefirst data point.

 

CURSOR 1

 

 3857-40
 

CURSORS

 
 

 

Figure 2-22. Cursor keys.
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CURSOR 2 AND THE / (function shift) KEY

The following shows howto turn on cursor 2 using the / (function shift) key (see
Fig. 2-23) and alsoillustrates how cursor 2 is moved about on the waveform

 

3857-173

Figure 2-23. The shift function key.

Press Remarks Display

1p Move cursor1 to theright 7   
about two divisions as

shown,

3857-43
f The /f(function shift) key

beginsto blink. This allows
you to now select any of the

shift functions.

AON This turns on cursor 2

(which appears as an
intensified dot), extinguish-
es the AOFF key and
key, andilluminates AON
key. Note that when cursor

2 is turned on the cursor
readout changed; it now
gives the voltage and time
difference of cursor 2 with

respect to cursor 1
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Press

@2
25

OFF

Remarks

These two keys move cursor
2 the samewaythe 1 and
1 keys move cursor 1
However, cursor 2, when
moving toward the begin-
ning of the cursor
waveform,cannot be moved
past cursor 1. Cursor 2
comes to a stop when it
reaches cursor 1. Position
cursor2 about twodivisions
to the right of cursor 1

Whencursor 1 reaches the
samedata point as cursor 2
it pushes cursor 2 toward
the end of the waveform.
Cursor 1 cannot be
positioned to the right of
cursor 2

Notice as cursor 1 moves

away, cursor 2 remains
where it was previously
positioned. Return cursor 1
to thefirst data point

Again permits the selection
of a shift function. The key
will begin to blink

Turns off cursor 2
illuminates the AOFF key.
The AON key and the /key
are extinguished.

 

3857-47
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USING THE CURSORSINDEPendently OR ALIGNed

Thecursors associatedwith eachof the six waveform memories canbe operatedin
one of two ways, INDEPendently or ALIGNed. If INDEPendentis used you can
move the cursors on the cursor waveform withoutaffecting the positions of the
undisplayed cursors on the other waveforms. This can be useful when examining
different portions of twodifferent waveforms. When you wantto examinevertical
values at the same horizontal position on different stored waveforms, using ALIGN
forces the cursor positions on all the waveformsto align themselves with the cursor

positions on the cursor waveform. Initialize the 7D20 and continue as instructed
below.

Press

f

SON

2-36

Remarks

Allows the selection of a

shift function, The key
begins to blink.

Turns on cursor 2. The key
illuminates whenpressed,
the f key stops blinking,
and the AOFF key extin-
guishes. Notice that the
cursor readout at the
bottom of the display has
changed to now show the
difference in voltage and
time betweencursor 1 and
cursor 2.

Position cursor 1 to vertical

graticule line 1

 

Display
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Press Remarks Display
o2 Position cursor 2 to vertical

graticule line 3.

copy The COPY key begins to
blink and the COPY prompt
appearsin the display

q Tells the 7D20 that you
want to COPY waveform
memory 1. Your selection is
notedin the first # position
of the COPY prompt

 

3857 63
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Press

2-38

Remarks

Tells the 7D20 that you
wish to COPY waveform
memory 1 into waveform
memory 3. The COPY
prompt reflects your
selection. The COPY prompt
will disappear when
another key is pressed

Causes waveform memory
3 to be displayed, illumin-
ates the 3 key, and removes
the COPY promptfrom the
display. The DSW readout
indicates that both
waveforms 1 and 3 are
being displayed. The
displayed waveforms
overlap at this time so
adjust the CH 1 POSITION
controlto vertically position
waveform 1, up one full
division above its current
position, This will allow you
to view both waveforms.
Notice that the cursors

move up with waveform 1
becauseit is the the cursor
waveform. Also, note the
position of the cursors in
preparation for the next
step.

Display
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Press

csw

3

19 2%

Remarks

The CSWkeybeginsto blink
and the CSW prompt
appearsin the display. The
7020 is waiting for you to
select the number of the
cursor waveform

This designates waveform
memory 3 as the cursor
waveform, Notice that the
cursors are now on
waveform 3 in the same

horizontal location they
previously occupied on
waveform 1. In other words,
the cursors are still
ALIGNed with their

previous horizontal posi-
tion.

Position both cursors about
onedivision to the right of
their presentposition.

Operating Instructions—7D20

Display

 

   
3857.69
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Press

csw1

f inper

Gl e2

csw 3

2-40

Remarks

Re-select waveform mem
ory 1 as the cursor
waveform and notice that

the cursors are now on

waveform 1 but are
ALIGNedwith the position
you moved them to when

waveform 3 wasthe cursor
waveform

Select the INDEPendent

cursor mode. The ALIGN
key extinguishes and the
INDEPkeyilluminates. As
you will see, movement of
the cursors on the cursor

waveform (waveform 1) will
have no effect on the
position of the cursors (non
displayed) on waveform 3

Position both cursors

toward the beginning of
waveform

Re-select waveform mem-
ory 3 as the cursor

waveform. Notice that the
cursors return to their

previous position on
waveform 3 and are no
longer ALIGNed with the
cursors on waveform 1

 

3857-70
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Press Remarks

J ALIGN Notice the cursor positions
cswi have changed again. The

ALIGN command forces
immediate movementof the
cursors withoutthe need to

use the cursor movement

keys. The ALIGN mode
allows you to measure
vertical values on wave-
forms in exactly the same
horizontal location. The
INDEPendent mode allows
you to measure different
parts of the same waveform
at the sametime(see Fig. 2-
24). Additional uses of the
ALIGN and INDEPendent
modes are illustrated in
conjunction with the HMAG
(Horizontal MAGnification)
later in these exercises.
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Display
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Cursor 1 Cursor 2

Wavetorm 1 (CSW 1)
 

 

 

Waveform 1 copied into memory 3 (DSW 3) showing
cursor positions moved INDEPendent of Waveform 1

Cursor 2

Cursor 1  3857-74]
 

Figure 2-24. Using the cursors to measure different parts of the same waveform.
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EXERCISE 7
USING THE CURSOR WAVEFORM

DISPLAY MODIFIER KEYS

So that you maystart at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises, the Initialization
feature has been used as necessary to set front-panel control settings to a known

state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfromthe UTILITIES menu(refer to

the list of predetermined settings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use theInitialization

feature, but it may be helpful.

The CURSOR WFM keys (shownin Fig. 2-25) permit you to manipulate the cursor

waveform in a variety of ways. Generally, the VPUP®, VPDN®, VXPD{, and
VCMP% keys perform the samefunctions on the stored waveform displays that the
CH 1 and CH vertical POSITION and VOLTS/DIV controls perform onsignalsbeing
actively acquired. These keys are operational on the cursor waveform only. When
CH 1 and CH2 are selected asthe cursor waveform, CH 1 or CH 2 mustbe placed in
HOLD, or REF must be on. Waveforms3 through6 are alwaysin a hold condi S

HMAGandVSfunctionsare operational on either the waveform(s) being acquired or

on waveforms in HOLD.

 

 

CURSOR WFM
(csw)

vxeo {PUP &

 

 3857-75]

Figure 2-25. Cursor Waveform keys.
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HOW TO VERTICALLY REPOSITION THE CURSOR WAVEFORM

The VPUP@ (vertical position up) and the VPDN% (vertical position down) keys

permit you to vertically move the cursor waveform up or downin the display. The
following exercise shows you how.

Press Remarks Display

HOLD Terminates the digitizing
process and holds the
current digitized waveform
in waveform memory 1.
This is necessary because
CURSOR WFM keys

VPUP4, and VPDNS , have
no effect on a cursor

waveform that is being
actively digitized. They work
as vertical separation
controls with the REFer-
ence waveform present

Except underthe conditions
shown in Figure 2-26, a
cursor waveform that is
being actively digitized is
vertically repositioned
using the respective CH 1 or
CH 2 POSITION control.

VPUP ® (VERTICAL POSITION UP).
A single press of this key
moves the cursor wave
form up incrementally. The
key illuminates and the VZR
(Vertical Zero reference)
readout indicates the new
GND position of the
waveform in divisions with
respect to the center

horizontal graticule line
Continuous movement of
the cursor waveform results
whenyou press and hold
this key. Maximum vertical
positioningis approximately
5 divisions (plus or minus)
from the zero reference
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WHEN HOLDIS ON:

CSW AEF

a]

WHEN HOLDIS OFF
REF OFF:

CSW AEF

oO

WHEN HOLD IS OFF
HMAG AND REF ON

CSW AEF

WHEN HOLD IS OFF
VS AND REF ON:

 

 
 

CURSOR WFM
icsw) ALL KEYS

FUNCTION

 

HMAG ALL VS

uo Oo

CURSOR WFM
«csw)

APO 5 vPUP

ao ol
& KEYS NOT ACTIVEvom me » |

\ KEYS ACTIVE

ALL KEYS ACTIVE

CURSOR WFM
xn ALL KEYS ACTIVE

vxPO PUP

Oo oO
3 vPON

 

ad oO
HMAG AL VS

Oo 84  3857-76
 
Figure 2-26. Conditions under which the CURSOR WFMkeys
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Press

VPDNS

VPDN&

HOLD

Remarks

(VERTICAL POSITION

DOWN). Press andhold this
key to return the cursor
waveform to its original
position. Movement of the

waveform stops when the
original zero reference
position is reached. Release

the key and notice that the
original VZR readout is
restored and that neither

the VPUP@ key nor the

VPDNS keyis illuminated.

A single press of this key
will now cause the cursor
waveform to move down
incrementally and illumin-
ate the VPDN& key. As with

the VPUP® key, continuous
movementof the waveform
will result if you press and
hold this key. Position the
displayed waveform some-
what below center,

Turnsoff the HOLDfunction
and allows the 7D20 to
resume digitizing into
waveform memory 1. The
HOLDkey will extinguish
Notice the trace returns to

its original position because
the vertical position keys

don't affect a cursor
waveform that is not in

HOLD.

Operating Instructions—7D20

Display
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HOW TO VERTICALLY EXPAND OR COMPRESS THE CURSOR
WAVEFORM

The VXPD (vertical expand) and VCMP& (vertical compress) keys, shownin Figure
2-27, allow you to expand or compressthe cursor waveform twofull increments (in
a 1,2,5 sequence) from its acquired vertical scale factor. To best demonstrate this
feature, adjust the signal generator for a sine-wave amplitude of twodivisions in
the display. Then proceed with the following

 

 

3857-82  
 

Figure 2-27. Vertical compress and expand keys.

Press Remarks Display

HOLD Terminates the digitizing
process and holds the
currentdigitized waveform
in waveform memory 1 The
VXPD % and VCMP% keys
have no effect on a cursor
waveform that is being
actively digitized except
with the REFerence
waveform present

 

9857 83
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Press

vxpp?

VXPD

vempP2

VCMPS

Remarks

Press this key one time and

release. The cursor

waveform expands and the

VXPD% keyilluminates. All
expansions and compres-

sions increment or decre-

ment the stored VOLTS/
DIV in calibrated 1,2,5

steps. The new vertical

scale factor is displayed in

the CSW readout.

Pressthis key a second time

and the cursor waveform

increments once more to

the next higher vertical

scale factor. Again, the
CSW readout changes to

reflect the new vertical

display factor.

Pressing this key causes the

cursor waveform to

compress. The CSW

readout will reflect the

change. The vxpp? key is

still illuminated because the

cursor waveform is. still

expanded.

Press this key a second time

and the cursor waveform

returns to its original

digitized vertical scale

factor. The VXPD% key

extinguishes when this

occurs.

Display
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Press

vcmMP&

VCMP$
VPDN &

HOLD

2-48

Remarks

The cursor waveform
compresses again. The
VCMP$_ key illuminates
indicating the waveform

has been compressed

relative to its original

digitized amplitude. The

CSW readout displays the

new vertical scale factor.

Compresses the cursor

waveform again and

positions it downwardinthe

display.

Terminates the HOLD

function and; permits the

7D20 to resume digitizing

into waveform memory 1.

Notice the displayed cursor

waveform returns to its

original position and is no
longer affected by the

vertical position, vertical

compression or expansion

keys when HOLD is

cancelled.

Display
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USING HMAG(HORIZONTAL MAGNIFY) AND CURSOR MOVEMENT

The HMAG key (see Fig. 2-28) permits you to horizontally magnify the cursor
waveform by 10 times. Movementof cursor 1 appears different when the cursor
waveform is magnified. This is because only a portion of the magnified waveform
appears in the display and cursor 1 movementis designedto allow anyportion of
the magnified waveform to be positioned within the display area. Movementof
cursor 2 is not affected by horizontal magnification. The following exercise

illustrates the HMAG function and the movement of cursor 1 on the magnified

waveform.

 

  

 

 

Figure 2-28. Horizontal Magnify key.

Remarks Display

Adjust the signal generator amplitudefor a
4-division display of the sine wave.

merci
peered
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Press

HMAG

1p

2-50

Remarks

The key illuminates when

pressed and the cursor

waveform being digitized

into waveform memory 1 is

immediately magnified in

the display. HMAGnifica-

tion is bya factor of 10 times

so the magnified waveform

is displayed with one tenth

the number of horizontal

points. Notice that cursor 1

is on thefirst data point on

the magnified waveform.

This slewing key moves

cursor 1 toward the end of
the magnified cursor

waveform.If you press and

hold the cursor movement

key continuous movement

of the cursor will result.

However, notice that the

cursor stops at vertical

graticule line 2 and the

waveform movesto theleft

with respect to the cursor.

Asthe end of the magnified
waveform comes into the

display area, cursor 1

resumes movement to the

end of the waveform while

the magnified waveform

remains stationary in the

display. In this manner

cursor 1 can be positioned

to any data point on the

horizontally magnified

cursor waveform and you

can scan the entire

magnified waveform for
viewing. This also ensures

that cursor 1 stays always

within the display area. This

sequenceis reversed when

cursor 1 is moved back

toward the beginningof the

magnified cursor wave-

form. Return cursor 1 to the

Display
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Press

HMAG

1>

2-50

Remarks

The key illuminates when

pressed and the cursor

waveform being digitized

into waveform memory 1 is
immediately magnified in

the display. HMAGnifica-

tion is by a factor of 10 times

so the magnified waveform

is displayed with one tenth

the number of horizontal

points. Notice that cursor 1

is on thefirst data point on

the magnified waveform.

This slewing key moves

cursor 1 toward the end of

the magnified cursor

waveform. !f you press and

hold the cursor movement

key continuous movement

of the cursor will result.

However, notice that the

cursor stops at vertical

graticule line 2 and the

waveform movestotheleft

with respect to the cursor.

Asthe end of the magnified

waveform comes into the

display area, cursor 1

resumes movement to the

end of the waveform while

the magnified waveform

remains stationary in the

display. In this manner

cursor 1 can be positioned

to any data point on the

horizontally magnified

cursor waveform and you
can scan the entire

magnified waveform for

viewing. This also ensures

that cursor 1 stays always

within the display area. This

sequence is reversed when

cursor 1 is moved back

toward the beginning of the

magnified cursor wave-

form. Return cursor1 to the

Display

 



Press

19
(cont)

VXPD$
vemp$
vPUPo
VPDNS

Remarks

beginning of the cursor
waveform,

Notice that these cursor
waveform keys don't affect
an HMAG‘d cursor wave-
form that is not in HOLD
Also, notice that the
message HOLD REOD
(HOLDrequired) is display-
ed whenyouattemptto use

these keys when not in
HOLD except with the
REFerence waveform
present,

Operating Instructions—7D20
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HMAG ANDTHE REFerence WAVEFORM

The REF key (shownin Fig. 2-29) permits you to view theoriginal, unmagnified
cursor waveform at the same time you are viewing the horizontally magnified
version. The cursors appear on the same data points on both versions of the
waveform. The following exercise illustrates the use of this function.

 

 

   
Figure 2-29. REFerence Waveform key.

Press Remarks Display

Make sure HOLD is not

selected.

ZS The /key illuminates to
permit the selection of a
shift function,

CSW REF Selects the REFerence

waveform for display. The
REF waveform appears in
the display as shown.

Notice that the DSW
readout indicates the
REFerence waveform is

being displayed. The first
datapointof each versionof
the waveform overlap.
Cursor 1 is positioned on
that point. Adjust the CH 1

POSITION control and

notice that both versionsof

the cursor waveform are
vertically re-positioned as
the controlis turned. Return
the waveforms to their
centered position.
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Press

VPUP >

ON

Remarks

Notice that this key
vertically re-positions only
the magnified version of the
waveform. Position the
magnified waveform about
one division above the
REFerence waveform

Notice that cursor 1 is
positioned on data point 1
on both versions of the
waveform. Both cursors

appear on the same date
point on the REFerence
waveform as on the

HMAG'd waveform. VPUP4

and VPDNS& act as

separation controls
Change CH 1 POSITION

control and notice the
waveforms move together
but maintain separation

The / key begins to blink
indicating that you can
select a shift function

Turns on cursor 2 which is
located on the last data
point of both the HMAG'd
and REFerence waveform
However, cursor 2 is not
visible on the HMAG'd
waveform at this time

because the data point that
it is positioned onis outside
the display area

OperatingInstructions—7D20
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Press
@2

2-54

Remarks

Position cursor 2 on or
about vertical graticule line
6 on the REFerence
waveform. Cursor2 should
still not be visible on the
magnified cursor wave-
form

Advance cursor 1 to the
right toward the endof the
cursor waveform. Notice
how the magnified wave-
form movesto theleft while
cursor 1 (on the magnified
waveform) remains fixed at
vertical graticule line 2. On
the REFerence waveform
cursor 1 movesto theright
in the usual manner

Observe cursor action on
both the REFerence
waveform and the magnifi-
ed waveform as you

continue moving cursor 1
toward the end of the

waveform; cursor 2 comes
into the display andtravels
with the magnified version
of the waveform till it
reaches cursor 1, at which
time cursor 1 will push

cursor 2 toward the end of
the cursor waveform. When
the end of magnified
waveform comes into the
display, the cursors resume
travel till they reach the last

data point on the waveform

Display
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Press

vemp%
VPUP
VPDN &
VXPD

REF

HMAG.

Remarks

Return cursor 1 to the
beginning of the waveform
while observing the
movementof the cursors on
both versions of the
waveform.

Notice that because the

HMAGkey is illuminated,
these functions affect the
magnified portion of the
cursor waveform display.

Note: To modify the
REFerence waveform you
must be in a HOLD
condition and HMAG and
VS mustbe off

The / key illuminates to
permit the selection of a
shift function

Turns off the REFerence
waveform

Terminates HMAGandthe
HMAGkeyextinguishes

Operating Instructions—7D20
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HOW TO USE HMAG ALL

This function key, shownin Figure 2-30 allowsyouto horizontally magnify ALL the
displayed waveforms. To illustrate this function wewill first copy the cursor
waveform into all the other waveform memories. Initialize the 7D20 and proceed as
instructed below.

 

  
3857-103]  

Figure 2-30. Horizontal Magnify ALL wavetorms key.

Press Remarks Display

HOLD Stopsdigitizing process and
holds the waveform in
memory

copy The COPY key begins to
blink and the COPY prompt
appearsin the display

 

3857/1785
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Press

coPY
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Remarks

Selects waveform memory
1 as the waveform to be
copied. The COPY promp:
will confirm your selection

Selects waveform memory
2 as the destination of the
COPY. Again, the COPY
prompt confirms what
you'veselected

The COPY key begins to
blink and the COPY prompt

again requests that you
select a waveform to copy

Selects waveform 1 as the
waveform to be copied. The
COPYpromptconfirms your
source selection.

Selects waveform memory
3 as the destination of the
COPY. Continue the above
process until waveform 1 is
copied into all the rest of the
waveform memories (4, 5,
and 6).

Displays the copied
waveforms, This is indicat-
ed by the DSW readout
However, since the
waveforms wereall copied
in the same position as

waveform 1, it will appear
as though only one
waveform is being display-
ed.

The key blinks indicating
that you can now select a
shift function.

Display
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Press

HMAG ALL

vpup

2-58

Remarks

The keyilluminates andall
six displayed waveformsare
horizontally magnified

Vertically position the CSW
to the top of the display

The keyilluminates and the
CSW prompt appears in the
display to indicate that you
can now select any
waveform memory for the
cursor waveform

Selects waveform memory
2 as the cursor waveform
Notice that cursor 1 moves
to waveform 2 andthat the
readout prompt and the
CSWdisplay now indicate
that waveform 2 is the
cursor waveform

Display
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Press

VPUP @

CSW

VPUP @

csw

Remarks

The key illuminates and

causes waveform 2 to move

vertically up in the display,

separating it from the other

magnified waveforms and

closer to waveform 1.

Position waveform 2 just

below waveform 1 as

shown.

 

3857-108

Again allows selection of a

new cursor waveform.

Selects waveform 3 as the

cursor waveform. The

cursor moves to waveform

3.

Now moves waveform 3

vertically up in the display.

Position waveform 3 just

below waveform 2.    
"3857-110

Again allows selection of a

new cursor waveform.

Selects waveform 5 as the

cursor waveform.
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Press

VPDN &

CSW, 6

VPDNS

HMAG

HMAG

2-60

Remarks

Moves waveform 5 downin

the display. Position

waveform 5 just below its
original position.

Repeat the above process

for waveform 6. When

finished, the six waveforms

should be separated and

positioned as shown.Notice

that the vertical position of

the first data point of each

waveform is reflected in the

order of the DSW readout.

Notice that when you press

this key, only the cursor

waveform (waveform 6) is
unmagnified and that the

HMAGkey extinguishes.

A second pressing of this

key causes the cursor

waveform to again be

horizontally magnified and

the key again illuminates. 

Display
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Press

csw 3

Remarks

Select waveform memory 3
as the cursor waveform
Waveform 3 is selected as

the cursor waveform for
convenience only; any of

the waveforms could be
selected for the next two
steps.

Press andhold the cursor1
movementkey. Notice that
the cursor moves on
waveform till it reaches
the secondvertical graticule
line. Then, the cursor
movementstops andall the
magnified waveformstravel
across the display (simulta-
neously) with respect to
cursor 1. The reasonall the
waveforms move together
is because their horizontal
cursor positions are
ALIGNed. Whenthe last
data point of the waveform
comes into the display,
waveform movementstops
and cursor 1 resumestrave
to the end of waveform 3

Pressing this key reverses
the previous process and
returns cursor 1 to the
beginning of waveform 3    

i Operating Instructions—7D20
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Press

f NDEP

f ALIGN

f
HMAG ALL

2-62

Remarks

Turns off the ALIGN mode
and turns on the INDEP
mode,

Notice now that only the
cursor waveform moves
across the display when
cursor 1 reaches the second
graticule line

Notice that all waveforms

are horizontally aligned
with the cursor waveform.

Turns off HMAG ALL
Notice that all displayed
waveforms return io their
original position in the
display

Display
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USING THE VS (versus) FUNCTION

Operating Instructions—7D20

The versus function key, shown in Figure 2-31 permits you to display the cursor
waveform with respect to another waveform rather than time. Initialize the 7D20 as
instructed in the preliminary set-upinstructionsat the beginningofthis section. Set
the TIME/DIV to 200 us/div and set the trigger LEVEL to center position

 

  

 

 3857-123]
 

COPY,1,3

vs

Figure 2-31. The VS (Versus) key.

Remarks

Saves a duplicate of
waveform 1 into waveform
memory 3

The VS key will begin to
blink and the VS prompt
appears inthe display. The #
sign in the prompt also
blinks, indicating that the
7D20is waiting for you to
designate a waveform
numberto substitutefor the
timeaxis.

 

Display  
3657-124
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Press

TRIGGERING

LEVEL

Vs

2-64

Remarks

This causes the cursor

waveform (waveform 1) to

be versus waveform 3. The

VS key remainsilluminated

but is no longer blinking.

The resultant display will

appear as shown because

waveform 1 is used for the X

and Y axis of the display.

Notice that the cursor

readout uses volts for the

horizontal value rather than

seconds.

Turn this control to its fully

clockwise position. This will

changethe phaserelation-

ship of waveforms 1 and 3

as shown.In this way, the

cursor waveform can be

displayed VS the data in any

of the waveform memories,

including itself.

Turns off the VS function

and extinguishes the VS

key. The display now shows

only the cursor waveform

displayed with respect to

time.
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USING THE REFerence WITH VS

The followingillustrates how to use the REFerence feature when viewing a VS
waveform display.

   

 

Press Remarks Display

vs, 3 Displays the cursor a Bn
waveform versus waveform Moll alc he Makela

3 asbefore.

cous Iv] iv ver
ea nee ee

3857-127

1vf REF Turns on the REFerence ear
Waveform for viewing atthe
sametime.

3057-186

PUP © Vertically position the
versus display about 2
divisions higher.

 

3857-128
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Press Remarks Display

12 While positioning cursor 1
1 left and right, observe its

position on both the
REFerence and VS wave-

forms. Here the REFerence

serves as a time reference
as indicated by the
horizontal coordinate

reading in seconds.

vs Terminates both the VS
function and turns off the

REFerence waveform
Return the TRIGGERING
LEVEL control to midrange

Viv] 20mps-| ver 4-8
Reae oe

3857 187

 

VECTORS AND DOTS

Up tothis point the waveform displays you have viewedconsistofa series of dots
that represent the digitized waveform data points. As these dots become separated

vertically it sometimes becomes difficult to determine whichdot follows which. Your

7020has a selectable VECTORfunction (see Fig. 2-32) that connects time adjacent
dots. This allows you to better determine their time relationships. The VECTORsare

designed such that you canstill easily discern the waveform data points because
they appear intensified with the VECTORs on

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2-32. VECTOR key
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EXERCISE 8
USING THE AVERAGE AND ENVELOPE

FUNCTIONS AND SET N

So that you may start at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises,the Initialization

feature has been used as necessary to set front-panel control settings to a known

state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfrom the UTILITIES menu(refer to
thelist of predeterminedsettings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to usetheInitialization

feature, but it may be helpful.

These function keys, shown in Figure 2-33 permit you to average or envelope
waveformsthat are being digitized. AVEraging is useful for reducing uncorrelated
noise in signals and improvesits signal to noise ratio, ENVeloping is useful for
revealing subtle variationsin signals andallows the 7D20 to be left unattended for a
long period of time while monitoring signals for time and amplitude variations such
as frequencydrift. Refer to the Detailed OperatingInstructionslater in this section
for the algorithms used for waveform processing. Waveforms can be AVEeragedor
ENVeloped continuously or you can use the SET N feature to select the numberof
waveforms to process before automatically entering HOLD. The following shows
how, butfirst, make sure the 7D20is initialized and that the 1 kHz sine waveis
connected as described in the PRELIMINARY SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS

 

  
Figure 2-33. Wavetorm processing keys.
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Press

AVE

HOLD

2-68

Remarks

The AVE key illuminates
and the 7D20 starts to
continuously average the
signal asit is being digitized.
Slightly adjust the CH 1
POSITION control and
observe the effect. The
display readoutdisplays the
numberof averages as they

accumulate up to the
currentvalue of N, at which
point the display simply
indicates that the number of
averages exceeds the
currentvalue of N anda ‘>’
sign appearsin the prompt
Selection of the AVE
function will cancel the
HOLD, ENV, ENV N, SETN,
and AVE N functionsif any
are active

This terminates the AVE
process and displays the
total numberof averagesin
the readout up to the
currentvalue of N. You can
also terminate the AVE
function by selecting HOLD
NEXT, which would allow
the 7D20 to average the
next triggered waveform,
then enter HOLD Again,
the total number of
waveforms averaged up to
the current value of N would

be displayed. Terminationof
the AVE function canalso
be effected by selecting AVE
N. ENV, and ENV Nwiththe
selected function being
initiated Or, the AVE
function can be terminated
by pressing the AVE key a
second lume in which case

the 7020 would resume
normal digitizing operation
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ENV

VECTOR

HOLD
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Remarks

The HOLD function is
cancelled, the ENV key
illuminates and the
ENVelope function is
initiated. The sine wavewill
be continuously enveloped
and thereadout displays the
accumulated total of times
the waveform is ENVeloped.
While ENVeloping, slowly
adjust the frequency of your
signal generator and
observe the results.
Selection of the ENV
function automatically

cancels HOLD,AVE, AVE N,
ENV N, or SET N

By connecting adjacent
samples, the VECTORS
paintin the envelopeto aid
in visual interpretation.

Terminates the ENV
process and displays the

total number of times the

waveform was enveloped
As was the case with the
AVEfunction, you can also

terminate the ENV mode
with the HOLD NEXT
function which wouldallow
one additional triggered
waveform to be enveloped
before automatically

entering HOLD and
displaying the accumulated
total in the readout. Youcan
also terminate the ENVel-
‘ope modebyselecting AVE,
AVEN,or ENV N with the

Operating Instructions—7D20
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Press

HOLD
(cont)

SETN

AVE N

2-70

Remarks

initiating of the function
selected. The ENV mode can
also be cancelled by
pressing the ENV key a
second time. The key will
extinguish and the 7D20
will resume normal
digitizing operation.

The SET N key will blink
when pressed and the SET
N? prompt appears in the
display readout. The prompt
will indicate the current
value of N as shown. You
can changethevalue of N by
pressing and holding the
SET N key. This will cause N
to cycle repeatedly through
this sequenceofvalues: 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, and 256
Release the key to stop at
the desired value of N. For
the purpose ofthis exercise
set the value of N to 128
The SET N prompt will
disappearfromthe readout
whenyoupress the next key
(this could be anykey)

The / key begins to blink
indicating that you can now
select a shift function.

Selects the AVE N function
The key illuminates and the
sine waveis averaged 128
times. Notice that the
readout begins the AVE N
count at the value of N and

counts downto 0; at which
time the HOLD function is
initiated. The readout then

changestoindicatethat the
waveform being displayed
has been averaged 128
times. The AVE N function

can be cancelled by

Display

7
Cor
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Press

AVE N

(cont)

ENV N

REV SEPT 82

Remarks

selecting HOLD, HOLD
NEXT, AVE, ENV, or ENV N
with the selected function
beinginitiated.

Selects the ENV N function.

The ENV N keyilluminates

and the sine wave is
enveloped 128 times. As

soon as you press ENV N,
change the frequency of
your signal generator
slightly and observe the
resulting display. Notice
that just like the AVE N
function, the readout begins
the envelope count at 128
(the value of N) and counts
downto 0. At the zero count

the 7D20 automatically

enters HOLD and the
readout indicates an
ENVelopecountof 128, The
ENV N mode will cancel

with the selection of HOLD,
HOLD NEXT, AVE, AVE NN,
or ENV with the selected

functioninitiated. Note: The
AVEraging and ENVeloping
modes will function at all

TIME/DIV settings. How-
ever, when using ROLL
mode, some special
features are provided. Refer

to AVEraging, ENVeloping,

and SET N functions in the
Detailed Operating Instruc-

tions.

Display
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EXERCISE 9
DIGITIZING MODES AND THE

TIME/DIV CONTROL

The 7D20 has four digitizing modes automatically selected by the TIME/DIV
selector. These differentdigitizing modes ensure optimum digitizer operationfor the
full range of TIME/DIV settings. These modes are described here but for more
information, refer to the Detailed Operating Instructions in this section andto the
Operational Theory, section 3.

 

3857-77}

Figure 2-34. The TIME/DIV—digitizing modes selector.

REAL-TIME AND EXTENDED REAL TIME

So far we have been using thereal-time digitizing mode which extends from 50
ms/div to 500 us/div, The extendedreal-time mode extends from 200 ys/div to 2
us/div. The primary difference between these two modes is that the record length
(points per waveform) decreases from 100 points/div to 80 points/div in the
extended real-time mode. See Detailed Operating Instructions.

ROLL MODE ANDEXTernal CLOCK

To demonstratethe roll mode, adjust your sine-wavesignal to 1-Hz, DC coupled, and
set the TIME/DIVselector for 100 ms/div. You will observe that thesignaldisplay
rolls across thecrt. This roll motion can be stopped at any time by pressing the
HOLDkey.Thelastdigitized point always appears atthe extremerightofthedisplay.
As you changefrom 100 ms/div to 20 s/div with the display not in HOLD,note that
the digitizing process continues in the roll mode. To use the EXTernal CLOCK
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function, the TIME/DIV control must be set to EXT, and a signal applied to the EXT

CLOCK input connector. Refer to Exercise 12, Using the External Clock for further

information.

EQUIVALENT TIME MODE

In the equivalent time digitizing mode several trigger events are needed to digitize a

full record (1024 waveform data points) length. This can be demonstrated by setting

the TIME/DIV to 1 us/div and changing the sine-wave signal to 100 kHz. Make

abrupt adjustments of the CH 1 POSITION control to vertically reposition the

waveform by several divisions (either up or down). When you do this you will notice

a short time lag occurs and the momentary presence of multiple traces as the

digitizer completes the record at the changing POSITION control settings.

Decreasing the TIME/DIV makes this more obvious as the digitizer requires more

triggers to digitize the waveform at a new position. Refer to the Detailed Operating

instructions in this section and to the Operational Theory, section 3, for more

information.
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EXERCISE 10
SETTING THE TRIGGER POSITION

So that you maystart at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises, the Initialization

feature has been used as necessary to set front-pane! control settings to a known

state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfrom the UTILITIES menu(refer to

the list of predetermined settings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use the Initialization

feature, but it may be helpful.

With the TRIG POS keys (shownin Fig. 2-35), the 7D20 permits you to view up to
10 divisions of pretrigger and up to 1500 divisions of post trigger. Pretrigger allows

you to see events that occur before the trigger event while post triggering acts like a

digital delay which allows you to view events that occur after the trigger event. The

trigger position setting appears in the upper right corner of the display readout just

below the TIME/DIV setting as shown in Figure 2-36. For this exercise, instead of

the sine wave you've been using, connect the calibrator signal from the host

mainframe to the CH 1 input connector of the 7D20. Set the calibrator for a 1-kHz, 4

volt signal output and set the 7D20 TIME/DIV for 100 ws.Initialization set the 7D20

to trigger on the positive slope of the incoming signal so the display should appear

as shown in Figure 2-36. Proceed with the exercise.

Press Remarks

TRIG POSS Onepressofthis key causes

the TRIiGger POSition to

moveonefull division to the

right of its zero position.

Four more presseswill step

the TRIG POSto the center

of the display. Therefore,

half of the display shows

pretrigger and half shows

post triggered waveform.

 

—_}—_|_-
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TRIG POSS |

LI |  
3857-133

 

 

 
 

Figure 2-35. TRIGger POSition keys.

TRIGGER

POSITION

3857-179

Figure 2-36. Trigger POSition readout.

Press Remarks Display

TRIG POS® Press and hold this key and

the TRIG POS will incre-

mentto 10. This results ina

full 10-division display of

information which occurred

prior to the trigger event.

Sa
ane
H one
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Press

@TRIG POS

TRIG POS

TRIG POS»

2-76

Remarks

Press and hold this key and

the TRIG POS increments

back to zero where it

automatically stops.

Release the key.

Press and hold this key and

again the TRIG POS will

decrement to -1500
divisions of post trigger. The

trigger event actually

occurs 1500 divisions (150

ms) before the beginning of
this waveform.

Press and hold this key to

automatically return the

TRIG POS to zero.

  

Display

Ca es as eee
rie TCL Ca

: [va-t 96 ; cee] 
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EXERCISE 11
USING THE HOLD NEXT

So that you may start at any of the 12 Get-Acquainted Exercises,theInitialization

feature has been used as necessary to set front-panel control settings to a known

state by a single selection of INIT FRONT PANELfrom the UTILITIES menu(refer to

the list of predetermined settings in the Detailed Operating Instructions under Menu

Functions). Under normal applications it is not necessary to use theInitialization
feature, but it may be helpful.

The HOLD NEXT feature (HOLD NEXT key is shownin Fig. 2-37) is used to capture
and hold digitized waveforms. Generally speaking, when HOLD NEXTisin effect,

your 7020 will accept the next trigger event, digitize a full memory of waveform

data, then automatically enter HOLD. However, its actual operation varies
somewhat depending upon the digitizing mode that is being used. (The digitizing
modes are demonstrated in EXERCISE 9.) The HOLD NEXT modecan be used to
acquire data from a single trigger event just as the single sweep mode is used in a

conventional oscilloscope.

Initialize the 7D20 andperform the following stepstoillustrate how HOLD NEXTis

used in the different digitizing modes.

 

  

 

 

Figure 2-37. The HOLD NEXT key.
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REAL-TIME AND EXTENDED REALTIME(50 ms > Time/Div 2 2 ps):

Press Remarks

HOLD NEXT Note that the 7D20 goes inte HOLD and that the TRIG’D light goes
out. When you first pressed the HOLD NEXT key the 7D20 simply

accepted one moretrigger, digitized a full memory of waveform data,

then entered HOLD. Each subsequent press of the HOLD NEXT key

arms the circuits to accept a new trigger and repeats the process. The

TRIG’D light illuminates when the trigger occurs. This is true for the

real-time digitizing mode (50 ms/div to 500 ys/div) and for the

extended real-time digitizing mode (200 yus/div to 2 us/div).

EQUIVALENT TIME MODE(1 ws 2 TIME/DIV 2 50 ns):

For this part set the TIME/DIV for 100 ns/DIV and adjust the incoming sine-wave

signal to 1 MHz.

Press Remarks

HOLD NEXT Notice the 7D20 display momentarily updates before entering HOLD.

In the equivalent time mode (1 ys/div to 50 ns/div), when the HOLD

NEXT key is pressed, the 7D20 accepts enough repetitive triggers to

build a complete representation of the waveform before entering

HOLD. The TRIG’D light stays illuminated during each triggered

digitizing period. Refer to the Operational Theory, Section 3 for

further information.

ROLL MODE AND EXTernal CLOCK (20 s - 100 ms)

Select DC coupling on CH 1 and set the TRIGGERING MODE for NORM with DC

COUPLING and HF REJ. Set the TIME/DIV control for 100 ms/div and change the

input signal to a 1-Hz sine wave.

Press Remarks

HOLD NEXT Observe that the HOLD NEXT key illuminates when pressed but the

display continues to roll for a short time. Then, the TRIG’D light

comes on and a full 10-divisions of waveform rolls past before the

7D20 enters HOLD and the TRIG’D light goes out. Subsequent

pressing of the HOLD NEXTkeywill produce the sameresult. Notice
in doing so, that the 7D20 triggers on the samepoint and slopeof the

waveform each time. When HOLD NEXTis activated in the roll mode,

a hold off period occurs while the circuits are armed. This allows

about a screen full of data to roll across before a trigger can be

accepted. Whena trigger is accepted, the TRIG’D light comes on and

the displayed waveform continuesto roll across the screen until the

selected TRIG POSis reached.If the TRIG POSis 0 thena full screen

of data will cross the screen before HOLD is entered and the TRIG’D

light goes out. Set the TRIG POS to center screen and only half a
screen of data will roll across after a trigger is accepted. HOLD NEXT

operates this way throughout the range of roll digitizing mode (20

s/div to 100 ms/div and EXT clock).
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EXERCISE 12
USING THE EXTERNAL CLOCK

Remarks

Selects the UTILITIES

menu.

Select EXT CLOCK POLAR-

ITY from the UTILITIES
menu. EXT CLK¢ prompt

will appear in the display.

The promptarrow indicates

the polarity setting of the

EXTernal CLOCK. Each

subsequent press of the 4

key will reverse the polarity

setting so long as the

UTILITIES menu is being

displayed. Set the EXT CLK

polarity to positive ( }). You
can clear the prompt by

pressing any other key.

However, if you press the

menu key the prompt and

the displayed menu will

both be cleared from the

display.

Now, connect your signal

generatorto the EXT CLOCK

input located in the lower

part of the front panelof the

7D20. Apply a 5 volt signal.

   

EXTernal CLOCK digitizing mode permits you to digitize signals using an external

clock to determine when digitized point values are stored in waveform memory.

Polarity of the EXTernal CLOCKis set by using the MENU feature of your 7D20 as

instructed below:

Display

 
3857- 140
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Press Remarks Display

4 Select 100 Hz frequency,

(cont) this can be either a square

or sine wave. Rotate the

TIME/DIV control counter-

clockwise until “EXT 4 “ is
displayed in the upper right

corner of the readout.

The waveform display

should berolling. If not, be

sure you are not in HOLD.

While turning the CH 1

POSITION control back and

forth, vary the signal

generator frequency about

2 or 3 times sloweror faster
and notice that the speed of

the ROLLing also varies.

HOLD Enters HOLD and the

waveform stops moving.

Observe the cursor’s

horizontal coordinate no

longer reads in seconds.

Since the EXT CLOCK may

not always be a calibrated or

constant frequency source,

the cursor readout simply

indicates point numbers
rd

: aedeet ek
instead of time. 3857-142

 

This concludes the GET-ACQUAINTED EXERCISES.Foradditional information, refer

to the DETAILED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSthat foflows in this section.
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DETAILED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Detailed information concerning the controls and operation of the 7D20is given in
the following pages.

POWER-UP

At power-up the 7D20 automatically performsaninternalself test. Upon completion
ofits self test, the 7D20 restores manyofits control settings which were retained in

memory when power waslast removed. Table 2-1 shows whatsettings are restored
and which ones return to a power-up default condition.

TABLE 2-1
Control Settings at Power Up
 

|. Controlsettings restored upon power-up
A. CH1/CH2

VOLTS/DIV
COUPLING
INVERT (CH2)

B, TRIGGERING
MODE
COUPLING
SOURCE
SLOPE
POSITION

C. HORIZONTAL
TIME/DIV
EXTERNALCLOCK POLARITY

D. MEMORYDISPLAY
DISPLAY1
DISPLAY 2
CURSOR WEM (1 or 2)
REFERENCE WFM

E. CURSOR WFM(If WFM 1 or WFM 2 at power down.)
VPUP, VPDN (For HMAG andVS with REF operation.)
HMAG,VS

F. ACQUISITION
AQR MODE

G. CURSORS
MODE(INDEPor ALIGN)
AON/AOFF
CURSORPOSITIONS
 

TABLE CONTINUED
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TABLE 2-1 (CONT)
Control Settings at Power Up
 

 

H. GPIB

ADDRESS

MODE
TERMINATOR

|. OTHER

VECTOR

SET N VALUE

|. Defaults of control settings not restored at Power Up

A. CH1/CH2

VARIABLE GAIN CONTROLS:ACTIVE

POSITION CONTROLS:ACTIVE
B. TRIGGERING

TRIGGER LEVEL CONTROL:ACTIVE

C. HORIZONTAL

HORIZ POSITION CONTROL:ACTIVE

D. MEMORYDISPLAY

DISPLAY 3-6:OFF

CSW:If CURSOR WFM was3-6 it is reset to CH1 if AQR MODEis CH1,

BOTH,or ADD,and to CH2 if AQR MODEis CH2.

COPY: OFF
CURSOR WFM

XPD, VCMP:OFF

‘VPUP, VPDN:OFF (Except separation for HMAG or VS)

For all WFM's other than CSW, VXPD, VCMP, VPUP, VPON, HMAG

andVS are off.

ACQUISITION: Nodefault settings.

CURSORS:Nodefaultsettings.
GPIB: See GPIBsection

OTHER

AVE, AVE N:OFF

ENV, ENV N:OFF

MENU:OFF

ROS, ROS#:OFF

ID:OFF

HOLD:OFF

f-OFF

m
-
r
m
a
n
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MENU FUNCTIONS

The 7D20 MENUallowsyouto select a numberof functions using the numbered (1-

6) MEMORYDISPLAYkeys. Whenpressed, the MENU key will illuminate and cause

the last selected MASTER MENU(see Fig. 2-38) or submenu to be displayed. When

initially selected after power-up it displays the MASTER MENU. Selecting MENU
terminates TEST menus, ID, and clears any displayed text. The MENUis terminated

by pressing the illuminated MENU key or by TEST, ID, or TEXT from GPIB. The

iNuminated MENU keywill extinguish upon termination and the displayed menu will

disappear. The following shows the 7D20 menus and explains their associated
function selections.

 

 

 

 3857-143
 

Figure 2-38. 7D20 MASTER MENU.

MASTER MENU SELECTIONS

1,4 STORE PANEL #

This Menu function (see Fig. 2-38) permits you to store up to six sets of front panel

settings. These settings are retained in memory at power down and can be recalled

using menu item 2, which is described next. Table 2-2 gives the items that are

stored, other items retain their current or most recent status before a recall!

command.

To store front panel settings, press MEMORY DISPLAYkey 1. The promptdisplay

field will read: STORE #, with the # sign blinking. At this point, you can press any of

the numbered (1-6) MEMORY DISPLAYkeys and the current front panel settings

will be stored in the respective front panel memory. This in no way interferes with

the storage of waveform data. Settings previously stored in the selected memory are

replaced with the current settings. The store function is terminated upon completion

of the command.
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TABLE 2-2

Front Panel Settings that can be Stored and Recalled.

A. CH1/CH2 D. MEMORYDISPLAY

VOLTS/DIV DISPLAY 1-6
COUPLING CURSOR WFM#

INVERT (CH2) E. CURSOR WFM
B. TRIGGERING NONE

MODE F. ACQUISITION

COUPLING AQR MODE
SOURCE G. OTHER
SLOPE VECTOR

POSITION SET N VALUE
C. HORIZONTAL

TIME/DIV

EXTERNAL CLOCK POLARITY  
 

2,4 RECALL PANEL #

This Menu function allows you to recall any set of front panel settings which have

been stored as described previously. Select this function by pressing MEMORY

DISPLAY key 2. The prompt: RECALL # wiil appear in the display. The # sign will

blink indicating that you should now select the numbered MEMORYDISPLAYkey

corresponding to the settings you wish to recall. Upon pressing the desired key, the

7D20 will immediately reset to the settings stored in the selected memory. The

recall function terminates upon completion of the command.

3 DISPLAY CAL PATTERN

This menu selection is activated by pressing MEMORY DISPLAY key 3, which

causes the DISPLAY CAL PATTERN shownin Figure 2-39 to be displayed. The
DISPLAY CAL PATTERNis used with the DISPLAY CAL adjustments on the front

panel to compensate the 7D20 display for the calibration of the host mainframe.

Adjustment of these controls affect only the display and has no effect on the

digitizing accuracy of the 7D20. Included in the DISPLAY CAL PATTERN is a

VECTOR display that forms a flower pattern. Optimum VECTOR displays are

achieved whenthe flower pattern is adjusted (using the VECT LIN adjustment)for a

closed X pattern. The complete procedure for adjusting the DISPLAY CAL

adjustments is given in the preliminary set-up portion of the “Get- Acquainted

Exercises’. To terminate the DISPLAY CAL PATTERN press MEMORYDISPLAYkey

6 which returns the MASTER MENUto the display or press the illuminated MENU

key which terminates the MENU mode. Instrument status and waveform data is

retained during this process.

4 UTILITIES

Pressing MEMORYDISPLAYkey 4 causes the UTILITIES submenu, shownin Figure
2-40, to be displayed. As with the MASTER MENUfunctions, selections from the

UTILITIES MENU are madeby pressing the numeric MEMORY DISPLAYkey that

corresponds to the menu selection you want. The UTILITIES MENU can be

terminated by pressing MEMORY DISPLAY key 6, which returns the MASTER

MENU,orbypressing the illuminated MENU key which terminates the MENU mode.
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  3857-144
 

Figure 2-39. DISPLAY CAL PATTERN.

 

 

  3857-145
 

Figure 2-40. UTILITIES MENU.

Utilities Menu Selections

1 SEND CSW ASCII. Theselection of this function from the UTILITIES menu
transmits the cursor waveform preamble and ASCII curve data over the GPIB. This

command is provided for use with other GPIB instruments in a listen only mode

where no controller is present in the system (refer to the GPIB Section 4). 7D20

must be in talk only mode.

2 SEND CSW BINARY.Theselection of this function transmits the cursor

waveform preamble and binary curve data over the GPIB. This commandis also

provided for use with other GPIB instruments in a listen only mode where no

controller is present in the system (refer to GPIB Section 4). 7D20 mustbein talk

only mode.

3 READOUT ON/OFF.This selection from the UTILITIES menu will turn off or
on the display readout (lines 1, 2, 15, & 16). Menu and text lines 3-14 are not

affected.
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4 EXT CLOCK POLARITY.This UTILITIES menu selection displays the current
status of the EXTernal CLOCKpolarity in the promptfield as shown in Figure 2-41.

The message “EXT CLK4” or “EXT CLK¥”is displayed (depending on current

polarity status) and the arrow will be blinking. The EXT CLOCKpolarity will reverse

with each additional press of MEMORY DISPLAY key 4.

5 INIT FRONT PANEL.This MENUfeature is included mainly to simplify the
Get-Acquainted Exercises but may be used any time that you wish to set the front

panel controls to a knownstate. Its selection, either from the UTILITIES menu or

from a command over the GPIB will clear WFM memories 4 through 6, and will

initialize the 7D20 front panel to the following predetermined settings:

A. CH1/CH2 E. CURSOR WFM
VOLTS/DIV:1 CSW:1

POSITION CONTROLS:ACTIVE VXPD, VCMP:OFF
VARIABLE CONTROLS:ACTIVE VPUP, VPDN:OFF
COUPLING:AC
CH2 INVERT:OFF

HMAG, VS:OFF

F. ACQUISITION
B. TRIGGERING AQR MODE:CH1

MODE:P-P G. CURSORS

HOLD NEXT:OFF MODE: ALIGN
COUPLING:AC AOFF:ON

SOURCE:MODE CURSOR 1:POINT 1

SLOPE:POS CURSOR 2:POINT 1024
LEVEL CONTROL:ACTIVE H. GPIB

POSITION:O NONE

C. HORIZONTAL 1. OTHER
TIME/DIV:1 mS

POSITION CONTROL:ACTIVE
AVE, AVE N:OFF
ENV, ENV N:OFF

EXT CLOCK POLARITY:POS MENU:OFF
D. MEMORYDISPLAY RQS, ROS #:OFF

DISPLAY 1:ON 1D:OFF
DISPLAY 2-6:OFF HOLD:OFF
CSW:OFF J:OFF
COPY:OFF
REF:OFF

6 MASTER MENU. This selection from the UTILITIES MENU returns the
MASTER MENUto the display.

TEST MENU

Each time the 7D20 is powered up it automatically executes an internal “Self Test’.

This self test can, however, be run anytime at the discretion of the operator. To

manually initiate SELFTEST, first press the t (shift function) key, then press the
MENU TESTkey. This will cause the TEST MENU shown in Figure 2-42 to be

displayed. Next, press the 1 key (MEMORY DISPLAY) to select EXECUTE SELFTEST

from the TEST MENU. The SELFTESTwill then execute (front panel keys will blink,

etc.) and, upon completion, the SELFTEST PASS messagewill appear in the display
as shownin Figure 2-43 and the TEST MENU will extinguish. The 7D20will reset to
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3857-146

Figure 2-41. External Clock prompt.

qu x
RCL CCaed

3857-189

Figure 2-42. TEST MENU.
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3857-190   
Figure 2-43. SELFTEST PASS message.
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the state it was in before SELFTEST was initiated and all waveform memories will

be initialized.

Should the SELF TEST fail, the appropriate message will also appear in the display

along with the numberof the failed test as shown in Figure 2-44. This information
should be reported to a qualified service person for repair.

SELF TEST can be continued by pressing MEMORY DISPLAY key 1 in response to

the Failure menu displayed whena self test failure occurs. This will continue the

Self Tests but the numberof the failed test will remain in the display. To leave the

Self Test mode after a failure occurs, press MEMORY DISPLAY key 2 to EXIT

SELFTEST. The Prompt and Error Message Field will display the SELFTEST FAIL

message.

 

 

  3857-192
 

Figure 2-44. Self Test Fail.

Items 2, 3, and 4 on the TEST MENUareservice related items. Use of thesetests is

intended only for qualified service personnel and are explained in the 7D20 Service

Manual. Should you somehow get the 7D20 into one of these test routines and

can’t get out, you may need to turn the poweroff then back on to restore normal

operation.

PROMPTS AND WARNINGS

The 7D20 displays prompts and warnings in response to certain actions or

conditions. The following is a complete list of these prompts and warnings along
with descriptions of why they will be displayed.

Prompt Description

SET N=XXX? Appears in responseto pressing the SET N key. The X’s will

indicate the current value of N. Press and hold the key to

cycle through the possible values of N.
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Prompt

COPY #+#

CSW #

CSW X VS #

STORE #

RECALL #

EXT CLK4
or EXT CLKF

ROS #

MODE=mode?

TERM=term?

ADDR=XX

0-10 TPOS REQD

HOLD REQD
(HOLD REQUIRED)

HMAG, VS REQD

REV SEPT 82

Description

Appears in responseto pressing the COPY key. This requires

entry of the number of the waveform to be copied and the

number of the waveform destination.

Appears when the CSW keyis pressed. This requires the

number of the desired cursor waveform.

ls displayed when the VS keyis pressed. This requires that

you enter the number of the waveform you wish to display
versus the CSW. The cursor waveform numberis X.

This prompt appears in responseto the selection of item 1 on

the MASTER MENU. Press the number of the memory in

which you wish to store the front-panel settings.

This prompt appears in responseto the selection of item 2 on

the MASTER MENU. Press the number of the MEMORY

DISPLAY key where front-panel settings were previously

stored and those settings will be automatically restored.

Appears whenitem 4 on the UTILITIES menuis selected. The

direction of the arrow indicates the current polarity setting of

the EXTernal CLocK. Polarity will reverse upon each

subsequent press of MEMORY DISPLAYkey 4 so long as the

UTILITIES menu is displayed.

This prompt appears in response to the selection of Ff ROS

#. The user completes the commandby pressing 1-6 which

gives ROS X prompt.

In this prompt, mode = OFF, T (talk), L (Listen), or T/L

(Talk/Listen).

In this prompt, term = EOI or LF/EOI.

In this prompt, XX = O - 30.

This warning is given in AVE or ENV ROLL Mode (or the

EXTernal CLock) if a negative trigger position is selected.

This warning appears if VPUP?, VPDNG, VCMP%, or
vxPD$ are pressed while the 7D20is actively digitizing into

the cursor waveform and REFerenceis off.

This warning is given when you attempt to select the

REFerence waveform when the 7D20 is not displaying a

HMAG cursor waveform (magnified cursor waveform) or is

not.in the VS (versus) mode.
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Prompt Description

CSW REQD This warning is displayed if you attemptto turn off the cursor

waveform.

UPDATE This warning appears if you attempt to change any of the

IGNORED parameters in the ID menu when the 7D20 is in the remote

with lockout state.

RQS OFF This warning occurs when the ROSorprobe identify button

is pressed and the ROS maskis turned off. The ROS mask

can be turned off by the ROS OFF, PID OFF, or USER OFF

GPIB commands. Refer to Section 4, GPIB.

TALK ONLY REQD This warning occurs when send CSW Binary, or send CSW

ASCII commandis selected if the GPIB mode is not Talk Only.

The following messages are results of self test and diagnostic checks. In the event

of a test failure message, refer the problem to a qualified service person.

SELFTEST PASS
SELFTEST FAIL

GPIB PASSED
GPIB FAILED
EAROM PASSED
EAROM FAILED*
FAIL XX (where X = failed circuit number).

DISPLAY CALibration

The 7D20 contains five (5) controls to compensate the 7D20 for the calibration of

the host mainframe. These controls must be adjusted by the operator each time the

7D20is installed in a new or different host mainframe. To adjust these controls it is

necessary to call up a waveform that is permanently stored in the memory of the

7D20 and is accessed by using the MENU. This procedure is given at the beginning

of this section in the preliminary set-up part of the “Get-Acquainted Exercises’’.

Adjustmentof these controls affects only the display and has noeffect at all on the

digitizing characteristics of the 7D20.

VERT CTR—This screwdriver control adjusts the 7D20 display output to match the

vertical position tolerance of any Tektronix 7O0O00O-series mainframe.

VERT GAIN—This screwdriver control adjusts the 7D20 display output to match

the vertical gain tolerance of any Tektronix 7000-series mainframe.

HORIZ CTR—This screwdriver control adjusts the 7D20 display output to match the

horizontal position tolerance of any Tektronix 7000-series mainframe.

*The EAROM FAILED messageis also given when the RECALL command is given and the

memory being retrieved contains bad data.
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HORIZ GAIN—This screwdriver control adjusts the 7D20 display output to match

the horizontal gain tolerance of any Tektronix 7000-series mainframe.

VECT LIN—This screwdriver contro! optimizes the quality of the VECTOR display

from one host mainframe to another by compensating for their various delay line

lengths.

READOUT DISPLAY

The readout display of the 7D20 is generated internally and displayed on the crt of

the host mainframe. There are four lines of characters reserved for the readout

display. Two lines of characters are centered in the top graticule division (lines 1

and 2, for the current control settings and promptfield), and two lines of characters

are centered in the bottom graticule division (lines 15 and 16, for the cursor

waveform parameters). The functions of these four lines are detailed below.

CURRENT CONTROL SETTINGS AND PROMPT FIELD

These readoutfines (lines 1 and 2) are centered in the top graticule division; they

display the current front-panel control settings and prompt messages, positioned as

follows:

 

  
 

 

LINE Not Used CH 1 VOLTS/DIV CH 2 VOLTS/DIV TIME/DIV

1 by 7D20 Setting Setting Setting

LINE Displayed . Triigger2 Waveform PromptField Position

Number       
 

CURSOR WAVEFORM PARAMETERS

These readoutlines (lines 15 and 16) are centered in the bottom graticule division;

they display information about the cursor waveform, and are positioned as follows:

LINE Cursor Cursor Wayeform Cursor Waveform Cursor Waveform
ertical Scale orizontal Scale ;

15 Waveform Factor _in Factor in Time or Vertical Zero
Number VOLTS/DIV* VOLTS/DIv* Reference

LINE Not Used CursorVertical Cursor Horizontal
16 by 7D20 Coordinate Coordinate

 

      
 

 

      
 

“Also affected by waveform modifiers (e.g., VXPD, VPUP, etc.)
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VERTICAL CONTROLS

With the exception of the channel 2 invert function all controls for both input

channels are identical so only channel 1 controls will be discussed.

SIGNAL CONNECTION

In general, probes offer the most convenient means of connecting signals to the

7D20 inputs. The 7D20 supports all Tektronix probe readout encoding. Refer to the

Tektronix, Inc. catalog for probe selection.

Coaxial cables may also be used to connectsignals to the 7D20 input connectors.

However, cables can have a considerable effect on the accuracy of the displayed

waveform. To maintain the original frequency characteristics of an applied signal,
use only low-loss, high-quality coaxial cable. Also, cables should be terminated in

their characteristic impedance. If this is not possible, use suitable impedance

matching devices.

INPUT CONNECTORS

These bnc connectors provide signal connection for their respective channels.

VOLTS/DIV (VARIABLE)

The vertical signal component is determined by the signal amplitude, the

attenuation factor of the probe, the setting of the VOLT/DIV switch, and the setting

of the VARIABLEcontrol. The VOLTS/DIV switch (both channels) selects calibrated

vertical sensitivity settings from 5 V/DIV (counterclockwise) to 5 mV/DIV

(clockwise) in a 1,2,5 sequence. The knob settings are displayed on the crt of the

host mainframe in the positions shown in Figure 2-45. The VOLTS/DIV settings

shown in the display apply only when the VARIABLEcontrol is in the calibrated

(detent) fully-clockwise position.

 

 

3857-147   
Figure 2-45. VOLTS/DIV readout.
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The VARIABLE control provides continuously variable, uncalibrated settings

betweenthe calibrated steps of the VOLTS/DIV switch. With the VARIABLEcontrol

fully counterclockwise and the VOLTS/DIV set to 5 volts/div, the uncalibrated
vertical sensitivity is extended to at least 12.5 volts/division. By applying a

calibrated voltage source to the input connector, any specific vertical sensitivity

value can be set within the range of the VARIABLE control. When the VARIABLE

control is moved from its detent position, a ‘’>’’ sign (see Fig. 2-46) will appear in
the display next to the VOLTS/DIV readoutto indicate an uncalibrated setting with

greater attenuation.

 

 

 

3857-148   
Figure 2-46. VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV readout indicator.

POSITION

This control vertically positions the signal being acquired into channel 1 and

channel 2 during digitizing. Its range is +10 div from center screen.

COUPLING (INPUT)

The channel 1 and channel 2 coupling (AC-GND-DC) keys allow a choice of input

coupling methods. The type of display desired and the applied signal will determine

the coupling to use.

AC—This keyilluminates when selected. With AC coupling the DC componentof
the applied signal is blocked by a capacitorin the input circuit. AC coupling provides

the best display of signals with a DC component larger than the AC components

above 30 Hz.

DC—This key illuminates when DC coupling is selected. DC coupling must be used

to display the DC componentof a signal. It must also be used to display AC signals

below about 30 hertz (10 hertz with a 10X probe) and square waves with low-

frequency components as these signals are attenuated with AC coupling.

GND-—This key illuminates when GND coupling is selected. Ground coupling
provides a ground reference at the input of the 7020 without externally grounding

the input connectors. The signals connected to the inputs are not grounded, and the
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same DCload is presented to the signal source. Use GND coupling to determine

VZR(vertical zero reference) level for the digitizer. When GND coupling is selected,

the VZR reading updates in the display as the POSITION control is changed. To

ensure that the VZR setting remains valid the POSITION control must not be moved
after leaving GND position. This only affects the cursor readings with one cursoron.

AQR (ACQUIRE) GAIN

This screwdriver adjustment varies the vertical gain of the signal being acquired

(before the signal is digitized). To check the gain of either channel, set the

VOLTS/DIV switch to 10 mV and connect a 40 mV, 1-kHz signal from the
mainframe calibrator to the input of the channel being checked. Turn on cursor 2

and position the cursors so that cursor 1 is on the bottom of the waveform and

cursor 2 is on the top as shownin Figure 2-47. The readout should indicate exactly

40 mV difference between cursor 1 and cursor 2. If not, adjust the CURSOR GAIN

controltill this reading is obtained. The 7020 must not be in HOLD when making
this adjustment. You may find it helpful to use the AVE mode when makingthis

adjustment since this will average out any noise that might be present on the input
signal.

 

CURSOR1

 

3857-149   
Figure 2-47. Cursor placement for AQR GAIN adjustment.

CH2 INV

The Channel 2 INV key is used to electrically invert signals acquired through the

channel 2 input connector. This function is selected by pressing the CH2 INV key.

The key will illuminate and a down arrow “¥ ” will appear in the readout(see Fig. 2-

48) as indications that the waveform being acquired through channel 2 is being

inverted. When the invert function is not selected, the signal acquired through

channel 2 wil! have the same polarity as the applied signal and a positive dc voltage

will cause the displayed signal to move upin the display. When the invert function

is selected a positive-going waveform at the channel 2 input will be acquired and

displayed in inverted form and a positive dc voltage will move the displayed

waveform down. The invert function is particularly useful in “added” operation

when differential measurements are being made.
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Figure 2-48. CH 2 INVert readout.

ACQUIRE MODE

These four keys select the vertical acquisition mode by which your 7D20 acquires

signal information. These keys illuminate when pressed to indicate the mode

selected. Only one modeselection can be active at a time so the selection of any
one of the AQR MODEswill cancel any AQR MODEpreviously selected.

CH1 >1

Whenselected, this mode enables your 7D20to digitize the signal present at the CH 1

input connector into waveform memory 1. The selection of this mode automatically

cancels a previously selected AQR MODE,the CSWissetto 1 (only if CSW was CH 2)

and CH2 displayis off.

BOTH

When this key is pressed your 7D20 is enabled to digitize signal information

simultaneously, with full bandwidth, record length, and sample rate from both

channels 1 and 2 inputs. Channel 1 signals are digitized into waveform memory 1

and Channel 2 signals are digitized into waveform memory 2. The selection of this

mode automatically cancels a previously selected AQR MODE, and memories 1 and

2 are turned on.

ADD »1

This mode enables your 7D20 to acquire the signals connected to both channel1

and 2 inputs added together. This added waveform is digitized and stored in

waveform memory 1. The added waveform is shown in the mainframe display.

Channel 2 waveform can be inverted for differential mode. Selection of this mode

also cancels any previously selected AQR MODE. The CSWissetto 1 (only if CSW

was CH 2) and the CH 2 display is off.
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CH2 )2

If selected while the 7D20is actively digitizing (not in HOLD), this mode causes your

7020 to digitize the signal present at the CH2 input connector into waveform
memory 2. The selection of this mode automatically cancels a previously selected
AQR MODE. The CSWis set to 2 (only if CSW was CH 1) and CH is off.

HOLD

Whenthis key is pressed the digitizing process is instantly terminated and the
contents of both waveform memories 1 and 2 are simultaneously held unchanged

The display appears to freeze motion during HOLD because the waveform memory
is not being updated with new data, The HOLDfunction is terminated by pressing

the HOLD key a second time or by pressing AVE N, ENV, ENV N, and HOLD NEXT

(the light will go out)

/ (shift function)

Certain keys have shift functions that are labeled with orange markings. These
functions are selected byfirst pressing the / key. Whenpressed, the / key blinks
to indicate that a shift function can be selected. Oncetheshift function is selected

the / key light will go out and the selected function will be implemented.

if the /key is pressed and you then press a key that has no shift function, the /
key will cancel(the light will go out) and the selected function will be implemented.
The / key function canalso be cancelled by pressing the blinking / key. Thelight
will go out, indicating that the function is no longeractive

TIME/DIV

The TIME/DIV controlestablishes the digitizing rate anddigitizing mode (see Table
2-3) of the 7D20. The TIME/DIV setting appears in the upperright cornerof the
display as shownin Figure 2-49, The TIME/DIVsetting can be adjusted,in a1, 2, 5
sequence from 20 seconds to 50 nanoseconds. When the TIME/DIV controlis
rotated counterclockwise past 20 seconds/div, the 7D20 is set for EXTernal
CLOCKing, and EXT + or EXT + will appearin the displayin place of the TIME/DIV
readout as shown in Figure 2-50. Furtherrotation of the TIME/DIV controlpast EXT
in the counterclockwisedirection, or past 50 nanoseconds/division in the clockwise

direction will have no effect on the TIME/DIV setting

DIGITIZING MODES

The 7D20 uses four digitizing modes that are automatically determined by the
TIME/DIVsetting. Different digital sampling techniques are used in each digitizing

mode to optimize the 7020 performance capabilities depending upon the rangeof
the TIME/DIV setting. The Roll, Real-Time, and Extended Real-Time modes
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TABLE 2-3

7D20 DIGITIZING MODES
 

 

 

 

 

DIGITIZING Numberof Numberof Numberof points

MODE points per triggers required sampled per

TIME/DIV waveform for full waveform single trigger

EQUIVALENTTIME 1024 Multiple 50 ns = 10 points

1 us—50 ns 100 ns ~ 20 points

200 ns ~ 40 points

500 ns ~ 100 points

1 ys ~ 200 points

EXTENDED 820 1 820
REAL TIME

200 us—2 pus

REALTIME 1024 1 1024
50 ms—500 ps

ROLL, EXT CLK 1024 1* 1024
20 s—100 ms    
 

*Not required except to terminate HOLD NEXT.

sequentially digitize incoming waveform signals. In these digitizing modes a single

trigger will produce a full memory of waveform data points in the HOLD NEXT mode.
The Equivalent Time digitizing mode uses random sampling techniquesto digitize

higher frequency signals. Consequently, the Equivalent Time digitizing mode

requires repetitive triggers to build a complete waveform in waveform memory.

Table 2-3 gives the TIME/DIV range for each of these digitizing modes and the

 

 

3857-151   
Figure 2-49. TIME/DIV readout.
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3857-152  
 

Figure 2-50. EXTemal clock readout.

number of waveform data points acquired for each for single trigger events. Refer to
the Operational Theory, Section 3 for a more detailed discussion of the 7D20
digitizing modes.

Extended Real-Time Digitizing (ERD)

In the ERD mode,in order to extend the real-time digitizing capability of the 7D20,

the resolution is set to 80 points/division and digitizing is accomplished by

interlaced differential sampling. (This is described more fully in Operational Theory,

 

 
 

 

TABLE 2-4
Digitizing Mode Bandwidth

Digitizing Mode Bandwidth Nyquist Frequency

(-3 dB)

ROLL 70 MHz *

REAL-TIME 70 MHz *
 

EXTENDED REALTIME:

   
 

TIME/DIV

200 ps 100 kHz 200 kHz

100 us 200 kHz 400 kHz

50 us 400 kHz 800 kHz

20 us 1 MHz 2 MHz

10 us 2 MHz 4 MHz

5 us 4 MHz 8 MHz
2 us 10 MHz 20 MHz

EQUIVALENTTIME 70 MHz *

“Nyquist frequency = points/div = —_50___
(2)(time/ div) TIME/DIV
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Section 3.) The resultant effect on bandwidth is shown in Table 2-4.It is important

to note that in all digitizers, digitized signal frequencies which exceed the Nyquist

limits will be aliased. The Nyquist frequencies for each digitizing mode are indicated

in Table 2-4.

TRIGGERING

The triggering features of the 7D20 are functionally grouped into three categories;

SOURCE, COUPLING, and MODE.Theassociated triggering keys are arranged in a
sequence which places the most-often used selections at the top of each columnof

keys. With this arrangement, stable acquisition and display can usually be obtained

by pressing the top keys: P-P, AC, and MODE. When an adequate trigger signal is

applied and the LEVEL control is correctly set, triggered acquisition is indicated by

an illuminated TRIG’D indicator. If the TRIG’D light is not on, the trigger signal
amplitude is inadequate, or its frequency is below the lower frequency limit of the

AC coupling, or the 7D20 maybe in HOLD.If proper acquisition is not obtained with

these keys, other selections must be made.

In the ROLLdigitizing mode the TRIG’D light does notilluminate becausetriggering

is not used. An exception to this is when HOLD NEXTis used in the ROLL mode.
Refer to the discussion of the HOLD NEXT function later in this section. The

following discussions explain the triggering functions and how they are used.

SOURCE

Keys in this column select the sourceof the trigger signal. The keys illuminate when

selected.

MODE—The MODEkey causesthe trigger source to be determined by the AQR

MODEselection. If the AQR MODEis channel 1, then the trigger source is also
channel 1. If the AQR MODEis set for channel 2, then the trigger source will
automatically set to channel 2. If the selected AQR MODE is ADD or BOTH the

trigger source is forced to be channel 1. When MODEtriggering is selected the

appropriate CH1 or CH2 key will also illuminate. SOURCE MODEwill cancelif
another selection; CH1, CH2, LINE, or EXT (+10) is made.

CH1—This key permits you to select the channel 1 input for the trigger source. The

key illuminates when selected and causesthetrigger signal to be obtained from the

signal applied to the channel 1 input. This provides a stable display of the signal

applied to the channel 1 input.

CH2—This key permits you to select the channel 2 input for the trigger source. The
key illuminates when selected and causesthetrigger signal to be obtained from the

signal applied to the channel 2 input. This provides a stable display of the signal

applied to the channel 2 input.

LINE—Selection of LINE SOURCE connects a sample of the power-line voltage
from the host mainframe to the trigger circuit. Line triggering is useful when the
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input signal is time-related (multiple or submultiple) to the line frequency.It is also

useful for providing a stable display of a line-frequency component in a complex

waveform. The key illuminates when this function is selected.

EXT—Selection of this TRIGGERING SOURCEconnects the signal from the EXT

TRIG connector to the trigger circuit. However, the external signal must be time-

related to the displayed waveform for a stable display. An externaltrigger signal can

be used to provide a triggered display whenthe internal signal is either too low in

amplitude for correct triggering or contains signal components on whichtriggering

is not desired. It is also useful when signal tracing in amplifiers, phase-shift

networks, wave-shapingcircuits, etc. The signal from a single point in a circuit can

be connected to the EXT TRIG connector through a probe or cable. This way

acquisition is always triggered by the same signal which permits amplitude, time

relationship, or waveshape changes of signals at various points in a circuit to be

examined without resetting the triggering controls.

f ExT=10—The EXT+10 function attenuates the external trigger signal by a factor
of 10. Attenuation of high amplitude external trigger signals is desirable to increase

the effective range of the LEVELcontrol. This function is selected afterfirst pressing

the f key, then the EXT+10.

COUPLING

The triggering COUPLING keys select the way the trigger signal is connected to the

trigger circuits. Each key permits selection or rejection of some frequency

components of the trigger signal and each illuminates when selected. These

coupling choices are discussed in the following paragraphs.

AC—ACcoupling blocks the de componentof the trigger signal. Signals with low-

frequency components below about 40 hertz (nominally -3 dB) are also attenuated.

In general, AC coupling can be used for most applications. If, however, the signal

contains unwanted frequency componentsorif acquisition is to be triggered at a low

repetition rate or dc level, one of the other coupling choices will provide a better

display.

LF REJ—This key is used with AC coupling to reject dc, and attenuate low-
frequency trigger signals below about 40 kilohertz. Acquisition is, therefore,

triggered by the higher-frequency components of the trigger signal. Low frequency

rejection coupling is particularly useful for providing stable triggering when the

trigger signal contains line-frequency components. Selecting LF REJ automatically

selects AC coupling and illuminates the AC coupling key.

HF REJ—High frequency reject coupling rejects high-frequency signals above
about 40 kilohertz. This can be selected with either AC or DC coupling.

DC—DCcoupling is used to provide stable triggering from low-frequency signals.

DC coupling can be used to trigger acquisition when the trigger signal reaches a dc

level set by the LEVEL control.
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MODE

Keys in this column select the TRIGGERING MODE.The P-P modeis used for most
applications becauseof the ease of obtaining triggered aquisition of waveforms. The

AUTO, NORM, and HOLD NEXT modes are used for special situations and

applications. The triggering mode functions are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

NORM—Thiskey selects the NORMal modeoftriggering. Whenever an adequate
trigger signal is applied and the LEVEL control is correctly set, the NORMa!l mode

will provide triggered signal acquisition. Whenthe trigger signal is not adequate or
the LEVEL control is not properly set, acquisition is halted (TRIG’D light off). Even

though acquisition is halted, contents of the waveform memory continue to be

displayed. It is important to understand that when this happens, the displayed

waveform memory contents are from the last triggered acquisition. Consequently,

the signal currently being input is not the signal being displayed. The TRIG’Dlightis

the best indication of this condition since it will not be illuminated. A new trigger

will initiate a new acquire cycle which will update the wavefrom memory and

illuminate the TRIG’D light. This triggering mode must be used to acquire signals

with repetition rates below about 30 hertz.

AUTO-—This key selects the AUTO triggering mode. AUTO triggering provides
triggered signal acquisition when the LEVEL control is correctly set and when an
adequate trigger signal is applied. The TRIG’D light indicates when signal

acquisition is triggered.

The AUTO triggering mode is similiar to the NORMal mode except that loss or lack

of an adequate trigger signal or an incorrect LEVEL control setting will not halt

signal acquisition and the updating of waveform memory. In other words, what

would appear as a HOLD condition (inadequate trigger signal) in the NORMal

triggering mode appears as free-run acquisition in the AUTO mode. Whenthis

happens, the free-run condition is visible in the mainframe display but the display
doesn't appear stable because the trigger doesn’t relate to the input waveform. An

adequatetrigger signal ends the free-running condition. A free-running condition

can be usefyl whenit is desired to measure only the peak-to-peak amplitude of a

signal without observing the waveshape (such as bandwidth measurements).

P-P—This key selects peak-to-peak automatic triggering. This mode is the same as

the AUTO TRIGGERING MODEexceptthe range of the LEVEL controlis restricted to

within the peak-to-peak value of the trigger signal. This is the most frequently used

triggering mode sinceit provides triggered acquisition for almost any setting of the

LEVEL control whenever an adequate trigger signal is applied. The 7D20 internally
ac couples the signal in this mode. High frequency and low frequency maystill be

selected.

The range of the LEVEL control in the P-P mode is between approximately 20% and

80% of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the trigger signal. The LEVEL control can be

set so that the displayed waveform starts at any point within this range on either

slope. The SLOPE control is discussed later in this section. The trigger circuits
automatically compensate for a changein trigger signal amplitude. Therefore,if the
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LEVELcontrol is set to start waveform acquisition at a certain percentage level on

the leading edge of a low-amplitude signal, it triggers at the same percentagelevel

on the leading edge of a high-amplitude signal if the LEVEL control is not changed.

In this mode an inadequate trigger signal results in free-running acquisition just the

same as described above for the AUTO triggering mode. When an adequatetrigger

signal is again applied, the free-run condition ends and triggered acquisition

resumes. The P-P mode is particularly useful when observing a series of

waveforms,since it is not necessary to reset the LEVELcontrol for each acquisition.

However, P-P triggering is sometimes ineffective on low repetitive rate signals such

as may be encountered in ROLL modes so NORMal triggering should be used.

HOLD NEXT—The HOLD NEXTfeature of the 7D20 allows you to capture and
digitize single occurring events. The function is activated by pressing the HOLD

NEXT key, which illuminates to indicate that the circuits are enabled to accept a

trigger. Generally, once enabled, the 7D20 accepts the next occurring trigger event,

digitizes a full memory of waveform data, then enters HOLD. However, operation of

the HOLD NEXT function varies somewhat with the different digitizing modes as

explained in the paragraphs that follow.

In the roll digitizing mode (20 S/div to 100 ms/div and EXT CLOCK) a hold-off

period occurs when HOLD NEXTis activated, which allows the timing circuits to be

enabled. During the hold-off interval a screen full of waveform data will roll past
before a trigger will be accepted. Once the trigger event is accepted, the TRIG’D

light comes on and stays lighted until the acquisition is complete and HOLD is

entered. When HOLDis entered is determined by the TRIG POSition. If the TRIG
POSis set for O a full 10-divisions of waveform will roll across the display before

HOLDis entered. The entire waveform will then be post-trigger. Setting the TRIG

POS at 5 will give 5 divisions of pre-trigger so whenthe trigger event occurs, only 5
divisions of waveform data will roll across the screen before HOLD is entered.

Whenthe 7D20is in the real time (50 ms/div to 500 us/div) or extended real time

(200 ys/div to 2 us/div) digitizing modes and HOLD NEXTis active (the HOLD NEXT

key illuminated); the 7D20 will accept the next trigger event, (the TRIG’D light

illuminates when this occurs), digitize a full memory of waveform data, then

automatically enter HOLD. When HOLDis entered, the HOLD NEXT key light
extinguishes and the HOLD key illuminates.

In the equivalent time digitizing mode (1 ys/div to 50 ns/div) repetitive triggers are

required to build a complete representation of the waveform. The HOLD NEXT

feature allows for this by accepting multiple triggers till enough waveform data

points are accumulated to build a complete waveform, at which time HOLDis

entered. The TRIG’D light stays illuminated (unless repetition rate is slow) during

the accumulation interval and turns off when the process is complete (when HOLD

is entered). Table 2-5 gives the numberof triggers required to build a waveform for

the different TIME/DIV settings in the equivalent time digitizing range.

When HOLD NEXTis activated over the GPIB, the 7D20 issues a service request

(SRQ) when HOLOis entered. This provides notice to the controller that a HOLD

NEXT acquisition has been completed. Refer to Section 4, GPIB for more

information.
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TABLE 2-5

Equivalent Time Digitizing Mode Trigger Requirements

 

 
 

TIME/DIV Numberof MINIMUM Average number

points per trigger triggers to of triggers to
build a waveform build a waveform

1 us 204/205 5 11
500 ns 102/103 10 29

200 ns 40/41 25 95
100 ns 20/21 50 224
50 ns 10/11 100 516   
 

Whenusing the HOLD NEXTfunctionit is very important to check that the trigger

LEVEL is adjusted so the trigger will be accepted. Otherwise, you may miss the

event you want to capture.

+SLOPE

This key illuminates when selected and causesthe trigger circuit to respond to the
positive-going portion of the trigger signal. Conversely, when the key is not

illuminated the trigger circuits respond to the negative- going portion of the trigger

signal (see Fig. 2-51). When several cycles of a signal appear in the display, the

setting of this switch is often unimportant. However, if only a certain portion of a

cycle is to be acquired and displayed, correct SLOPE selection is necessary to

ensure that acquisition begins on the desired slope of the input signal.

 

 

 3857-153

 

Figure 2-51. Triggering on negative slope.
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TRIG’D

This indicator light illuminates when signal acquisition is triggered. In the ROLL

digitizing mode triggers are not required so the TRIG’D light doesn’t illuminate

except when the HOLD NEXTfunctionis active (refer to the discussion of the HOLD

NEXT mode). In the absence of a trigger event the digitizer ceases to update and the
last triggered acquisition is displayed. If the trigger light is on but the display is

unstable, this usually indicates an aliasing condition. Turn the TIME/DIV control

clockwise until a stable display is obtained. Refer to the Operational Theory, Section

3 for a discussion of aliasing.

LEVEL

The LEVELcontrol adjusts the voltage level on the trigger signal at which triggering

occurs. When the LEVEL control is set in the clockwise direction, the trigger circuit

responds at a morepositive point on the trigger signal. When the LEVELcontrolis

set in the counterclockwise direction, the trigger circuit responds at a more negative

point on the trigger signal.

The LEVEL control range is approximately +6.4 divisions in the AUTO and NORM

TRIGGERING MODEs.Refer to TRIGGERING MODEinthis section for level range
information in the P-P MODE.

To set the LEVEL control, first select the triggering MODE, COUPLING, SOURCE,

and +SLOPE. Turn the LEVELcontrolfully counterclockwise then,rotate it clockwise

until the display of the acquired signal begins at the desired point.

@TRIG POS>

The TRIG POS (trigger position) slewing keys allow you to increment > or

decrementthe trigger position by whole divisions from its zero position on theleft

vertical graticule line. The trigger position appears in the upper right corner of the

display as shownin Figure 2-52. A full 10-divisions of pre-trigger can be displayed

by moving the trigger position fully to the right of its zero position. In the opposite
direction, the trigger position can be movedto the left of zero to achieve up to 1500

divisions of post trigger. When a TRIG POS keyis pressed and held, the trigger

position automatically stops incrementing or decrementing when its limit is

reached. Likewise, when moving it back toward zero by pressing and holding the

appropriate key, the trigger position automatically stops at zero. Trigger position O

on the graticule includes several points of pretrigger data prior to the graticule line.

In the extended real-time mode 10 pretrigger points are shown, andin the digitizing

modes, 12 points of pretrigger are displayed.
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HORIZ POSITION

This control adjusts the horizontal position of all the waveforms. The HORI|Zontal
POSITION control has a calibrated detent at the clockwise end of rotation. This
ensures that the TRIGger POSitions are lined up with the graticule lines as

indicated in the readout. The range of the HORIZ POSITIONcontrolis plus or minus

about 2 divisions.

VECTOR

Acquired waveforms are stored in waveform memory as data points. These data

points are displayed as a series of dots that represent the digitized waveform data

points. As these dots becomeseparated vertically it sometimes becomesdifficult to

determine which dot follows which. The VECTORfunction, when selected connects

time adjacent dots and thekeyilluminates. This allows you to better determine their

time relationships. The VECTORsare designed such that you canstill easily discern

the waveform data points because they appear intensified with the VECTORson.

VECTORsareparticularly useful when viewing waveforms in the ENVelope mode.

MEMORY DISPLAY

MEMORYDISPLAY keys 1 through 6 control the display of the 7D20 waveform

memories. Six memory registers in the 7D20 are dedicated to the storage of

waveform data. Each waveform memory register is functionally divided into three

segments. One segmentstores the waveform data points. A second segmentof the
waveform memory stores the original conditions under which the waveform data

was acquired, suchasthe vertical sensitivity and the time/division. A third segment

of the waveform memory stores information concerning the “display conditions”for
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Figure 2-52. Trigger POSition readout.
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the waveform such as the vertical position (up or down), vertical expansion or

compression, versus, cursor position and horizontal magnification. The contents of

any waveform memorycanbe displayed by pressing its corresponding (1 through 6)

MEMORY DISPLAY key. When pressed, the numbered MEMORY DISPLAY keys

illuminate to indicate that the memory is being displayed and the respective

waveform memory number appears in the upper left corner of the display in the

DSW (Display Waveform) list as shown in Figure 2-53. Pressing the key a second

time will extinguish the light and clear the waveform from the display. However,

this is not true of the cursor waveform which cannot be turned off. The numbered

MEMORYDISPLAY keys also have a second function. They are used for making
selections from the MENU, discussed earlier in this section.

 

 

 3857-156  
 

Figure 2-53. DSW (displayed waveforms) readout.

COPY

This key permits you to copy a waveform from one memory to another. When a

waveform is copied from one waveform memory to another, all the associated

acquire conditions and display conditions are copied too. To do this, press the COPY

key: the COPY key will start blinking and a prompt will appear in the display. The

prompt (shown in Fig. 2-54) will read “COPY #-+#'’ with the first number sign

blinking. Next, press the numbered MEMORY DISPLAYkey corresponding to the

memory you wish to copy. The MEMORYDISPLAYkey will illuminate, the contents

of the associated memory will be displayed, and the promptwill show the numberof

the waveform you are copying in place of the blinking number sign. The second

numbersign will now blink. Next, press the numbered (1-6) MEMORY DISPLAYkey

where you wish to copy the waveform. At this point, the waveform will have been

copied into the chosen waveform memory and the COPYkeywill cease blinking and

stay off. The prompt will now show the numberof the waveform memoryinto which

you just copied the selected waveform in place of the blinking, second numbersign.
Press any other key and the copy promptwill disappear from the display. A copied

waveform will not be displayed unless the memory it was copied into was being

displayed before the copy was made.
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3857-157   
Figure 2-54. 7D20 COPY prompt.

It should also be noted that when a waveform is copied into a waveform memory,
any information previously stored in that memorywill be cleared and consequently
lost.

csw

The CSW (CurSor Waveform) select key allows you to select any oneofthe six
waveform memories as the cursor waveform. When pressed, the CSW key will
begin to blink and the previous cursor waveform numberin the CSW promptwill be
replaced with a blinking # sign. You can then selectthe desired cursor waveform by
pressing the appropriate MEMORYDISPLAYkey. Thisinstantly resultsin the display
of the new cursor waveform andits associated display information. The CSW
prompt will reflect the newly selected CSW number andwill disappear from the
display when another key is pressed.

f CSW REF
Whenviewing a waveform in the HMAG or VS modes,this function allows you to
also view the waveform asit was previous to the HMAG or VS modeasa reference
The REF function can only be used when the 7D20is in the HMAG or VS modes
and cannototherwisebe selected. Refer to the discussion of HMAG andVSlater in
this section

Asa shift function of the CSW key, the REF key is activated after first pressing the
f key. Onceselected, the REF key will illuminate andthe reference waveform will
be displayed and an R will appear in the DSW readout as shownin Figure 2-55
Cursors on the displayed reference waveform will be positioned on the exact same
data points as on the displayed HMAGor VS waveform. And, any movementof the
cursors will occur on both waveforms.

Termination of the HMAG or VS mode will extinguish the REF key illumination,

however, the REF state is retained in memory and will be enabled if the HMAG or

VS modeis entered again. The REFstate can be terminated by pressing the / key
then pressing the REF key. This also extinguishes the REF key illumination.
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Figure 2-55. DSW readout with R (Reference) Waveform displayed

CURSOR WFM

The CURSOR WFMkeys allow you to manipulate the cursor waveform in a variety

of ways. Keep in mind that each waveform memory has associated with it three

separate memory segments; one for waveform data, a second for acquire
conditions, and a third for display conditions. Use of these keysaffect only the
display condition segment of the waveform memory andwill not in any wayaffect
the waveform data nor the original acquire conditions which remain stored,
unchanged in waveform memory. Using the CURSOR WFMkeys,you can vertically
reposition, expand, or compress the cursor waveform, Using these keys you can also
magnify the cursor waveform horizontally ordisplay it “versus” another waveform
or itself. These keys are operational on the cursor waveform only. Waveforms 3
through 6 are always in a hold condition. These keys may also set the cursor
waveform display to be used as the REFerence waveform independently of the
HMAG or VS cursor waveform display when the cursor waveform is in HOLD.

The use of these keys is described in the following paragraphs.

VPUP<: AND VPDNi: (Vertical Position Up and Vertical

Position Down)

These slewing keys, when in HOLD, allow you to move the cursor waveform

vertically about the acquired vertical zero reference. A single press of a key moves
the waveform onevertical display resolution increment (0.04 division). If you press
and hold the key, continuous movement of the cursor waveform will result
Movementstops when the maximum of about5 divisions (in either direction) from
the acquired zero level is reached

Movementof the cursor waveform display, either up or down with respectto its
original display position will result in the illumination of the appropriate (up or
down) key. Press and hold the non-illuminated, opposing key to return the cursor
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waveform toits original display position. Waveform movementwill automatically
stop atits originaldisplay position, at which time neither keywill be illuminated. To
continue waveform movementpastits original position, release the movement key

momentarily, thenpress and hold it again. The position of the cursor waveform GND
(plus or minus) with respect to center screenis shownin the VZR display (see Fig
2-56). Maximum movementin either direction is approximately 5 divisions(further
if expanded). When the REFerence waveform is present (which meansthe cursor
waveform must be in HMAG or VS mode) these keys allow separation control
between the cursor waveform andits reference. These keys operate in this mode
even if the 7020 is not in HOLD

 

WeenHaby
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Figure 2-56. Cursor waveform with VZR [Vertical Zero Reference) altered by VPUP<.

VCMP$ AND VXPD{ (Vertical Compress and Expand)
With these keys you can vertically compress or expand the cursor waveform about

the center of the acquisition window. The cursor waveform can be expanded or
compressed, two increments(in a 1,2,5 sequence)fromits original acquired vertical
scale factor.

Whenthe cursor waveform is expanded or compressed, the respective VXPD$ or
VCMP§keyilluminates and the changein vertical scale factor will appear in the
display in the second from the bottom line labeled CSW, Becausethese keys have
opposing action, the opposite key is used to return the cursor waveform to its
original acquired vertical scale factor. At whichtime,neither key will beilluminated.

Waveforms beingdigitized cannot bevertically compressed or expanded andare not

affected by these keys except when HMAGor VS modesareselected and the REF
waveform is displayed. An attemptto do this results in thedisplay of the warning
message “HOLD REQD". Refer to prompts and warningsdiscussion given earlier in
this section. VXPD% occurs about crt center whereas VCMP% occurs about VZR
(Vertical Zero Reference). This feature allows the userto position the expanded
waveform anywhere within the graticule area
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HMAG(Horizontal Magnify)
The cursor waveform can be magnified (expanded)horizontally from its acquired
state by a factor of 10 times. In other words a 100 points/division waveform is
displayed at 10 points/division as shown in Figure 2-57. By using the cursors as
described later under cursors and magnified waveforms, any portion of the
magnified cursor waveform can be positioned within the viewing area of the display
It is often helpful to view the REF (unmagnified) waveform (also shownin Fig. 2-57)
at the sametime. Since the cursors appear on exactly the samedata points on both
versions of the waveform.

The HMAGkeyilluminates when the function is active. Press the key to select
Press again to terminate—the light will extinguish. The HMAGfunction will also
terminate if the VS mode is selected.
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Figure 2-57. HMAG Waveform displayed with its reference waveform.

f, HMAG ALL
This function causesall displayed waveforms to be horizontally magnified 10 times.
This is a shift function of the HMAGkey. As such,the / key must be pressed and
illuminated and the HMAGkeyblinking,before this function can be selected. When
the ALL functionis active and the HMAGkeyis pressed withoutfirst pressing the /
key, only the cursor waveform will be unmagnified. Since the cursor waveform is
not magnified the HMAGkeylight will extinguish. Press the key again (withoutfirst
pressing the / key) and the cursor waveform will again be displayed magnified and
the HMAGkeywill again illuminate. To cancel the ALLfunction, press the / key
first, then press the ALL key. The cursor waveform will also cease to be magnified if
the VS modeis selected

vs

This key allows you to display the cursor waveform versus another waveform(or

versus itself) rather than versus time. When the function is active, the 7D20
displays the cursor waveform on the Y-axis (vertical) versus the selected waveform
on the X-axis (horizontal)
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To select the VS function, first press the VS key. The VS key will illuminate and the

prompt “CSW X VS #”will appear in the display as shown in Figure 2-58. The X in

the prompt will be the number of the cursor waveform and the # will be blinking.

Next, press the number of the selected waveform. The cursor waveform will be

displayed vs the selected waveform, and the CSW information at the bottom of the

display will indicate that the cursor waveform is being displayed VS the selected

waveform (see Fig. 2-59). The cursor waveform information at the bottom of the

display will change to indicate the volts/div of the two waveforms. Refer to the
discussion of the display earlier in this section.

 

 

 

3857-159   
Figure 2-58. Cursor Waveform VS (Versus) prompt.

 

 

 

3857-160   
Figure 2-59. CSW versus readout.
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CURSORS

Each waveform memory has associated with it two cursors whereone or both may
be displayed when the waveformis selected as the cursor waveform. The cursors
appearin the display as intensified dots that coincide with waveform data points.
Whenin HMAGor VS modes and with the REFerence waveform displayed, cursors
appear on the same data points on both versions of the waveform.

At power-up, when the ALIGN modeis selected, cursors for all waveforms are

aligned with those of the cursor waveform. And, consequently, any movement of

the cursors on the cursor waveform will cause identical movementof the cursors on
all other waveforms, Of course, only the cursors on the CSW are visible.

Independent movement of the cursors is made possible by selecting the
INDEPendent mode as explained later.

Cursors are moved by use of the slewing keys 1, I>, ©2, and 2%. The arrows

indicate the direction of cursor movement. A single press of a cursor movement key
will cause the associated cursor to move to the next adjacent data point on the
waveform. Continuous movementof the cursorwill result if the key is pressed and
held. The following rules apply to the cursors and their use:

@ Cursor 1 is always on.

@ Cursor 1 can be moved to any cursor waveform data point

@ Cursor 1 is always coincident with or closer to the beginning of the waveform
than cursor 2

@ Cursor 1 pushes cursor 2 when the two are coincident and cursor 1 is moved
toward the end of the waveform.

@ Cursor 2 movementis halted when it becomes coincident with cursor 1 as you

attempt to move cursor 2 toward the beginning of the waveform.

NOTE

If cursor 2 is sufficiently separated from cursor 1. it may not appear on
the magnified portion of a waveform in the HMAG mode. This can be
more easily observed if the REFerence waveform is turned on.

CURSOR COORDINATES

The kind of cursor coordinate information displayed on the crt depends on whether
cursor 1 is onby itself or if cursor 2 is on also. Whencursor2 is off, the displayed

cursor coordinates give boththevertical position and the horizontal time value of
the waveform data point where cursor 1 is located as seen in Figure 2-60. The
vertical position is given in volts with respect to the VZR (vertical zero reference)

value. The horizontal time valueis given with respect to the trigger position. This is
also true whenever the REF waveform is displayed. In the VS mode (without the

REF waveform), the display gives only the vertical coordinates of the cursors on
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waveforms as shown in Figure 2-61 Again, these coordinates are givenin volts
relative to the respective vertical zero reference values of the two waveforms.
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Figure 2-60. Cursor coordinate readout
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Figure 2-61. Cursor coordinate readout with VS Waveform displayed

In the SON cursor mode, cursor 2 is turned on. Thedisplay givesthevertical value
of cursor 2 relative to cursor 1 and the horizontal time value of cursor 2 relative to.
cursor 1 as shownin Figure 2-62. When the VS mode is selected, the display gives
the vertical value of cursor 2 relative to cursor 1 for both X and Y waveforms.

CURSORS AND MAGNIFIED WAVEFORMS

Whenviewing an unmagnified cursor waveform, the entire length of the waveform
is visible within the display area and cursor 1 can be movedto any data point on the
waveform. However, when HMAGis selected only part of the waveform remains
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Figure 2-62. Cursor coordinate readout when both cursors are on (AON).

visible. So as to still be able to examine the entire magnified waveform, the
following occurs: As cursor 1 is moved toward the endof the waveform,it becomes
fixed at graticule line 2 (see Fig. 2-63). Then the waveform movesrelative to cursor
1 until the last data point comes into the display area. Cursor 1 then resumes
movementtill it reaches the end of the waveform. Similarly, the reverse is true
whencursor 1 is moved back toward the beginning(left) of the waveform. This can
be more easily observed if the REF (reference) waveform is displayed at the same
time since the cursors appear on both the magnified cursor waveform and the REF
waveform.

 

CURSOR 1
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Figure 2-63. Cursor 1 location on HMAG'd Waveform.

alm

These two slewing keys move cursor 1 in the direction indicated by the arrows
Pressing either of the keys once will cause cursor 1 to moveto the next data pointin
the direction indicated. Continuous movementof cursor 1 results when a cursor
movement key is pressed and held. Whenthelast data point is reached,in either
direction, cursor 1 will come to a halt.
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2

These two slewing keys move cursor 2 in the direction indicated by the arrows.
Pressing either of the keys oncewill cause cursor 2 to moveto the next data point in
the direction indicated. An exception is when cursor 2 is co-incident with cursor 1

or when cursor 2 is at the end of the waveform (last data point). Continuous
movementof cursor 2 will result when oneof the movement keys is pressed and

held. Cursor 2 cannot be positioned to the left (toward the beginning of a waveform)

of cursor 1 nor can it be positioned beyond the last waveform data point

AON AOFF

These keys turn cursor 2 AOFF and AON. Asshift functions of the cursor 1
movement keys, you mustfirst press the / key to activate these functions. When
cursor 2 is turnedon,the displayed cursor coordinateswill reflect thevertical value
of cursor 2 relative to cursor 1 and the horizontaltime value of cursor relative to
cursor 1. Each of these functions is cancelled upon the selection of the other.

INDEPendent

Thisis an shift function of the 2 key. Selection of the INDEPendent mode permits

you to move the cursors on the cursor waveform withoutaffecting the position of
the cursors on any other waveforms. Selection of this mode requires that the key

be pressed first, the key illuminates when selected. The INDEPendent mode is

cancelled by selecting the ALIGN mode.

ALIGN

This is an shift function of the cursor 2> key andits selection must be preceded

with a press of the / key. Selection of the ALIGN modeilluminates the ALIGN key
and causes the cursors onall waveformstoalign with the cursors on the cursor
waveform, Thereafter, movementof the cursors on the cursor waveform will cause
identical movementof the cursors on all other waveforms. The ALIGN mode can be
cancelled by selecting the INDEPendent mode described above.

SET N

SET N is used with the AVE N and ENV N modes to AVErage or ENVelope an
incoming waveform N numberof times. With this key, youcan set thevalue of N to:
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, or 256. The SET keyilluminates when pressed and “SET N=
(current value of N)?”” appearsin the display as shownin Figure 2-64. Press the SET
N key again andthevalue of N will incrementto the next highervalue. If the SET N
key is pressed andheld, the value of N will cycle through the above sequenceof
numbersin the display. Simply release the key whenthe desired valueof N appears.
SET is terminated by selecting any other key and the value of is retained.
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Figure 2-64. SET N readout prompt

AVE

AVEraging is a method of removing noise from a signal and presenting a better
representation of the actual waveform.

When the AVE key is pressed it will illuminate and the 7D20 will begin to
continuously display averaged waveform data The value of N will adjust the
responsiveness of the accumulated average to any changes in waveforms acquired
after the N'" waveform. Each additional waveform is weighted by 1/N. After N
acquisitions the promptfield will indicate that the number of averages is greater
than N (see Fig, 2-65)

When AVEraging in the ROLL mode (TIME/DIV set to 100 ms or slower) the
waveform is sampled at a constant 2 kHz rate (1 kHz at 20 s/div). This allows the
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Figure 2-65. The AVE readout
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7D20to capture and process a numberof samples betweeneachpair of displayed
points. The next pointdisplayed is the average of these “in between” samples. See
Table 2-6.

TABLE 2-6
Numberof Points Averaged for

Each Displayed Point in ROLL Mode
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIME/DIV Digitized Points/Displayed Point

100 ms 2

200 ms 4

500 ms 10

is 20

2s 40

5s 100

10s 200

20s 200

EXT 100 
 

In the ROLL Mode AVEraging is performed in real time, therefore repetitive

waveforms are not required, AVEraging in the ROLL mode using the EXTernal
CLOCK input allows 100 samples to be taken between displayed points.

The AVE function can be cancelled by pressing the AVE key a secondtime. Or,

selecting HOLD, HOLD NEXT, AVE N,ENV,or ENV will also terminate AVE with

the following results:

HOLD—immediately stops signal acquisition, terminates the AVE function and

extinguishes the AVE key. Thedisplay readoutwill indicate the total number of

averages accumulated, or greater than N.

HOLD NEXT (TRIGGERING MODE)—Allows one moretriggered acquisition
then enters HOLD with the same effects as the HOLD key.

GND—Terminates the AVE function and redefines VZR.

AVE N—Clears the display then executes the AVE N function.

ENV and ENV N—Both terminate the AVEfunction, extinguish the AVE key and
implement the selected function.

If the VOLTS/DIV, TIME/DIV,or TRIG POSare changed,the AVEraging restarts and
discards previous information
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Algorithm: For 50 ms/div 2 TIME/DIV 2 50 ns/div (Not ROLL mode).

 

Wé (m) 0 For m = 0,1,..1023
For n =1,2,...N
Wa (m) = Wat (m){Wa (m)-Wa.r (mila.
where q = 2** INT [Log2 (1.443*n)]
Wais the averaged stored waveform after n acquisitions
Wnis the n™ acquired waveform
For n>N
WA(m) = W81 (m)+Wo (m)-Wa1 (m)/N

 

f, AVE N

This shift function of the AVEkeyis selected after first pressing the / key, AVE N is
the same as the AVE function except when (current setting of SET N) averages
have been made, the 7D20 automatically enters HOLD. Also, when AVE N is

activated, the readout prompt begins at the current value of N and counts down to

zero as averages accumulate. When HOLDis entered the prompt will then give the
total number of averages. Should you enter HOLD before N averages occur, the
readout prompt will give the total reached. AVE N accumulates complete waveform
records, therefore Roll operation is suspended for TIME/DIV settings 2100 ms.
When the AVE WN functionis initiated over the GPIB, the 7D20issues a service

request (SRQ) over the bus when HOLDis entered. Refer to Section 4, GPIB.

ENV

ENVeloping is a method of constructing a waveform using the minimum and
maximum values of the sampled data points. ENVeloping makes many waveform
aberrations visible that might otherwise be overlooked altogether, for example,
frequencydrift.

Press the ENV key and the 7D20 will begin to display envelope processed data. The
source of the data is determined by the AQR MODE. An envelope waveform is
constructed from the appropriate source and displayed following each triggered
acquisition. Thedisplay is updated after each acquisition in a continuousprocess.
The number of processed acquisitions is shown in the display (see Fig. 2-66).
Selecting the ENV function will cause the ENV key to illuminate and, at the same
time terminates the AVE, AVE N, SET N, ENV N, and HOLD functions if either are
active.

When ENVeloping in the ROLL mode (TIME/DIV set to 100 ms or slower) the
waveform is sampled at a constant 2 kHz rate (1 kHz at 20 s/div). This allows the

capture and processing of a number of samples between each displayed point
(minimum and maximum). The next two points displayed are the maximum and
minimum of these “in between” samples.
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TABLE 2-7

Numberof Points Averaged for Each Max and
Min Pair of Displayed Points in ROLL Mode

TIME/DIV Digitized Points/Max-Min Pair

100 ms 4

200 ms 8

500 ms 20

1s 40

28 80

5s 200

10s 400

20s 800

EXT 200

 

This mode can be used to capture and process a signal pulse width of 500 ys or
less. Refer to Section 5, Application 3, Monitoring Intercellular Neuronal Discharge.

ENVeloping in the ROLL mode using the EXTernal CLOCKinput allows 100 samples

to be taken between displayed points.

To cancel the ENV function press the key a secondtime. Or,the ENV function can
be terminated by pressing the HOLD, HOLD NEXT, GND,or / ENV keyswith the
following results:
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Figure 2-66. The ENV readout.
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HOLD—immediately terminates the ENV function and signal acquisition. The
number of waveform ENV is displayed in the readout promptfield.

HOLD NEXT—Sameeffects as HOLD except termination is delayed until after
the completion of the next acquisition.

GND—Terminates the ENV function and redefines VZR.

J, ENV N—Terminates the ENV function, clears the displayed waveform and
initiates the AVE, AVE N, and ENV function.

If the VOLTS/DIV, TIME/DIV, or TRIG POS are changed, the ENVelopingrestarts
and previous information is discarded.

Algorithm: For 100 ms/div 2 TIME/DIV > 50 ns/div (Not ROLL mode).
For n = 2 to infinity.

Ws Max [Wi (m), Wa (m)} m = 0,2,...1022
W8 Min [W81 (m), Wo (m)] m = 1,3,5,...1023
where WA(m) is the m™ point of the constructed envelope waveform
after n acquisitions,
Wa (m) is the m" point of the n' waveform acquisition.

 

/, ENV N

This shift function of the ENV key is selectedafter first pressing the ./ key, ENV N
operates the same as the ENV mode except whenN (the currentsetting of SET N)
envelopes are accumulated, the 7D20 automatically enters HOLD. When ENVN is
activated the readout prompt begins counting at the current value of N and counts

downto zero. At the zero count, HOLDis automatically entered and the readout

promptwill indicate the total number of envelopes.

Should HOLD beinitiated before N envelopes occur, thetotal number reachedwill
appear in the readout prompt. ENV N accumulates complete waveform records,
therefore Roll operation is suspendedfor TIME/DIVsettings 2100 ms. When ENV N
is initiated over the GPIB, the 7D20 issues a service request (SRQ) when HOLDis
entered. GPIB operating information is contained in Section 4, GPIB

/, TEST

Selects the Test Menus that are used for executing SELFTEST and servicing the

7020. Refer to the Maintenance section of the service manual for this information
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RQS (REQUEST SERVICE)

Whenthe 7D20is on bus in TALK/LISTEN mode, pressingthis key will generate an

‘SRQ(service request) over the GPIB. The keywill illuminate when you do this. A poll

by the GPIB controller will subsequently extinguish the illuminated key and cancel

the SRQ.

A power-up SRQis generated as part of the power-up sequence when power is

applied to the 7D20.If the 7D20is in the GPIB mode and ONLINE,the keywill

extinguish when the 7020 is polled by the controller. Refer to Section 4, GPIB.

/ RQS #

Allowsselection of 6 unique SRQ event codes when the 7D20is operating overthe
GPIB. This sends a predetermined status byte. Refer to Section 4, GPIB for
information concerning GPIB operation

REMOTE ONLY(indicator)

This indicatorlight illuminates when the 7D20is in the RWLS (Remote With Lock
out State). Whenthelightis on, the front panel controls can only be activated or
changed over the GPIB. All front panel controls are inactive except for the ROS
functions, the variable VOLTS/DIV, HORIZ POSITION, and ID monitoring of GPIB
selections

ID (ADDRed Indicator)

The ID key, when pressed, causes the ID menuto appear in the display as shown in

Figure 2-67. The ID menu is usec for manually establishing the MODE
TERMINATION, and ADDRESS for GPIB operation of the 7D20. The ADDR

illuminates when the 7D20 has been addressed as a Talker or Listener. Refer to

Section 4, GPIB, for further information.

NOTE

Thefirmware version displayed in theseillustrations may differ from
those displayed for your 7D20, and are shownfor positional reference
only.
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3857-193

Figure 2-67. ID MENU

EXT CLOCK

This bne connector permits the connection of an external clock signal to the 7020
The 7D20 can accept a maximum clock rate of 10 kHz. In order for the EXT CLOCK
connectorto be functional, the TIME/DIV switch mustbe set to the EXT position by
turning it counterclockwise until the readout indicates EXT 4 or EXT {in the upper
right corner ofthe display (see Fig. 2-68), The arrow indicates the EXT CLOCK edge
polarity. Clock edge polarity is selected via item 4 on the UTILITIES menu, Press
MEMORYDISPLAYkey 4 when the UTILITIES menuis displayed and the EXT CLK
promptwill appear in the display. Press MEMORYDISPLAY key number4 a second
time and the arrow(indicating the EXTernal CLOCK polarity) will reverse direction
The indicator arrow will continue to reverse each time the number 4 MEMORY
DISPLAY key is pressed so long as the UTILITIES menuis displayed

 

 

 

 3857168.   
Figure 2-68. EXTernal clock readout
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EXT TRIG

This bne connector permits the connectionof an externaltrigger signalto the 7020
In order for this connector to be functional, the EXT or EXT +10 TRIGGERING
SOURCE MODE mustbeselected.

GPIB (connector)

This is the IEEE 488 connector port for connecting the 7D20 to operate over the

GPIB. Information for GPIB operation is contained in Section 4, GPIB.
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SECTION THREE
OPERATIONAL THEORY
 

 

This section provides an overall view of the 7D20 and its
operational capabilities. A general block diagram
description of the input signal processing, digitizing, data
storage, and the resultant displays will prepare you for

the more detailed operational aspects explained later in
this section. The information provided in this section is
not required to operate the 7D20; however, it may help
you understand more fully its internal processes. This
understanding will help you utilize the 7D20 for your own
specific applications.  
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OPERATIONAL THEORY
 

THIS INFORMATION 1S NOT REQUIRED FOR OPERATING THE 7D20

BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

The following description presents an overview of the operation of the 7D20. Figure

3-1 is an overall block diagram of the plug-in. A discussion of the operation of the

charge coupled devices (CCDs) the Digitizing modes, and the display system is

included at the end of the block diagram description.

OVERALL BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

The 7D20 Programmable Digitizer performs analog to digital conversion, waveform
storage, and digital to analog conversion for display (see Fig. 3-1). The input signal

is applied to the Preamplifier circuitry through either or both the CH 1 or CH 2 input
connectors. The Preamplifier circuitry attenuates the input signal according to the

setting of the front-panel VOLTS/DIV control. It then amplifies the signal, convertsit
into a differential signal and applies it to the CCDcircuitry.

The Charge Coupled Device (CCD)circuitry takes analog samples of the input signal,

and passes them to the A/D converter for conversion into digital values. (See the

following discussion of the operation of the CCDs.) The digitized samples are applied

to the Memory circuitry. The CCD receives its timing and synchronization

information from the Time Base circuitry.

The Memory circuitry contains the waveform memory, which consists of digital

memory and control circuitry. The Waveform Memory is used to store acquired

waveform data from the A-to-D converter, and as a source of data for display on the

mainframecrt. In addition, the microprocessor accesses the Waveform Memory to

perform operations such as waveform averaging, GPIB data transfer, cursor

measurements and storage of data for readout displays.

The Display circuitry receives digital display data from the Waveform Memory and

converts it to analog display signals (vertical and horizontal), which drive the

mainframe vertical and horizontal display amplifiers, to produce the mainframe crt

display. The Display circuitry produces four types of displays: Y versus time, Y

versus X, alpha-numeric characters, and cursors. Display setup information from

the microprocessor determines the display mode. Timing signals from the Time

Base circuitry synchronize the Display with the Memory access time slots.
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Figure 3-1. 7D20 Overall Block Diagram.
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Figure 3-1 (cont). 7D20 Overall Block Diagram.
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The Display circuitry also allows waveforms displayed in the Y versus time mode to
be expanded, compressed, and offset and magnified horizontally without modifying

the contents of the Waveform Memory.

The Trigger circuitry generates the trigger gate signals, which provides a trigger

reference point to the Time Base circuitry for the acquired data. It can produce a

trigger gate from four different trigger signal sources; Ch 1 input signal, Ch 2 input

signal, line and external trigger signal. The trigger source, coupling, mode, level and

slope can be selected from the front panel or externally programmed.

The Time Base circuitry provides the basic timing for the 7D20. It generates a

numberof clock and handshake signals which are used within the Time Base, CCD,

Memory and Display circuitry to control the timing of waveform acquisition and

display. These signals control the rate at which the CCDs sample the signal, and

which of these samples are subsequently stored in the waveform memory. The Time

Base circuitry receives setup and control information from the microprocessor, and

in turn, transmits trigger and timing data back to the microprocessor for use in

setting up and controlling the Memory and Display circuitry.

The Microprocessorcircuitry controls the setup of the 7D20 for its various modesof

operation, and initiates the acquisition and display of waveforms. It also performs
calculations such as signal averaging, enveloping, delta-time and voltage

measurements, and controls the self diagnostics and GPIB interface firmware.

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE (CCD) OPERATION

A charge coupled device (CCD) is an analog shift register. Each CCD used in the

7D20 contains two analog shift registers (see Fig. 3-2), which are driven

differentially. Register A samples the (-) side of the differential input signal; Register

B samples the (+) side of the signal.

On each sampling clock to a register, a sample is taken of the signal. This sample is
then stored in the first cell of the analog shift register. On subsequent clocks, this

sample is passed from cell to cell, until it is applied to the output amplifier and

subsequently to an analog-to-digital (A-to-D) converter.

DIGITIZING MODES

The Time Basecircuitry has four basic modes of operation: roll, real-time digitizing

(RD), extended real-time digitizing (ERD) and equivalent time digitizing (ETD). The

setting of the TIME/DIV control determines the mode of operation of the Time Base.

The roll mode (see Fig. 3-3A) creates a display on the mainframecrt similar to that

of a strip chart recorder. In this mode, the CCD circuitry continuously samples the

input signal at a 400 kHz rate. Samples are continuously being digitized at the
output of the CCD by the A/D converter. Selected samples are then stored in a 1K
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Figure 3-2. Simplified Block Diagram of Charge Coupled Device (CCD).

TABLE 3-1

Summary of Time Base Modes

Time Base Mode Time/ Div Samples

Range Displayed/Div

Roll Continuous 20 s to 100 ms 100
Real-Time Digitizing

Real-Time Digitizing 50 ms to 500 us 100

Extended 200 ys to 2 us 80
Real-Time Digitizing

Equivalent Time Digitizing 1 us to 50 ns 100  
 

block of the Waveform Memory at a rate determined by the time/division setting.

For example, at a time/division setting of 0.1 s/division, samples are stored in the

Waveform Memory at a rate of 1 kHz:

samples = 0.1s/div = 1000 samples/sec = 1 kHz

Thus, every 400" sample that the CCD takes is stored in the Waveform Memory.
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When the 1023 memorylocationis filled, the Memory circuitry wraps around to

location 0, such that the Waveform Memoryis treated as an infinitely long register.
The Display circuitry scans the Waveform Memory continuously, changing the start

point in the Waveform Memory for each new sample acquired, suchthatthe crt display

is continuously updated with the 1024 most recently acquired samples, which in

turn produces the strip-chart effect.

In the roll mode, a trigger is not required whenthe front-panel TRIGGERING MODE

is set for P-P, AUTO or NORM, since the Waveform Memory is continuously being

filled with new waveform information, which is in turn being displayed on thecrt. In

the HOLD NEXT mode, however, waveform acquisition can be halted a selected

number of samples following a trigger event. The acquired waveform is then held in

the Waveform Memory.

In the real-time digitizing (RD) mode (see Fig. 3-3B), the CCD also continuously

samples the input signal at a 400 kHz rate. The A/D converter digitizes each sample

and selected samples of the signal are stored in a 1K block of the the Waveform
Memory, again at a rate determined by the time/div. When trigger occurs, the

storage of waveform samples continues until a complete waveform is stored at

which time signal acquisition is halted. Compensation for the 455 sample delay

through the CCD is included. The amount of post-trigger or pretrigger selected

determines which portion of the signal is stored in the Waveform Memory with

respect to the trigger event. Once the waveform has been stored in the Waveform

Memory, the time base is reset and another waveform is acquired. This waveform,

however, is stored in a second 1K block of Waveform Memory. While the second

waveform is being acquired, the first waveform is displayed on the crt. This process

is repeated continuously, switching back and forth between the two 1K blocks of

Waveform Memory, such that the most recently acquired portion of the signal is

always displayed.

In the extended real-time digitizing (ERD) mode (see Fig. 3-4A), a selected portion

of the signalis first captured in the CCD, then written into the Waveform Memory.

In this case, the two CCD registers continuously sample the input signal at a rate

determined by the time/division setting. When the trigger event occurs, the CCD

continues to sample the signal until the samples stored in the CCD correspond to

the selected amount of pre-trigger or post-trigger desired. The samplesheld in the

CCD are then shifted out at a 400 kHz rate, digitized by the A/D converter, and

written into Waveform Memory. Once the waveform is stored in Waveform Memory,

the time base is reset and another waveform is acquired. As with the RD mode, the
second waveform is written into another block of the Waveform Memory, and the

Display circuitry displays the most recently acquired waveform.

Asthe time/division settings are increased in the ERD mode, the CCD samples the

signa! at a muchfaster rate than the acquired waveform is digitized and written into

memory. This mode of signal acquisition is thus called fast-in, slow-out.

Also, the two CCD channels sample the signal in a slightly different manner in the

ERD mode.In the roll, RD and equivalent time digitizing modes, both CCDregisters take

a sample of the signal simultaneously. In the ERD mode, the two CCDregisters take

alternate samples of the signal.
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Figure 3-3. Non-Fast In, Slow-Out Time Base Modes (A) Roll Mode; (B) Real-Time

Digitizing (RD) Mode.
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Figure 3-5. Extended Real-Time signal acquisition capability of the 7D20.
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This technique is used to increase the real-time signal acquisition capability of the

7D20. Since the portion of the waveform that can be captured in this modeis

dependent on the combined length of the two registers of the CCD, the time

resolution in this mode is reduced from 100 samplesper division to 80 samples per

division. In addition, as the samples are alternately shifted out of the two CCD

registers they are still combined differentially at the output and sent to the A/D

converter for digitizing. This improves the CCD noise and linearity performance

while introducing the characteristic cosinusoidal frequency response of a 2-point

smooth function.

Shown in Figure 3-5A is a sampled waveform in the ERD mode where alternate

samples are stored in each of the two registers of the CCD. Shifting samples

alternately through the CCD and combining them differentially at the output is

equivalent to convolving the sampled waveform with the two unit impulses shown

in Figure 3-5B. As shownin Figure 3-5C this convolution is equivalent to passing

the input frequency spectrum through a filter with the frequency response H(w).

H(w), the Fourier transform of the convolving function h(t), is shown in Figure 3-5D.

Note that at one-half the Nyquist frequency, the frequency response is -3 dB. Of

course frequencies beyond the Nyquist frequency mustbe eliminated oraliasing will

occur as with anydigitizing system. As shownin Figure 3-5E this bandwidth limiting

reduces the system rise time shown in the waveform step response.

In the equivalent time digitizing (ETD) mode (see Fig. 3-4B), a composite waveform is

built up in a 1K block of the Waveform Memory from a number of waveform trigger

events. As with the ERD mode, the CCD samples the signal at a fast rate, then

writes the samples held in the CCD into Waveform Memory at a slowerrate. In the

ETD mode, the fast-in sample rate is fixed at 50 ns per point. In the ETD mode,

however, only a limited number of samples are taken from eachtrigger event, and

alternate sampling is no longer used (see Table 3-2). From subsequenttriggers,

more samples are taken unti! an accurate composite representation of the waveform

is built up in the Waveform Memory.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 3-2
ETD Mode

No. Points Acquired

TIME/DIV per Trigger Event

1 ys 204-205

500 ns 102-103

200 ns 40-41

100 ns 20-21

50 ns 10-11 
 

In order to determine where to store the set of samples in the Waveform Memory

with respect to samples taken from othertrigger events, the Time Base measures

the time interval between the trigger event and the next sample taken with a fast
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ramp time interpolator. The sample clock and the signal being measured are

asynchronous, so a complete representation of the signal is built up after a number

of trigger events.

Since a numberof trigger events are required to create a waveform in the ETD

mode, a complete 1024 point waveform can only be created when measuring

repetitive signals. Since multiple points are taken from each trigger event the 7D20

can digitize a complete waveform from a low repetition-rate signal muchfaster than

products that digitize only a single point pertrigger.

WAVEFORM DISPLAY

Waveform displays are produced by converting 8-bit vertical waveform memory data

to analog signals. Hardware processing is applied for scaling, positioning, vector

filtering, and conversion to a differential signal for driving the mainframevertical

interface amplifiers. Horizontal deflection is accomplished by digital to analog

conversion of a 10-bit counter in the case of a Y versus T waveform or conversion of

8-bit X waveform data for a Y versus X waveform. Horizontal display magnification

(X10) is accomplished digitally and is available for Y versus T waveforms. The

analog horizontal signal is also processed for vector displays and conversion to a

differential signal for driving the mainframe horizontal interface amplifiers.

Front-panel calibration controls permit adjusting the vertical and horizontal display

gain and offset to match the calibration tolerance of all 7000-series mainframes.

This procedure is given in Display Calibration, Section 2, Operating Instructions.

Table 3-3 showsthe position of the waveform display relative to the graticule of an

ideal mainframe-crt system:

 

 

 

 

TABLE 3-3
7D20 Waveform Display Position

HORIZONTAL POINT # HORIZONTAL

GRATICULE BIT LEVEL
DIVISION 1024 P/W 820 P/W (VS mode)

-0.125 _ 0 _
-0.12 0 —_ 0

0 12 10 3
1 112 90 28

2 212 170 53
3 312 250 78

4 412 330 103

5 512 410 128
6 612 490 153

7 712 570 178
8 812 650 203   
 

TABLE CONTINUED >
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TABLE 3-3 (CONT)

7D20 Waveform Display Position

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

HORIZONTAL POINT # HORIZONTAL
GRATICULE BIT LEVEL

DIVISION 1024 P/W 820 P/W (VS mode)

9 912 730 228
10 1012 810 253

10.08 _— — 255
10.11 1023 _ _

10.1125 _ 819 _

VERTICAL VERTICAL BIT

GRATICULE LEVEL (VXPD,

DIVISION VCMP OFF)

5.08 255

5 253
4 TOP GRATICULE 228

3 203
2 178
1 153

0 CENTER GRATICULE 128
4 103
-2 78

-3 53

-4 BOTTOM GRATICULE 28
-5 3

-5.12 0   
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INTRODUCTION

If you have read the previous sections of this manual, you are now familiar with the

basic front panel operation of the 7D20. Reading the previous sections will help you

makefull use of the 7D20 GPIB commandset capabilities. This section is intended

to introduce you to the added capabilities that accrue from interfacing the 7D20 to a
computer. The 7D20 uses the IEEE-488-1978 (GPIB) interface standard, which

allows easy communication with most computers and other programmable devices.

Table 4-2 later in this section lists the interface functions that the 7D20
implements.

In addition to the electrical standard followed by the 7D20 (IEEE-488-1978), the unit

conforms to the GPIB CODES, FORMATS, CONVENTIONS AND FEATURES
STANDARDthat is used in the design of Tektronix, Inc. GPIB products. This

standard provides precise language symbols that make programming the 7D20 no

more difficult than operating it from the front panel.

KEY FEATURES

The 7D20 has been designed with the end user in mind. To this end, a numberof
key features are included in the instrument:

Text Messages

Bidirectional Waveform Transfers

Nine Separate User Requests

Debug Command

Text Messages. To eliminate distracting written procedures, messages to the
operator can be displayed on the crt. Other items of text, such as computerresults
and documenting remarks, can also be displayed by the same means.

Bidirectional Waveform Transfers. Waveform data may be sentto or from any

one of the six waveform locations. This allows the acquired signal to be sent to a
computer for processing or storage. Sending a stored waveform to the 7D20 allows

the user to view the current signal against a known reference or against a limit
waveform. The 7D20 is capable of transferring waveform data in both ASCII and

Binary format (see Data Transfers in this section).

Nine Separate User Requests. The 7D20 can generate upto nine different user
requests to the computer, which enhancestheinteractive capabilities and allows

the program to better respond to the user’s needs. Two of the user requests are

generated by pressing the Probe Identify buttons on the body of the P6053B Probe.
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One example where the user request functions are useful is for an operator to

signal the computer to advanceto the next test sequence, and set up the 7D20 as
required. (See Service Requests in this section).

Debug.This is a highly useful commandfor the programmer, both during system

development and while troubleshooting a problem. When the “DEBUG ON”

commandis received, all commanddata sent to the 7D20is displayed on thecrt.If a

syntax or functional error is detected by the 7D20, an error statementindicating the
detected problem is displayed just after the error.

SECTION CONTENTS

This section consists of five major parts:

GPIB Description. This part highlights the basic operation of the interface. In
addition, it contains information on getting started with the GPIB and selecting the

various GPIB functions (address, terminator, etc.).

Messages.This part discusses the 7D20 command and query syntax. The various

waveform transfers are covered in ‘detail, along with the text and readout formats. In

addition, the 7D20 response to IEEE-488-1978 defined interface commands is

discussed.

Service Request. This part discusses the capability of the 7D20 to detect and
report system status and user requests.A listing of all possible event codesis also

included, along with explanations of each.

CommandList. This part lists and explains all 7720 bus commandsand queries,
and includes the exact syntax for each.

Sample Programs.To help the user get started in programming the 7D20,this
part includes routines for both the Tektronix 4041 and 4050-series controllers. For

each type of controller, both |/O and application routines are included.

GPIB DESCRIPTION
The GPIBis an interface system that transfers signal information over a sixteen-line

bus in a bit-parallel, byte-serial format. The bus consists of eight data lines, three

handshake lines, and five bus management lines. The handshake lines permit

asynchronousoperation among instruments having different data transfer rates, so

long as all conform to the handshakestate diagrams andother provisions of IEEE-

488. The data transferrate is limited by the slowest active instrument connected to

the bus.

The bus can be either a star or linear configuration, or a combination of both (see

Fig. 4-1). To maintain the electrical characteristics of the bus, a device load must be

connected for each two metres of cable, and at least one-half the devices on the bus

must be operating.
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Figure 4-1. GPIB system configuration.

A minimum GPIB system for the 7D20 consists of the 7D20 and a GPIB controller

(e.g., a Tektronix 4050-series controller). The controller directs all command and

data transfers on the GPIB. A larger GPIB system may consist of up to 15
instruments distributed over a total cable length of no more than 20 metres. These
instruments mayinclude, in addition to the 7D20 and controlier, other talkers (e.g.,

counter, digital multimeter, etc.) and other listeners (e.g., line printer, tape drive,
programmable signal generator, etc.).

POWER UP

When poweris applied to the 7D20, a self-test routine is automatically invoked. At

the completion of a successful test routine, the 7D20 comes online with the same

settings that existed when power was removed, with some exceptions. Power-up

conditions are discussed more fully in Section 2 of this manual.

The 7D20 performs a self-test routine that tests 63 circuit modules. If a fault

condition is detected, an SRO (service request) is generated with an Internal Error

status byte. An event query may be used to determinethe specific module at fault.

The controller may then issue a commandto continue or exit the self-test routine.

Whentheself-test is complete, an SRO and an Operation Complete status byte are

generated. Upon completion or exit from the self-test routine, the front-panel
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settings are restored as before, and the waveform memory is initialized. The
commands for the self-test routine are:

TEST START | Initiates self-test routine.

CONTINUE | Continuesself-test routine after halting on fault condition.

EXIT Exits self-test routine after halting on fault condition. This

will not terminate an executing self-test.

TEST Same as Test START.

Refer to the Operating Instructions and the Service Manual Maintenance
Instructions for more complete information regarding self-test.

NOTE

1. The colored characters in the commands are what the 7D20will
accept as command abbreviations. See Command Usagelater in
this section for more information.

2. The vertical line following TEST START AND CONTINUE means

exclusive OR.

GPIB MODE, TERMINATOR,
AND ADDRESS SELECTION

NOTE

The firmware version displayed in theseillustrations may differ trom

those displayed for your 7D20, and are shownfor positional reference

only.

The 7D20provides for theselection of the mode,terminator, and bus address by
means of the front-panel numeric keypad (located in the MEMORY DISPLAY
section), in conjunction with the ID menuthat is displayed by the oscilloscopein
which the 7D20is installed. The keys thet are used for function selection are:

Key #4: SELECT MODE
Key #5: SELECT TERMINATOR

Key #6: SELECT ADDRESS

Theselection processis initiated by pressing thefront-panel ID key, which changes
the numeric keypad from waveform selection to function selection, and produces
the identification message. The selection process is terminated by again pressing
the front-panel ID button. Whenthis occurs, all changes that were previously input
are implemented, unless the 7D20is in REMOTE ONLY.Ifso,the prompt "UPDATE
IGNORED"will appear on screen. This prevents the bus from being changed during
the selection process. Figure 4-2 illustrates the display when ID is pressed.
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Figure 4-2. Function selection display.

NOTE

All function choices are stored when poweris removed, and restored

when the power is resumed.

ADDRESS SELECTION

To select the GPIB address, press front-panel key #6 (MEMORY DISPLAY). The

prompt field will display the current GPIB address as ‘““ADDR=<addr>?"’. The

question mark and key #6 will both blink. Repeatedly pressing key #6 increments
the address number, beginning with the current address. The address will
increment to 30 and begin again at zero.

Figure 4-3 shows the display when the GPIB address is 13.
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Figure 4-3. Address selection display.
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TERMINATOR SELECTION

To select the terminator, press key #5. The promptfield will display the current

status of the GPIB terminator as ‘“TERM=<term>?”. Key #5 and the question mark

will blink. Repeatedly pressing the key alternates the terminator between EOI and

LF/EOI. Refer to controller manual for proper terminator choice.

Figure 4-4 illustrates the display when the LF/EOI terminator is selected.
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Figure 4-4. Terminator selection display.

MODE SELECTION

To select the GPIB mode, press key #4. Theprompt field on the oscilloscope display

will show the current status of the GPIB mode as “MODE=<mode>?”’. (Key #4 and

the question mark will blink.)

Repeatedly pressing the key will sequence the modeselection through off bus, talk

only, listen only, and talk/listen.

Figure 4-5 illustrates the oscilloscope display whenthe talk/listen mode is selected.
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Figure 4-5. Mode selection display.
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ALTERNATE GPIB STATUS INDICATORS

In some cases, the oscilloscope display may notbe visible, or may not be functioning

correctly, in either case making normal function selection impossible. The light

pattern of the numeric keypad displays the GPIB function status. Table 4-1 lists the

function selection states. The table is arranged in 8421 binary code.

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 4-1

MEMORYDISPLAY Keypad Code

Indicated Function Keypad

1 2 3 4 5 6

Select Mode

OFF BUS 0 0 0 B 0 0
TALK ONLY 1 0 0 B 0 0

LISTEN ONLY 0 1 0 B 0 0

TALK/LISTEN 1 1 0 B 0 0

Select Terminator

LF or EOI! 0 0 1 0 B 0

EOI 0 0 0 Oo B 0

Select Address

30 0 1 1 1 1 B
29 1 0 1 1 1 B
Binary Address AO Al A2 A3 A4 B

1 1 0 0 0 0 B

0 0 0 0 0 0 B       
1 - ON; O = OFF; B = blinking

To terminate the function selection, press the illuminated ID key, which erases the

displayed menu, implements the changes just made, and extinguishes the ID key.

Also, the keypad is restored to the normal waveform selection state.

REMOTE AND LOCAL OPERATION

The 7D20 complies with the requirements noted in IEEE-488 for the Remote-Local

interface function, which provides the instrument with the capability to select

between front-panel information and GPIB information sources. The 7D20 will,

however, execute all GPIB commands and queries regardless of the remote-local

state.

Eachfront-panel control on the 7D20 generatesa local “‘rt!’’ message when used.If

the 7D20is in either LOCS(local state) or LWLS(local with lockout state), the front-

panel function will be executed. If the 7D20 is in RWLS (remote with lockout state)

only GPIB commands are executed except for the following functions: probe
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encoding, probe identify, ROS, ROS#, and monitoring the status of the GPIB

selection via the 1D pushbutton. Also, the HORIZONTAL POSITION and VOLTS/DIV

VARIABLEcontrols operate unless set to calibrated status via GPIB commands.

INDICATORS

The front-panel ADDR(addressed) indicator lights whenever the 7D20 is addressed

by the controller, which occurs in one of the following address states: TACS (Talker

Active State), TADS (Talker Addressed State), LACS (Listener Active State), or LADS

(Listener Addressed State). The front-panel SRQ indicator lights when a 7D20

service request is generated. This is cleared by a poll of the 7D20 by the controller.

The REMOTE ONLYindicator lights when the 7D20 is in RWLS (Remote With

Lockout State).

GPIB INTERFACE FUNCTIONS

IEEE-488-1978 defines the GPIB interface functions and the allowed subsets of
these functions. The subsets that apply to the 7D20arelisted in Table 4-2. Refer to

IEEE-488-1978 for more definition regarding the functions.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 4-2

7D20 GPIB Interface Functions

Interface Function Subset Capability

Source Handshake SH1 Complete

Acceptor Handshake AH1 Complete

Talker TS Complete (no secondary addressing)

Listener L3 Complete (no secondary addressing)

Service Request SR1 Complete

Remote Local RLi Complete

Parallel Poll PPO None

Device Clear DCc1 Complete

Device Trigger DT1 Complete

Controller co None

Electrical Interface E2 Tri-state  
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MESSAGES

GPIB messages fall into two major classes: Interface messages and device-

dependent messages. Interface messages are sent by the GPIB controller to all

instruments on the bus to control the functions of each instrument interface.

Device-dependent messages(e.g., instrument commands,data, etc.) may be sent by

an instrument on the bus to any other instrument on the bus. Refer to Figure 4-6,

which illustrates the relationship of interface messages and device-dependent

messages.

 

 

  

   

 

 

        

INTERFACE
FUNCTIONS

| ATN |
DEVICE- DEPENDENT

MESSAGES
| l DEVICE

DEVICE | FUNCTIONS
FUNCTIONS | @.g. 4050-SERIES
e.g. 7020 | | GRAPHIC

ATN SYSTEM

| INTERFACE |
MESSAGES |

| |
C€2873-303
 

Figure 4-6. Device-dependent vs. interface messages.

GPIB INTERFACE MESSAGES

The controller uses interface messages to managethe bus(e.g., designate talkers

and listeners, etc.). Each instrument on the buslistens to every interface message.

The interface messages in the controller's vocabulary are defined by IEEE-488-

1978. The messages can be considered to be ASCII codes that assume a new

meaning when sent by the controller with the Attention (ATN) line asserted.

TALK AND LISTEN ADDRESSES (MTA, MLA)

Two of the interface messages are the talk and Jisten addresses. When a device

sees its talk address (called My Talk Address or MTA) and ATN asserted

simultaneously, it must become a talker. When the controller removes ATN, the

device begins the source handshake to transmit its data. Similarly, My Listen

Address (MLA) and ATNtells a device to listen to the data sent by a talker.
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SERIAL POLL ENABLE COMMAND(SPE)

The controller uses other kinds of interface messages for other tasks. One is the

Serial Poll Enable command (SPE), which is used with the service request function.

Assume that an instrument asserts SRO when it completes acquiring data. The
controller mustpoll all devices on the bus, since any oneorall devices can assert

SRQ. To conduct the serial poll, the controller sends SPE, a universal command,

then addresses each device in turn as a talker and reads a status byte from each.

Any device asserting SRO also asserts DIO7 of the status byte to inform the

controller that it is actively requesting service. The remainderof the statusbytetells

the controller whyit is requesting service. (For more information on this topic, refer

to the service request discussion later in this section.)

GROUP EXECUTE TRIGGER (GET)

The Device Trigger function uses an addressed command: Group Execute Trigger
(GET). Refer to Table 4-7 later in this section for more information.

DEVICE CLEAR (DCL)

The controller issues the Device Clear message (DCL)to initialize internal functions

of devices on the bus. DCLis a universal commandthat applies to all devices. Its

effect on each instrument, however, is decided by the designer, who can choose to

initialize any device function to any state that suits the purpose of the instrument.

The 7D20 complies with all requirements set forth by IEEE-488-1978 with regard to

the Device Clear function. When Device Clear is accepted, the following occurs:

1. Alt bus communications in process are terminated without untalking or

unlistening the 7D20.

2. All pending SRO flags except POWER ONare cleared.

3. All pending event query responses except POWER ONarecleared.

4. Input and output buffers are cleared.

SELECTED DEVICE CLEAR (SDC)

The 7D20,if listen-addressed, responds to a Selected Device Clear (SDC) in the

same way as described for Device Clear.

INTERFACE CLEAR(IFC)

The IFC (Interface Clear) messageinterrupts any data input or output, and places the

7D20 in the unaddressedstate. If the 7D20 is talking when IFC is asserted,it will

continue from the point of interruption when again addressedasa talker. Likewise,

if listening when interrupted, the 7D20 will resume receiving data when again

addressed as a listener.
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DEVICE-DEPENDENT MESSAGES

Device-dependent messages, which are 7D20 commands,data, etc., are sent from

the controller or another device (talker) to one or more other instruments(listeners)

on the bus. Device-dependent messages affect the functions of the instruments

(e.g., commands), but they do not directly affect the actual GPIB interface.

NOTE

BNF notation is used herein to define communications with the 7D20.

The symbols are defined as follows:

<> Defined element

n= Is Defined As

{3 Grouping

[] Optional, May Be Omitted

| Exclusive Or (one or the other, but not both)

ee May be repeated one or moretimes.

INTRODUCTION

The 7D20 Commandsetis divided into two classes: Commands, which direct an

action to be taken, and Queries, which interrogate the 7D20 concerningthe state of

the 7D20.

COMMAND USAGE

A command can be oneof twotypes: Thefirst and more complexis illustrated by

Figure 4-7. Note that multiple arguments are permitted if separated by a comma.

The commandconsists of a header, followed by a link argument, in turn followed by

data. The term header is used for the class of words that select one of a group of

 

 

   

  HEADER LABEL VALUE >

         

3857-328A   
 

Figure 4-7. Complex command format diagram.
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functions. For example, the Channel 1 Vertical Amplifier has four functions:
Volts/Div, Position, Coupling, and Variable. The command:

CH1 VOLTS: .2, POSITION: -1, COUPLING: AC, VARIABLE: ON

specifies the four functions. The header is CH1, the link arguments are VOLTS,
POSITION, COUPLING, and VARIABLE. The data is 0.2, -1, AC, and ON.

The second form of commandconsists of a headerthat is followed by an argument,
having no data involved. Examples are:

DEBUG ON
ROS ON

INIT ALL

Refer to Figure 4-8, whichillustrates the format of the simpler command.

 

 
 

HEADER ARGUMENT

      

3857-3298   
 

Figure 4-8. Simple command format diagram.

Multiple commands may be sent to the 7D20 in one GPIB messagebyinserting a
semicolon (;) between the commands:

CH1 POSITION:3.5,COUPLING:GND;CH2 VOLTS:.1

This commandlist sets the channel 1 position to 3.5 divisions and coupling to GND,

and the channel 2 volts/div to 0.1

Header and argument may be abbreviated as long as the abbreviations are as
specified herein. For example

TRIGGER MODE:P-P,COUPLING:ACHFREJ,SLOPE:PLUS

TR MO:P-,COUP:ACH,SL:PL

are identical commands. In this section, the minimum commandrequired is printed
in color, with the remainder of each word verified if present. Any additional
characters will cause an error message to be sent.

The numeric arguments acceptable to the 7920 comply closely with the ANSI 3.42
Standard on Representation of Numeric Values in Character Strings for Information
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Interchange. The three data types are integer (NR1), floating-point (NR2), and

exponential notation (NR3). In all three types, the 7D20 will not send numeric

representations of zero that contain a minus sign. NR1, NR2, and NR3 data can be

used interchangeably anywhere within the 7D20 syntax.

NR1 integer representation is most useful for numeric data where either limited

interpretation or generation of data is required (e.g., restricted or fixed-range) and

also where large volumesof fixed-format data or high-speed data are transferred

between devices. In these applications, data rates are of primary significance.

Figure 4-9 illustrates the NR1 data format.

 

 

 

 

 

    Ls(sp) C.\_ Ly! DIGIT
“XY “AY
 v 

   

     
<NR1> :=[SP...}[<SIGN> ]<DIGIT>...

<SIGN> ::= +] -

<DIGIT? ::=0111213!141516171819  3857-308
 

Figure 4-9. NR1 data format.

NR2 floating-point representation is most useful for numeric data where the range

of data output is limited or data is intended to be used with devices where human

interpretation prevails. Figure 4-10 illustrates the NR2 data format.

NR3 exponential notation is preferred where measurement or controller devices

must accommodate a wide range of values or wherethe specific range of data to be

output (or input) is unpredictable. Figure 4-11 illustrates the NR3 data format.

QUERY USAGE

A query solicits information from the 7D20. Queries consist of either a header

followed by a ‘?’ or a header followed by a ‘?’, then one or more arguments. A query

consisting of only a header followed by a question mark addresses the entire group

of information; a query consisting of a header followed by an argument addresses

an individual subset of the group. Query responses are formatted using the same
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DIGIT DIGIT

d

e -)

Y

DIGIT DIGIT

              
 Y A

<NR2> ::= [SP...][<SIGN>] { { <DIGIT> .. . <POINT>

( <DIGIT> ...]}! {[ <DIGIT> .. . } <POINT>

<DIGIT> ...})

<POINT> ::= . ( decimal point }
3857-309
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A

<EXRAD>::= E <EXRAD SIGN> <DIGIT> [ <DIGIT> ...

<EXRAD SIGN> ::

 HO
 
 

 

  Fou
<NR3> ::= <NR2> <EXRAD>

=+l/-

 
DIGIT   v

  

While talkers must follow the NR3 syntax above, listeners must accept an
NR1 ahead of the EXRAD and representation which omit the EXRADsign.

3857-310 
 

Figure 4-11. NR3 data format.

syntax as commands. Most responses can be sent directly back to the 7D20 as a

command to set up the identical condition that existed when the response was

generated. Some responses indicate the status of execution of 7D20 commands.

These may be returned to the 7D20 as commands, but will be ignored by the

instrument. The query format is depicted in Figure 4-12

 

  

HEADER  (>)Ne,   
LABEL  

    

 
   

 3857-330A
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As an example, the header-only query, "CH1?" would solicit all the channel 1
settings. The response would be

CH1 VOLTS:.2,POSITION:-1,COUPLING:AC,VARIABLE:OFF,PROBE:1

if the channel1 volts/div was 0.2 volts, position was ~1 divisions, coupling was AC,

channel 1 wascalibrated (VARIABLE control was disabled), and channel 1 was

connected to a X1 attenuation probe

Tosolicit only the volts/div of channel2, the query “CH2? VOLTS” wouldresult in
the following response

CH2 VOLTS: 2.0
if the channel 2 volts/div setting was 2 volts
Again, as with commands, the header and argumentcan be abbreviated as long as
the abbreviations are as specified. For example,

TRIGGER? MODEand
TR? MO

are identical queries. It should also be noted that the 7D20 mustbetalked oncefor
each query with a terminator, but only once after a set of queries separated by a
semicolon and followed by a terminator The 7D20 will cancel any previous unread
(?) Query responses uponreceipt of a new command or query

DATA TRANSFERS

In the 7020, data transfers take three major forms.

1. Readout, which conveys data aboutthe operationalsettings of the 7020, and
the cursor waveform

2. Text, which conveys messages to and from the crt by way of the GPIB

3. Waveforms, which consist of curve information for transmission over the bus

The 7D20 1/0 Bus has the following cheracteristics

1. The input buffer of the 7D20 is 128 characters deep Whenthe inputbufteris

full, the 7020 will be unable to accept any more data until buffer space

becomes available.

2. The output bufter of the 7020 is 128 characters deep When 128 characters

are loaded into this buffer, it is considered full

3. Ifa queryis sent thatfills the output buffer before the 7020 has been talked
and the input buffer is full, the output buffer is emptied of contents, and an
execution error status byte is reported An EVENT?at this time would evoke an

event report of “I/O buffers full, output dumped”, the code for which is 203. It
is possible to send a form: Query, command, command... andfill the input
buffer before talking the 7020. This will create an 1/O deadlock To avoid loss

of data, the controller should talk the 7D20 with eachquery sent, otherwise, an
1/0 deadlock may occur
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Readout

Whena readout query Is received, the 7D20 responds by sending the information
‘on the top two and bottom two lines of text displayed on the crt. Readout text can be

transmitted to the 7D20, butit will be ingored. Syntax for the readout query is:

RDOUT?

and the response is:

RDOUT “‘<line 1><CR><line 2><CR><line 15><CR><line 16><CR>"']

Text

The text is the information thatts displayed on the center 12 lines ofthe crt display.
Eachline contains no more than 36 characters. Text can be sentor received by the

7020. The characters that the 7D20 can display arelisted in Figure 4-13, from

character 32 (SP) through 95 (-), which form the center four columnsof characters

in the figure. If lower caseletters (97 through 122) are received, they are converted

to uppercase, then displayed. In addition, the characters in Table 4-3 can be sentor
received:

 

 

 

TABLE 4-3
Supplemental Characters

Character ASCII Character Decimal

Horizontal Tab HT 9
Carriage Return cR 13
(Up arrow) A 94
(Down arrow) ESC a 27 97
(Delta) & ESC d 27 100
(Milli) m ESC m 27 109
(Micro) ESC u 27.117
(Nano) n) ESC n 27 110
(Pico) p ESC p 27-112
(Right arrow) ESC r 27114  
 

Notethat the HT character is equivalent to sendingfive spacesin the text string

Whenusingthetext feature, the user is cautioned that somelimitations should be
kept in mind

1 The character set is formed with a 5 * 7 standard dot matrix, and is imposed on

a field of 1536 points. One cancalculate the precise numberof characters that

can be displayed by summing the dots used in the characters until all 1536

points (dots) are used. More practically, the number of characters possible is
approximately 100. Spaces or blanks do not count in the calculation of total
characters.

2. A TEXT commandwill terminate a DEBUG display, or any MENU,TEST, or ID

command and will also replace the text that is currently on the display
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BITS

NUMBERS

84838281 CONTROL SYMBOLS UPPER CASE |LOWER CASE

0 20 40 60 100 120 140 160

ae oo] NUL DLE SP o @ P ‘ Pp
0 0} 10 169 20 32]30 48140 64] 50 80 }60 96] 70 112

1 GTL]| 21 LLOF a1 61 101 121 141 161

s @ @ 1} SOH DC1 ! 1 A Qa a q
1 1p 1t 1792) 33)31 agfay 65) 51 81961 97/71 113

2 22 42 62 102 122 142 162
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3 23 43 63 103 123 143 163
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4 SDC} 24 OCL}44 64 104 124 144 164

« 16s] EOT DC4 $ 4 D T d t
4 4}14 20424 36434 52444 68) 54 84464 100] 74 116

5 PPC/25 PPUR45 65 105 125 145 165

2 1611 ENQ NAK So 5 E U e u
5 5]15 21925 37/35 S345 69/55 85965 101) 75 VW?

6 26 46 66 106 126 146 166

s 11 6} ACK SYN & 6 F Vv f v
6 6/16 224926 38436 54746 70) 56 86466 102] 76 118

7 27 47 67 107 127 147 167

'e111] BEL ETB 7 G Ww g w
7 PAF 234927 39 [37 55] 47 71/57 B7 467 403] 77 119

16 GET}30 SPE] 50 70 110 130 150 170

16868] BS CAN ( 8 H x h x
8 8418 24428 40138 56948 72158 88168 1041 78 120

cal TCT}31 SPDI51 71 vt 431 191 174

1 681!| HT EM ) 9 l Y i y
9 gj19 25429 41439 S71 49 73/59 89469 105] 79 121

12 32 52 * 72 WW12 132 152 W72

1816] LF SUB : J 2 i z
A 10}1A 269 2A 42/34 58])4Aa 74)5A 90464. 106] 7a 122

13 33 53 73 13 133 153 wW73

1a@1i4] VT |ESC + ; K [ k {
B 11718 274 28 4343B s9p4B8 75)5B 91468 107/78 123

14 34 94 74 114 134 154 47a '

11686] FF FS ’ < L N I '
Cc 12}9C 289 2c 44/3C 60} 4C 76) 5C 92F6C 108] 7C 124

15 35 ss 75 115 135 155 175

11981] CR G - = M ] m }
dD 13110 29420 45130 61 4p 77150 9346D 109170 125

16 36 56 76 116 136 156 176

1114 a] SO RS . > N A n ~~
€ W4/1E 30 2E 46 J3E 62]4E 7B) 5E 9496E WO] 7E 126

17 37 57 77 UNL§117 137 UNT 4157 7?

RUBOUT

14121 Sl US / ? Oo — oO (DEL)
F AS PIF 319 2F ay |3F 63] 4F 79[5F OS 6F y1tp 7e 127

ADDRESSEO UNIVERSAL LISTEN TALK SECONDARY ADDRESSESthaaues COMMANDS aobaESSES aconesses oe dwmance

octal 25 PPU| GPIB code

NAK ASCII character

hex [15 21] decimal - 3857-327      
Figure 4-13. ASCII and IEEE-488 code.
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3. Likewise, a DEBUG display, or any MENU, TEST, or ID command will terminate

a TEXT command andreplace the displayed text with that accompanying the

new command.

4. Syntax for the TEXT commandis:

TEXT ‘‘<line 3>[<CR><line 4><CR><line 5><CR>...

<line 12><CR><line 13><CR><line 14><CR>]’’

The commands between brackets are optional.

5. 'f more than 36 characters are received for a single line, a carriage return is

inferred and the remainder is placed on subsequent lines.

6. A TEXT query will always cause twelve lines to be sent. Thus, if only three

lines of text characters are in the message, nine blank lines will accompany

them.

Waveforms

Up to six different waveforms may be acquired and stored in the 7D20 memory for

later use. These can be selected at random, and canalso bestored in any order.

The general format of the transmitted waveform data closely complies with the

Tektronix Codes and Formats Standard, which specifies the form of transmission

required for waveform data. The two parts of the waveform data are:

1. The preamble, which contains items such as wavefom size, scaling

information, format specifications, and similar items required to determine co-

ordinate values, and auxiliary information like identification strings and units;

and

2. The curve, a set of data that contains the curve co-ordinates and attributes.

Waveform transmissions may include both preamble and curve data, or either

one can be sent alone. Separate query messages may be usedtoelicit

preamble data or curve data, or both.

The data received by the 7D20 maybein either the 1024 or the 820-point format.If

insufficient points are sent by the CURVE command,thelast point is repeated until

the end of the waveform occurs.

Each curve, when interpreted in accordance with its corresponding preamble,

constitutes a complete waveform transmission. For proper interpretation of curve

data, a minimum preamble must be transmitted for the selected waveform

destination before any waveforms are sent. Subsequent preambles sent need only

transmit changed information. Curve data will be associated with the preamble

previously stored at the same destination. Curve data maybe sent in binary or ASCII

format. Binary format is especially suited for transmitting large blocks of data at

high speed, but is not easily readable in this form.
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An example of binary encoding of a waveform curve follows:

Preamble:
WFMPRE WFID:W 1,ENCDG:BINARY,NR.PT:1024,PT.FMT:Y,

XINCR:1,.0E-5,PT.OFF:1.2 E+1,XZERO:0,XUNIT:S,

YMULT:1.0,YZERO:0,YUNIT:V,BYT/NR:1,

BN_FMT:LF,BIT/NR:8,CRVCHK:CHKSMO

The ASCII format is more bulky than the binary format, so the transmissiontime is

longer than that of binary, but the data is easily readable by comparison. An

example of ASCII encoding of a waveform curve follows:

WFMPRE WFID:W 1,ENCDG:ASCIINR.PT:1024,PT.FMT:Y,

XINCR:1.OE-5,PT.OFF:1.2E+1,XZERO:0,XUNIT:S,

YMULT:1.0,YZERO:0,YUNIT:V

Waveform Preambles. Following are the waveform commands, queries, and the

definitions of each.

1. Waveform Preamble Commands. These commands provide the 7D20 with
scale factor attributes, number of points per waveform, and the trigger
reference location to be assigned to waveform data sent to the 7020by the
CURVE command.

WFMPRE NR.PT: 820|1024

WFMPRE XINCR: <x increment»

WFMPREPT.OFF: <point #>

WFMPRE XUNIT: S

4-20

Sets number of points that are input
from the CURVE command to 820 or
1024.

Sets the time betweenpoints input
from the CURVE command to <x
increment>

<x increment> time / div / 80
points/division for 820-point
waveforms, and time / div / 100
points/division for 1024-point
waveforms.

 

Selects the waveform point at which
the cursor reads time zero. The range
is -150,000 < point # <1023, where
point O is the left most displayed point
on the waveform. An execution error

warning is issued if out of range
condition occurs.

Sets displayed horizontal scale factor
unit for waveforms input from the
CURVE command.



= GEIB20

WFMPRE YMULT: 1<y multiplier Sets the vertical scale factor
(volts/div) for waveformsto input from
the CURVE commandto <y multiplier>

WFMPRE YZERO:<y zero> Sets the vertical value of the center

WFMPRE YUNIT: V

horizontal graticule division for
waveforms input from the CURVE
command. This corresponds to curve

data of zero divisions for ASCII curves

and 80hex for binary curves.
<y zero> -volts/div * VZR (vertical
zero reference)

 

Setsthe displayed vertical scale factor
unit for waveforms input by the
CURVE command.

2. Waveform Preamble Queries. These queries provide the controller with the

waveform attributes associated with the waveform curvedata specified as the
source waveform from the DATA command. The responsesapply to curve data

sent from the 7D20 in response to a CURVE? or WAVFRM?query.

WFMPRE? WFID!

WFMPRE? ENCDG'

WFMPRE? NR.PT

WFMPRE? PT.FMT'

WFMPRE?XINCR:

WFMPRE? PT.OFF

WFMPRE? XZERO'

Responds with the current source waveform
number and indicates if interpolation will be
applied to curve data: WEMPRE WFID:<wfmid>

Responds with the current curve encoding:
WFMPRE ENCDG:<encdg>

Responds with the current source waveform’s
points/waveform: WFMPRE NR.PT:<p/w>

The 7D20 responds: WFMPRE PT.FMT:Y. This

indicates that the curve data is vertical data with
respect to time.

Responds with the current source waveform’'s time
between points: WFMPRE XINCR:<x increment>

Responds with the trigger point number: WEMPRE
PT.OFF:<point #>

 

The 7D20 responds: WFMPRE XZERO:0. This
indicates that the curve data horizontal origin has
not been shifted,

‘These queries have no corresponding 7DZ20 command. Query responses are ignored
whenever returned to the 7D20 in command form, and no error message is sent.
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WFMPRE?

WFMPRE?

WEFMPRE?

WFMPRE?

WFMPRE?

WFMPRE?

WEFMPRE?

WFMPRE?

WFMPRE?

XUNIT

YMULT

YZERO

YUNIT

BYT/NR'

BN.FMT'

BIT/NR'

CRVCHK'

The 7020 responds: WFMPRE XUNIT:SIPT. This
indicates that the curve data horizontal scale factor
unit is seconds or points

Responds with the current source waveform
vertical scale factor, WFMPRE YMULT:<y
multiplier>

Responds with the current source waveform
vertical zero: WFMPRE YZERO:<y zero>

The 7D20 responds) WFMPRE YUNIT:V. This

indicates that the curve data vertical scale factor

unit is. volts

The 7020 responds: WFMPRE BYT/NR:1. This
indicates that the curve data for binary
transmission is one byte per point

The 7020 responds). WFMPRE BN.FMT:LF. This

indicates that the curve data is sent in a left-
justified binary fraction format

The 7D20 responds: WEMPRE BIT/NR:8. This
indicates that each binary byte has eight bits

The 7020 responds. WFMPRE CRVCHK:
CHKSMO. This indicates that the last byte of the
binary curve is a checksum

Responds with the current source waveforms
preamble

if ASCII

WFMPRE WFID:<wtmid>,ENCDG;ASCII,

NR.PT:<p/w>,PT.FMT:Y,XINCR:<x increment’,

PT.OFF:<point #>.XZERO:0,XUNIT:S,

YMULT:<y multiplier>,YZERO:<y zero>,
YUNIT:V

 

if binary
WEMPRE WFID:<wimid>.ENCDG:
BINARY,NR.PT:<p/w>,PT.FMT:Y,
XINCR:<x increment>,PT.OFF:
<point #>,XZERO:0,XUNIT:<x unit»,
YMULT:<y muitipler>. YZERO:<y zero>,
YUNIT:V,BYTINR:1,BN.FMT:LF,
BITINR:8,CRVCHK:CHKSMO

  

“These queries have no corresponding 7D20 command. Query responses are ignored
whenever returned to the 7D20 in command form. and no error message is sent.
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where:
<wim #> = 1|/2/3/4/5/6
<encdg> := ASCII | BINARY
<p/w> == 820 | 1024

 

<x increment? <= <NR3> = time/div / points/div

<point #> == <NR1>
<y multiplier> ::= <NR3> = vertical scale factor
<y zero> ::= <NR3> = -(VZR vertical scale factor)
<wtmid> W <wim #> | | W <wim #>,

where| indicates interpolated data.

Waveform Curve

1. Curve Commands. These transmit waveform point data to the 7D20. The

CURVE commandtakes two different forms:

CURVE: <ASCII curve> | <binary curve>

<ASCII curve> <ASCII point>,<ASCIl point>...

<binary curve> %<binary count><binary point>,. .

<checksum> (<checksum> is defined below.)

 

Waveform memory extends from -5.12 divisions to +5.08 divisions. When
transmitting an ASCII curve, data is sent in divisions. When transmitting a binary
curve, data is sent as point numbers with 000000002 , 100000002 , 111111112

corresponding to -5.12 divisions, 0 divisions (center screen), and +5.08 divisions,

respectively. A short curveis filled out with a reiterationof the last point. Note that
an ASCII curve must haveatleast twopoints. If only onepoint is sent, a syntax error
code will be generated

2. Curve Queries. These queries transmit waveform data from the 7020to the
GPIB controller. The DATA commandspecifies whether ASCII or binary format
is to be used

CURVE? Responds with the current source waveform’s curve:

if ASCII:
CURVE <ASCII point>,<ASCII point>...

if binary:
CURVE %<binary count><binary point>...<checksum>

where:
<ASCII point? == <NR3>

<binary count> ::= two bytes representing number of
data points +1 (checksum)
<binary point> 8-bit byte (00 | O1 |...| FE | FF)
<checksum> two’s complementof the modulo 256 sum of
the preceding binary data bytes andthe binary count, but not
the "%"' preceding the binary byte count.
<wimid> == W <wim #> || W <wim #>, (I indicates inter-

polated data.)
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Waveform Preamble and Curve

The complete waveform may be transmitted from the 7D20 using the query
“WAVFRM?”. For convenience, the responseincludes both preamble and curve.

WAVFRM? Responds with
<preamble><curve>
<preamble> ::= response to WFMPRE?
<curve> i= response to CURVE?

 

Waveform Data Commands. To transmit waveforms from the 7D20,first
specify the waveform data source. This is done through the command: DATA
MEMORY:<wfm #>", which sets the memory source for reception or transmission,

The <wim #> options are memory sources 1 through 6. The second command,

“DATA ENCDG:<ASCIl | BINARY>", chooses between the ASCII format or the
binary format. When receiving waveforms into the 7D20, the same kinds of

operations apply as when transmitting from the instrument

Thethird command, ‘DATA INTERPOLATE:<ON | OFF>”, sets 820 to 1024-point

interpolation modeforall extendedreal-time waveformstransmitted from the 7D20.
An 820-point waveform format is used for the extendedreal-time waveforms that

are digitized when the 7020 TIME/DIV is 200 ys/div to 2 s/div, For the most

convenience with some packaged waveform processing programs, the 7D20 will

interpolate the waveform data into a 1024-point data length if desired. The

algorithm for the interpolation process, which maintains the value of the trigger

point withoutalteration, is as follows:

QO = 3/5 PO + 2/5 PI

  

Q1 4/5 P1 + 1/5 P2

Q2 P2
Q3 1/5 P2 + 4/5 P3

Q4 2/5 P3 + 3/5 P4

Q5 3/5 P4 + 2/5 P5

Q6 = 4/5 P5 + 1/5 P6

Q7 P6
Q8 1/5 P6 = 4/5 P7

Q1022 P818

 

Q1023

where Qn Value of point n of the 1024-point waveform
Pm = Value of point m of the 820-point waveform
n= 0 to 1023
m= 0 to 819

1/5 P818 + 4/5 P819

 

Note that Q2 and Q7of theinterpolated waveform arenotfabricated, Thisis true for

every fifth point on the waveform.
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SERVICE REQUESTS

Service requests allow the 7D20to report operating status in detail to the controller,

which encouragesa synergistic relationship to exist among the system components.

Additionally, the user will find service requests a very powerful aid in debugging

programs and in high-order troubleshooting.

SRO responsesfall into four major classes. The first reports on the health of the

7D20, by means of such status bytes as PowerOn,Fatal Error, and Internal Error.
The second reports on Execution Status, using status bytes such as No Status to

Report and Operation Complete. The third class consists of User Requests, including

ROS and RQS#. The fourth reports on errors and warnings, using Execution

Warning and Execution Error as a means of conveying status.

Responsesto the controller divide into twodiscrete levels. Thefirst, the status byte,
is used as a general response. For example, Power On,Internal Error, Command

Error, and Execution Error are all status bytes, and are meantto indicate the general

class of condition that initiated the SRQ.

The second response level is the event code, which in the 7D20 is used to

subclassify SRQ responses at a level that is much more specific than that of the

status byte. For example, event codes 108 through 162 (see Table 4-6) only deal

with command errors, and each of the codes specifies a certain kind of command

error. Event code 108, for example, states that a checksum error has occurred;

event code 109 points out a byte-count error; and so forth.

USING SRQ

The SRQ function is device-initiated, in that the 7020 asserts SRO when an event

occurs that is included in the event codelist, and the corresponding service request

mask is enabled. (See the discussion on Service Request Masks on the following

pages.) The controller responds to the SRQ bypolling all devices on the bus, which

clears the SRO, and receives the status byte that indicates the class of event, such

as CommandError, etc. The status bytes are listed and defined in Table 4-4.

Refer to Figure 4-14, which is a block diagram of the Status Byte and Event Code

Buffers. It depicts two paths, one for the status bytes, the other for the event codes.

Each event code corresponds with a particular status byte.

When the 7D20 senses a condition that merits the operator's attention, a status

byte is sent to the output interface and SROis asserted to alert the controller that

its attention is required. At some time later, the controller interrogates each

instrument on the GPIB by performing a serial poll. When it interrogates the 7D20,

this instrument responds with the current status byte. If the controller then follows

with an event query, the 7D20 will respond with the current event code (which

corresponds with the current status byte). Figure 4-15 is a flow chart that illustrates

the path that is followed when an event code is generated.
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TABLE 4-4

7D20 Status Bytes

Decimal
Title Binary Priority

(not busy) (busy)

(Device Dependent:}

Fatal Error 1R1X 0011 227 243 1

(System:)

Power On 010X 0001 65 81 1
Command Error OR1X 0001 97 113 2

User Request 010X 0011 67 83 2
Execution Error OR1X 0010 98 114 2

Internal Error OR1X 0011 99 115 2

Execution Warning OR1X 0101 101 117 2

Internal Warning OR1X 0110 102 118 2

Operation Complete OROX 0010 66 82 2

No Status To Report OOOX 0000 0 16 3     
R is asserted with the GPIB command: RQS:ON. If the 7D20 is in the

RQS:OFF mode and polled, the status byte is sent without DIO7 asserted. X is

the busy bit, and is asserted only when the 7D20 is in AVE, AVEN, ENV,

ENVN, or HOLDNEXT at the time of the SRQ. Thefirst column of decimal

values is without the busybit set and the last column is with the busybit set.

Both columns assume ROS:ON.
 

It should be noted that status bytes are not stacked; that is, only the current status

byte (in the interface) and the status byte of highest priority (status byte pending) are

saved. All status bytes of lower priority than the one pending are discarded. Also,

the status byte in the pending register is discarded and replaced if one of higher

priority appears. Thus, with the exception of the status byte stored in the interface
(status byte current), the highest priority status byte is stored in the pending

register.

One exception to the above is the Fatal Error status byte, which acts as a system

safeguard. If a Fatal Error occurs (which only happensif the 7D20fails), this status

byte goes directly to the interface, and the 7D20 will refuse to respond further to

any bus commands, except serial poll. Thus, the fatal error status byte never has a

corresponding event code, for none could be read. The reason for the shut downis

to prevent transmission of erroneous bus commands that might adversely affect
other instruments on the GPIB.

Unlike status bytes, as many as 40 event codes are saved for later examination.

Referring again to Figure 4-14, note that except for the “LIFO” (last-in, first-out)

buffer, the structure of event-code storage is similar to that of the status bytes. New

event codes that occur are sorted to determine the priority of each; if one is of

higher priority than that stored in the Event Pending buffer, the code in the bufferis
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Figure 4-14. 7D20 status reporting block diagram.

replaced by the higher priority code, and the lower one movesto the LIFO buffer.

New event codesof lowerpriority are placed directly into the LIFO buffer, and those

that are oldest are discarded by overflow if the buffer is full.

Following a serial poll of the 7D20, the controller will usually send an event query to

the instrument. If such occurs, the current event code is placed on the bus, and the

event code pending becomes the current event code. See Figure 4-16, which
illustrates the path of events following a serial poll.

NOTE

if the 7D20 is polled twice with no intervening event query, the event

code pending (from the first status byte) is discarded and lost. This
occurs so that the relationship between the status byte and the

corresponding event code will remain consistent.

When RQS:OFF,status bytes are loaded without causing an SRQto occur with the

exception of Fatal Error, which interrupts 7020 operation regardless of its state.
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Figure 4-15. Event handler flow chart.
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Figure 4-15 (cont). Event handler flow chart.
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Figure 4-16. Serial poll handler flow chart.
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Event codes follow very nearly the same path as when RQS:ON,except that the

prioritizing process does not occur. That is, as event codes occur, they are loaded
into the LIFO buffer and are discarded by overflow when the buffer is full

Service Request Masks

Uponoccasion, the user may set up operations that cause service requests to be

generated regularly, to the point where they interfere with efficient system
functioning. The 7D20 allows maskingall or part of the service request functions to

preventservice request interference with legitimate programs or operations. Table

4-5 lists the commands that enable and disable the service request functions.

TABLE 4-5

Service Request Masks
 

Commands Description
 

 

RQS ON|OFF enables or disables all service request functions except power
on andfatal error.
 

CER ON|OFF enables or disables command-error service request.
 

EXR ON|OFF enables or disables execution-error service request
 

INR ON|OFF enables or disables internal-error service request
 

EXW ONIOFF enables or disables execution-warning service request.
 

OPC ON|OFF enables or disables operation-complete service request.
 

USER ON|OFF enables or disables front-panel generated ROS key service
request,
 

PID ON|OFF enables or disables probe-identify service request.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Queries Description

Ras? responds with the RQSservice request status: RQS<onoff>

CER? responds with the CER service request status: CER<onoff>

EXR? responds with the EXR service request status: EXR<onoff>

INR? responds with the INR service request status: INR<onoff>

EXW? responds with the EXW service request status: EXW<onoff>

opc? responds with the OPC service request status: OPC<onoff>

USER? responds with the USERservice request status: USER<onoff>
 

TABLE CONTINUED
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TABLE 4-5 (CONT)
Service Request Masks
 

 

 

 

Queries Description

PID? responds with the PID service request status: PID<onoff>

SRO? responds with all service request settings
RQS<onoff> ;CER <onoff> ;EXR<onoff?;INR <onoff>;

EXW<onoff> ;OPC<onoff> ;USER<onoff> ;PID<onoff>

<onoff> ::=ON |OFF  
EVENT QUERIES

Following the reception ofa status byte, the controller should send an event query
to specify the event more precisely, This is done by use of the query forms

eEvary?

ALLEVENT?

EVENT?

If an SRQ is pending and an event query is sent before a serial poll, the 7D20will

return an SRO PENDINGeventcode to remindthe controller that a service request
is asserted and that a serial poll should be initiated.

The query “EVQTY? interrogates the 7D20 to find how many event codes are
pending. It should be noted that the 7D20 stores events as each occurs, even if
service requests are disabled. The query “EVQTY? should be the first
interrogation, to determine the event count. The responseis

EVQTY <NR1>
if events are pending, and

EvaTY oO
if none are pending

The “ALLEVENT?™ query causes the 7D20to respondbyreportingall pending event
codes as follows

EVENT <NR1>,<NR1>..

or if no event codes are pending

EVENT O

All event codesare cleared from the buffer whenthis query is made. Figure 4-17 is
a flow chart of the “ALLEVENT?” sequence
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Figure 4-17. All-event query flow chart.
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The query “EVENT? causes the 7D20 to report a single event code.

or:

EVENT <NR1>

EVENT 0

if none are pending. Figure 4-18 is a flow chart of the event query (EVENT?)

sequence.

Event Classification

Events that are reported by the 7D20 fall into the following classes:

CommandError:

Execution Error:

Internal Error:

System Event:

Execution Warning:

A commanderror results when a message cannot be

parsed or lexically analyzed.

An execution error exists when a messageis parsed but

cannot be executed.

This error results from a malfunction or fault condition

within the 7D20 (self test error).

This class includes all events that are not errors or

warnings.

The commandreceived is being executed, but a potential

problem may exist.
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Event Codes

Table 4-6 lists the event codes from the 7D20, divided into the classes listed just

 

 
 

above.

TABLE 4-6

Event Codes

Code & Mask Description

Command ~
Errors (Mask:CER)

108 Checksum error in curve transfers

 

109 \llegal byte count value on binary transfers

151 Symbol or number too long

152 Invalid input or control character input

153 Invalid special character after escape

154 Invalid number input

155 Invalid string input
156 Symbol not found

157 Syntax error
158 Invalid EO!

159 Invalid delimiter

160 Expression too complex

161 Excessive binary curve points

162 Excessive ASCII curve points

Execution

Errors (Mask:EXR)

203 1/O buffers full, output dumped

 

250 Not in HOLD mode
251 legal waveform number

252 Illegal settings memory

253 {Illegal cursor number
254 Settings recall error

255 Display reference error

256 Turning off cursor waveform display error

257 Illegal data memory

258 Roll mode, AVE, ENV, negative trigger position error
259 Waveform preamble illegal NR.PT

Internal

Errors (Mask:INR)

331

332

393
394  Selftest failure module #1°

Selftest failure module #2°

Selftest failure module #63°
Selftest completed and failed
 

"The selftest base value is 330. The module numberofthe failed circuit is added to the base
value (e.g., module #41 would have an event code of 330 + 41 = 371). Possible event codes

are 331 through 393.
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TABLE 4-6 (CONT)

Event Codes
 

Code & Mask Description
 
 

System

Events

401 (Mask:NONE)

403 (Mask:USER)

450 (Mask:OPC)
451 (Mask:USER)
452 (Mask:USER)
453 (Mask:USER)
454 (Mask:USER)
455 (Mask:USER)

456 (Mask:USER)

457 (Mask:PID)
458 (Mask:PID)
459 (Mask:NONE)
460 (Mask:OPC)

7D20 Power On

User Request (ROS key)

Hold after AVEN, ENVN, or HOLD NEXT
RQS 1
RQS 2
RQS 3
RQS 4
ROS 5

RQS 6

CH 1 probe identify

CH 2 probe identify

SRQ pending

Selftest operation complete, passed

 

Execution

Warning (Mask:EXW)

550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563  

Volts/Div out of range

Vertical position out of range

Trigger level out of range

Trigger position out of range
Horizontal Time/Div out of range
VXPD command out of range

CSW position out of range

Set N value out of range

Cursor position out of range

ASCII point out of range

WFMPRE X increment out of range

WFMPREpoint offset out of range

WFMPRE Y multiplier out of range

WFMPREY zero out of range

 

USER-REQUEST FUNCTIONS

Ordinarily, communications over the GPIB occur from user to controller, then over

the GPIB to devices like the 7D20. Likewise, a talker-listener like the 7D20 can

communicate implicitly with the user by way of the GPIB and throughthecontroller.

Primitive or simple controllers may lack the means to allow the user to

communicate changesin instructions, save by altering the software or firmware.

Through the use of the front-panel keypad (MEMORY DISPLAYsection) and the

ROS key, the user can communicateupto six different messages to the controller.

Without using the ROS # key, two more user request functions are available
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through use of the P6053B probe IDENT button. Thus, the probe can remotely
initiate 7D20 operations via the controller. In addition, the feature permits probe
identification from the probe tip to verify that the proper probe has been connected
to the device undertest.

Use of the feature is as follows:

1. The userpresses the function /‘ key to shift the front-panelkeys to the orange-
colored functions, then presses ROS #, The promptfield will respond by
displaying “RQS", followed by a blinking “#”.

2. The user should now press the appropriate keyof the keypad, 1 through6. This
generates an SRQ having a unique event code. The promptfield displays
"RQS", followed by the selected number. In turn, the unique event code
generatedby this action may beusedto initiate a preplanned activity on the
part of the controller. Note that the usercan also use only the ROSkey, which
calls forth event code 403, If the GPIB mode is OFFLINE, ROS OFF, or USER
OFF, the promptfield will display “ROS OFF” and no action will occur

3. If the Identify button on either probe is pressed, an SRQ is generated and event
code 457 or 458 is produced, depending on the probeselected. If the GPIB

mode is OFFLINE, ROS OFF,or PID OFF,the promptfield will display “ROS
OFF” and no action will occur.

The user-request functionsallow numerousapplications that would otherwise not
be available. Along with thetext feature, this allows the user to produce special
menus, for example. It is possibleto initiate any activity that is possible with the
controller and accompanying system that can be encoded. For example, a menu
could be created andtransferred to the 7D20 with a TEXT commandby the user
through the front-pane! keypad. The keypad is then used to make the menu
selections, as prompted by the menu. An example follows:

WFM PARAMETERS

1 MAX

2 MIN
3 P-P
4 MEAN

5 RMS
6 PULSE PARAM MENU

PRESS ‘/’ ROS # TO SELECT

COMMANDLIST

Along with the functional classes that come naturally with an instrument such as
the 7020(i.e., vertical, horizontal, display, etc.), the 7D20 commandset divides into
three classes: Menu-related, Front-panelrelated, and Bus-unique. A very few of the

commands relate to more than one class, and are so noted in the following
descriptions,
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The 7D20 commandset is listed in Table 4-7, Each major segmentof the command
list is headed by a graphic representationofthe related area for reference by the
reader. For example, near the beginning of the commandlist, the commands and

queries for Channel 1 are listed. At the head of the Channel 1 listing is an

illustration of the CH 1 area of the front panel of the 7D20, to which those
commands are closely related. Likewise, the Stored Settings portion of the

CommandList is preceded by an illustration of the Master Menu, which relates

directly to the Stored Settings commands.Following the Stored Settings commands

is the Device Trigger commands list, which is preceded by the statementthat the
following set of commandsis bus-unique andhasnodirect counterpart in either the
front panel or any of the menus,

Notealso that, following most of the major groupsin this table, there is a group of

explanations for the bracketed items. Following the Time/div group, for example,is:

<time/div>:=<NR3>,which means:

Time per division is defined as a
number in exponential notation format

TABLE 4-7

7D20 Command Set
 

CHANNEL 1 GROUP

 

POSITION
VARIAGLE

VOLTS/DIV

oy) oc
yey Oo o   

3857-316,   
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)
7D20 Command Set
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Command/Query Description

CH1 VOLTS: <volts/div> Sets the channel1 volts/div to the valid
setting nearest <volts/div>.

<volts/div> volts/div

<3.5E-3 5 mv"
3.5E-3 to <7.5E-3 5 mV
7.5E-3 to <15E-3 10 mV
15E-3 to <35E-3 20 mv
35E-3 to <75E-3 50 mV
75E-3 to <150E-3 100 mv
150E-3 to <350E-3 200 mv
350E-3 to <750E-3 500 mV
750E-3 to <1.5 iv

15 to <3.5 2V
35 to <7.5 5V

275 5 Vv"

CH1? VOLTS Respondswith the channel 1 volts/div
setting:

CH1 VOLTS:<volts/div>

 

 

 

 

 
 

CH1 POSITION: <position> Sets the channel1 position to the valid
setting nearest <position>.

<position> position (div)

<10.25 -10.24"
-10.24 to +10.22 <position>

>+10.23 +10,22"

CH1? POSITION Responds with the channel1 position
setting:

CH1 POSITION: <position>

 

 

CH1 COUPLING: Sets the channel1 couplingto either AC,
AC | GND | DC GNDorDC.

CH1? COUPLING Responds with channel1's coupling setting:

CH1 COUPLING:<coupling> 
 

“execution error warning
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)
7D20 Command Set
 

 

 

 

Command/Query Description

CH1 VARIABLE: Enables/Disables CH 1 variable gain control
ON| OFF

CH1? VARIABLE Respondswith the channel 1 variable gain
control status:

CH1 VARIABLE: <onoff>
 

CH1 PROBE: <prbcode> Commandis ignored by the 7020
 

CH1? PROBE Respondswith probeattenuation encoding
for channel 1

CH1 PROBE:<prbcode>
 

CH1? Respondswith all channel1 settings:

CH1 VOLTS:<volts/div>,
POSITION: <position>,
COUPLING:<coupling>,VARIABLE: <onoff>,
PROBE: <prbcode>
<volts/div> == <NR3>
<position> «= <NR2>

<coupling> = AC | GND | DC
<onoff> = ON | OFF
<prbcode> = 1 | 10 | 100
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)

7D20 Command Set

CHANNEL 2 GROUP

 

CH2 POSITION

Ima. 209¢
Yon = 250

 

 

      
 
 

  

 
 

3857-317

Command/Query Description

CH2 VOLTS: <volts/div> Sets the channel2 volts/div to the valid
setting nearest <volts/div>

<volts/div> volts/div

<3.5E-3 5 mv*
3.5E-3 to <7.5E-3 5 mV

75E-3 to <15E-3 10 mv
15E-3 to <35E-3 30 mv

35-3 to <75E-3 50 mV
75E-3 to <150E-3 100 mV
150E-3 to <350E-3 200 mV
350E-3 to <750E-3 500 mV

750E-3 to <1.5 iv
15 to <3.5 2Vv
35 to <75 5Vv

275 5Vve  
 

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description
 

 

CH2? VOLTS Responds with the channel2 volts/div
setting:

CH2 VOLTS:<volts/div>
 

CH2 POSITION: <position> Sets the channel 2 vertical position to the
valid setting nearest <position>

 

 

 

<position> position (div)

<-10.25 -10.24*

-10.24 to +10.22 <position>
>+10.23 +10.22°  

CH2? POSITION Responds with the channel2 position
setting

(CH2 POSITION:<position>
 

CH2 COUPLING:
AC | GND | DC

Sets the channel 2 coupling to either AC,
GNDor OC.
 

CH2? COUPLING: Responds with channel 2 coupling setting:

CH2 COUPLING:<coupling>
 

CH2 VARIABLE:
ON | OFF

Enables/Disables CH 2 variable gain control.

 

CH2? VARIABLE Responds with the channel2 variable gain
control status:

(CH2 VARIABLE:<onoff>
 

CH2 INVERT:
ON | OFF

Turns inversion of the channel 2 signal
either ON or OFF
 

CH2? INVERT  Responds with the channel2 inversion
setting:

(CH2 INVERT:<onoff>
 

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description
 

CH2? PROBE Responds with probe encoding for channel2:

CH2 PROBE:<prbcode>
 

CH2?

 
Respondswith all channel 2 settings:

CH2 VOLTS: <volts/div>,POSITION
<position>,

COUPLING:<coupling>,VARIABLE:<onoff>,
INVERT:<onoff>:PROBE:<prbcode>

  

 

 

<volts/div> ::= <NR3>
<position> = <NR2>
<coupling> AC | GND | DC
<onoff> := ON | OFF
<prbcode> = 1 | 10 | 100
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TRIGGERING GROUP

 

 

 

TRIGGERING
MODE COUPLING SOURCE

MODE+ SLOPE TRIGO PP AC

@ Oo
LeveL AUT cHy

STRIG POSS

Oo a

 3857-318
 

 

Command/Query Description

TRIGGER MODE:
P-P | AUTO | NORMAL

TRIGGER? MODE

TRIGGER HOLDNEXT:
ON | OFF

TRIGGER? HOLDNEXT  

Sets trigger mode to either peak to peak,
AUTO, or NORMAL.

Respondswith thetriggering mode setting:

TRIGGER MODE:<mode>

Turns HOLDNEXT either ON or OFF.Retains
the sametrigger level as previously set by
P-P, AUTO, or NORM.Refer to HOLDNEXT

in Front Panel controls section for more

details. Upon entering HOLD, an operation
complete SRQis generated if OPC:ON.

Responds with the hold nextsetting:

TRIGGER HOLDNEXT:<onoff>
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Command/Query Description
  

TRIGGER COUPLING:
AC | ACLFREJ|
ACHFREJ | DCHFREJ | DC

Sets trigger coupling to either AC, AC low-
frequency reject, AC high-frequencyreject
DC high-frequency reject, or DC.
 

TRIGGER? COUPLING Respondswith the triggering coupling:

TRIGGER COUPLING:<coupling>
 

TRIGGER SOURCE:
MODE| CH1 | CH2|
LINE | EXT | EXT/10

Setstrigger sourceto either MODE, CH1,
CH2,LINE, EXT,or EXT/10.If MODEis
selected,trigger source is CH1 when acquire
modeis CH1, ADD, or BOTH,and channel
two when Acquire modeis channeltwo.
 

TRIGGER? SOURCE Responds with thetriggering source:

TRIGGER SOURCE:<source>
 

TRIGGER SLOPE:
PLUS | MINUS

Setstrigger slope to either PLUS or

or MINUS.
 

TRIGGER? SLOPE Respondswiththetriggering slope:

TRIGGER SLOPE:<slope>
 

TRIGGER LEVEL: <level> Sets triggerlevelto thevalid setting nearest
<level>,

 

 

<level> trigger_level
<-6.425 -6.4°

64 to +6.35 <level>
>+6.375 +6.35"  

TRIGGER? LEVEL  In p-p, +6,.35 and -6.4 are scaledto correlate the
maximum and minimum valuesof the
waveform.

Respondswiththetriggering levelsetting

TRIGGERLEVEL:<level>
 

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description
 

TRIGGER POSITION: <division> Setspositionfor displaying triggerpoint to
thevalid setting nearest<division>
 

 

<division> trigger point

<-1500.5 div -1500*

-1500.5 to <10.5 <division>
10.5 or greater div 10° 
 

Restriction: Maximum position is 10"
graticule division; minimumis 1500 divisions
to left of graticule line zero. In ROLL or EXT
digitizing modes, the minimum setting with
ENV or AVEis 0.
 

TRIGGER? POSITION Respondswiththetrigger display position
setting:

TRIGGER POSITION:<position>
 

TRIGGER?

 
Responds with all triggering settings:

TRIGGER MODE:<mode>,HOLDNEXT:
<onoff>,

COUPLING: <coupling>,SOURCE:<source>,
SLOPE:<slope>,LEVEL:<level>,
POSITION: <position>
<mode> := P-P | AUTO | NORM
<coupling> = AC | ACLFREJ | ACHFREJ|
DCHFREJ | DC

<source> = MODE | CH1 | CH2 LINE|
EXT | EXT/10

<slope> ::= PLUS | MINUS
<level> <NR3>
<position> ::= <NR1>
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TIME/DIV

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3857-319

Command/Query Display

HORIZONTAL TIME:<time/div>} Sets time/divto thevalid setting nearest
<time/div>.

<time/div> time/div

<35E-9 50 nS*

35E-9 to <75E-9 50 nS
75E-9 to <150E-9 100 nS
150E-9 to <350E-9 200 nS
350E-9 to <750E-9 500 nS
750E-9 to <1.5E-6 14S
1.5E-6 to <3.5E-6 2 us
3.5E-6 to <7.5E-6 5 uS

7.5E-6 to <15E-6 10 uS
15E-6 to <35E-6 20 us
35E-6 to <75E-6 50 uS

T5E-6 to <150E-6 100 uS
150E-6 to <350E-6 200 uS
350E-6 to <750E-6 500 pS
750E-6 to <1.5E-3 1 mS
1.5E-3 to <3.5E-3 2 ms
3.5E-3 to <7.5E-3 5 mS   

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description

stime/div> time/div

7.5E-3 to <15E-3 10 mS
15E-3 to <35E-3 20 mS

35E-3 to <75E-3 50 mS
75E-3 to <150E-3 100 mS

150E-3 to <350E-3 200 mS

350E-3 to <750E-3 500 mS
T50E-3 to <1.5 1S

1.5 to <3.5 2s

3.5 to <7.5 5S

75 to <15 10S

15 to <35 20S

35 or greater 20 s* 
 

HORIZONTAL? TIME

HORIZONTAL POSITION:

ON| OFF

HORIZONTAL? POSITION

HORIZONTAL CLOCK:

INTERNAL | EXTP | EXTN

HORIZONTAL? CLOCK

HORIZONTAL?  
Respondsto the time/div setting:

HORIZONTALTIME: <time/div>

Turns enable for horizontal position knob ON
or OFF. Sets horizontal position to current
knobsetting or calibratedsetting.

Responds with the horizontalposition
knob enable state:

HORIZONTALPOSITION:<position>

Selects internal clock mode with time/div
determined by <time/div> (INT) or external
clock mode with positive (EXTP) or negative
(EXTN) edgesensitivity, respectively

Responds with horizontal clock source:

HORIZONTALCLOCK:<hclock>

Respondswithall the horizontalsetting
HORIZONTALTIME:<time/div>,
POSITION: <position>,CLOCK:<hclock>

 

 

<time/div> ‘= <NR3>
<position> :;= ON | OFF
<helock> ::= INTERNAL | EXTP | EXTN 

 

“execution error warning
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MEMORYDISPLAY

1

Oo
2

uo

Oo
4

3

ie]

5
Oo
6
oO

SW REF

Oo a

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3857-320

Command/Query Description

DISPLAY 1: Turns the waveform 1 display either
ON | OFF ONor OFF.

DISPLAY? 1 Responds withthe display status of
waveform 1:

DISPLAY 1:<onoff>

DISPLAY 2: Turns the waveform 2 display either
ON| OFF ONor OFF.

DISPLAY? 2 Responds with the display status of
waveform 2:

DISPLAY 2:<onoff>

DISPLAY 3: Turns the waveform 3 display either
‘ON | OFF ONor OFF.

DISPLAY? 3 Responds with the display status of waveform 3:

DISPLAY3:<onoff>
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Command/Query Description

DISPLAY 4: Turns the waveform display either
ON | OFF ONor OFF.

DISPLAY? 4 Responds withthe display status of
waveform 4:

DISPLAY 4:<onoff>

DISPLAY 5: Turns the waveform 5 displayeither
ON | OFF ONor OFF.

DISPLAY? 5 Respondswiththe display statusof
waveform 5:

DISPLAY 5:<onoff>

DISPLAY 6: Turns the waveform display either
ON | OFF ONor OFF

DISPLAY? 6 Respondswith the display status of
waveform 6:

DISPLAY 6:<onoff>
 

DISPLAY CSW:<wim #>

DISPLAY? CSW

Selects waveform <wfm #> as the cursor
waveform.

Respondswith the cursor waveform number:

DISPLAY CSW:<wfm #>
 

DISPLAY VECTOR:
ON| OFF

Turnsvector display either ON or OFF.

 

DISPLAY? VECTOR Respondswith the vector status:

DISPLAY VECTOR:<onoff>
 

DISPLAY REFERENCE:
ON | OFF  Turns the cursor waveform reference display

display ONor OFF.

Restriction: Reference waveform can only be
turned onif the cursor waveform is in HMAG
or VS modes; otherwise, an SRQ is
generated
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Command/Query Description
 

DISPLAY? REFERENCE Responds with the reference cursor waveform
status:

DISPLAY REFERENCE:<onoff>
 

DISPLAY RDOUT:

ON| OFF
Turns display text lines 1, 2, 15, and 16

on or of. DISP RDOUT maybeselected
by meansoftheUtilities menu
 

DISPLAY? RDOUT Responds with readoutdisplay status:

DISPLAY RDOUT:<onoff»
 

DISPLAY? Responds with the waveform display

information:

DISPLAY CSW:<csw?,1:<onoff>,2:<onoff>,

3:<onoff> .4:<onoff>,5:<onoff> ,6:<onoff>,
VECTOR:<onoff> ,REFERENCE:<onoff>,

RDOUT:<onoff>
 

COPY 1: <wim #> Copies waveform 1 to waveform <wfm #>
 

 

 

 

 

COPY 2: <wim #> Copies waveform 2 to waveform <wtm #>

COPY 3: <wim # Copies waveform 3 to waveform <wim #>

COPY 4: <wim # Copies waveform 4 to waveform <wim #>

COPY 5: <wim # Copies waveform 5 to waveform <wim #>

COPY 6: <wim #> Copies waveform 6 to waveform <wim #> <onoff> = ON | OFF
swim #2 = 1/2|3/4[5|6
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CURSOR WFM
(cs)

vero $f VPUP wy

Oo
3veme ©

HMAG ALL VS

Oo Oo

 

 3857-321
 

 

Command/Query Description
 

 

CSW VOLTS: <volts/div> This commandis ignored by the 7020.
 

CSW? VOLTS Responds with the cursor waveform’sdisplay
volts/div:

CSW VOLTS:<volts/div>
 

CSW VXPD: <setting> Vertically expands or compresses the cursor
waveform byselecting the display volts/div
for the cursor waveform.

 

<setting> display volts/div
 

 

 
<-2.5

-2.5t0<1.5

-1.5 to <0.5

-0.5 to <0.5
0.5 to <1.5
1.5 to <2.5
25 or greater  

2 steps lower than acquired*
2 steps lower than acquired
1 step lower than acquired

samevolts/div as acquired
1 step higher than acquired
2 steps higher than acquired
2 steps higher than acquired"
 

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description

 

Restriction: Waveform memory displays may
be compressed or expanded no more than
twice the acquired scale factor (in a 1-2-5
sequence) without incurring error. VXPD
does not affect active waveforms except in

HMAG, or Y vs X modes when the
REFerence waveform is displayed. In these

cases, an SRQis generated. See Section 2,
Cursor Waveform Keys, for more details.

 

Sw? VXPD Respondswith the cursor waveform’s displayed
volts/div expansion factor:

CSW VXPD:<setting>

 

 

 

CSW POSITION: <position> Sets cursor waveforms displayed Vertical
position.

<position> position offset

<5.14 -5.12"
-5.12 to 5.08 <position>

+5.10 or greater +5,08" 
 

The position offset is added to the original
acquired positon value. Vertical expansion
will also affect the actual displayed position.
Position does not affect active waveforms
except in HMAG,or Y vs X modes when the
REF waveform is displayed. See Section 2,
Cursor Waveform Keys, for more details
 

CSW? POSITION Respondswith the cursor waveform’s display
position:

CSW POSITION:<position>

 

csw HMAG: ON and OFF turnshorizontal magnificationon or
ON | OFF | off, respectively,for the CSWwaveform. ALLON
ALLON | ALLOFF and ALLOFFaffects all displayed waveforms. 
 

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description
 

 

CSW? HMAG Responds with the cursor waveform's hmag
setting:

CSW HMAG:<hmag>

An OFFresponseindicatesthe cursor waveform
is not magnified, but other waveforms may be
 

CSW VS: <wim #> | Displays the cursor waveform versus waveform
<wim #>
 

® Turns cursor waveform VS display OFF
 

CSW? VS Responds with the cursor waveform’s versus
status:

CSW VS:<versus>

Tointerrogate the VSstatus of waveformsother
than the cursor waveform,the cursor waveform
mustbe reselected
 

csw?

 
Responds with the display information for

cursor waveform:

CSW VOLTS:<volts/div>,VXPD:<setting>,
POSITION:<position>,

HMAG<hmag>,VS:<versus>
<volts/div> == <NR3>

<setting> == -2|-1|/0|1/|2

<position> <NR2>
<hmag> ON | OFF | ALLON | ALLOFF
<versus> ::= <wim #> | 0

<wim # = 1/2/3/4/5/6
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ACQUISITION GROUP

 

AVE N

oO O QO

 

  
 

 

 

Command/Query Description

AQR MODE: Sets acquire modeto either CH1, BOTH,
CH1 | BOTH | ADD,or CH2.Refer to front-panelsection
ADD | CH2 for more details on AQR mode.

AQR? MODE Responds with the acquire mode setting:

AQR MODE:<mode>
 

 

AQR HOLD: Turns acquire hold either ON or OFF.

ON | OFF

AQR? HOLD Responds with the acquire hold status:

AQR HOLD:<hold> 
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Command/Query Description
 

 

AQR SET: <n> Sets N to <n>. N is the numberof
averages or envelopes, as appropriate.
 

<n> N
 

<6 8
6 to <12 8
12 to <24 16

24 to <48 32
48 to <96 64
96 to <192 128

192 to <384 256
384 or greater 256°  

AQR? SET responds with <n>:

AQR SET:<n>
 

AQR TYPE:
NORMAL

Acquires waveform(s) normally. Terminates
HOLDcondition.
 

AVE Averages waveform(s) continuously.
Terminates HOLD. Averages Wim 1 or Wim
2 as determined by AQR Mode control. A
GPIB AVE commandreceived during AVEis
ignored. AVE terminates ENV, ENVN, SETN,
and AVEN."
 

AVEN Averages waveformis) N times. If AVEN is
received during AVE then AVEis terminated
and AVEN executes. Upon completion of the
AVENoperation, an operation complete SRO
is generated when the 7D20 enters HOLD."
 

ENV  Envelopes waveform(s) continuously
Terminates HOLD. Wim 1 or Wfm 2, as
determined by AQR MODE,acquire envelope
processed data.

GPIB ENV commands received during
execution are ignored.

ENV terminates AVE, AVEN, SETN, and

ENVN."
 

“See Section 2 for moreinformation
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Command/Query Description

ENVN Envelopes waveform(s) N times.

Upon completion of the ENVN operation, an
operation complete SRQ is generated when
the 7D20 enters HOLD.*

AQR? TYPE responds with the acquire type status:

AQR TYPE:<type>
 

AQR?

 
returns the current acquisition status:

AQR MODE:<mode>,TYPE:<type>,

HOLD:<hold> ,SET:<n>,

CH1 | BOTH | ADD | CH2
<hold> ON | OFF
<n> := 8 | 16 | 32 | 64 | 128 | 256
<type> ::= NORMAL| AVE| AVEN| ENV | ENVN

  

 

<mode>
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CURSORS

AON A OFF

Dee

o ean

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Command/Query Description

CURSOR MODE: Sets cursor mode to INDEP or ALIGN.
INDEP| ALIGN

CURSOR? MODE Responds with the cursor mode:

CURSOR MODE:<mode>

CURSOR DELTA: Turnscursor 2 either ON or OFF.
ON| OFF

CURSOR? DELTA Responds with the cursor delta mode:

CURSORDELTA:<onoff>

CURSOR 1: <point #> Sets cursor 1 to thevalid position
nearest <point#>.

<point #> point #
p/w = 820: <O5 o

-0.5 to <819.5 <point #>
2819.5, 819"

p/w = 1024: <05 o"
—0.5 to <1023.5 <point #>

21023.5 1023"  
 

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description
—$——

CURSOR? 1 Responds with cursor 1's point #

CURSOR 1:<point #>
 

CURSOR 2: <point #> Sets cursor 2 to the valid position
Nearest <point #>,

 

 

 

 

  
 

<point #> point #

p/w = 820: <-0.5 0

-0.5 to <819.5 <point #>
>819.5 819°

p/w = 1024: <05 o*

0.5 to <1023.5 <point #>

21023.5 1023*

Restriction: Cursor 2 may notbe set to
a position less than Cursor1.

CURSOR? 2 Responds with cursor 2's status:

CURSOR2:<point #>
 

CURSOR? Respondswith the cursor status:

<point #>,2:<point #>

  

<mode>
<point #>
<onoff> =:

 

 

COORD? VCRD Respondswith the displayed vertical
cursor coordinate (AVvalue if cursor
delta modeis on)

COORDVCRD:<vert coord>
 

COORD? HCRD Respondswith the displayed horizontal

modeis on):

COORDHCRD:<horz coord 
 

“execution error warning
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Command/Query Description

 

COORD? Responds with the displayed cursor

coordinates:

COORD VCRD:<vert coord> ,HCRD:

<horz coord>

<vert coord> ::= <NR3>
<horz coord> == <NR3> 
 

STORED SETTINGS GROUP

 

Arete a

sea
coerce
Pereao)
4 UTILITIES

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

3857-324

Command/Query Description

STORE <set #> Stores front panel settings in memory
location <set #>

RECALL<set #> Recalls frontpanelsettings from memory
location <set #>

<set #> = 11/2/3|4/5/6 
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DEVICE TRIGGER

NOTE

Device Trigger is Bus-unique;that is, no front-panel equivalent exists
in the 7020.

Command/Query Description

DT OFF | Disables 7D20 response to GET
HOLD | HOLDNEXT |
AVE | AVEN| Executes deferred command on GET
ENV | ENVN | interface message. Only one deferred
NORMAL| command maybe triggered from each

GET.Clears previous pending deferred
commands without executing them.
 

DT?

 
Responds with deferred commandto be

executed on next GET interface
message.

DT <deferred command>

<deferred command> ::= OFF | HOLD |

HOLDNEXT | AVE | AVEN | ENV | ENVN|
NORMAL
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INITIALIZATION GROUP

NOTE

The Initialization Group is Bus-unique.
 

Command/Query Description
  

INIT Full initialization equivalent to an INIT
PANEL, WAVEFOR\M,GPIB command.
 

INIT PANEL Initializes front panel settings as described

in front-panelsection.
 

INIT WAVFRM Initializes waveform memories 1-6 by
setting the vertical data and vertical
zero reference (VZR)valuesto zero and
displayattributes (VPUP, VPDN, VXPD,
VCMP, HMAG,VS,and REF)to the off
condition.
 

INIT GPIB Initializes the status of the following

functions, which affect GPIB operation:

Sets:
oT OFF
ROS ON
CER ON
EXR OFF
INR ON
sYS ON
EXw ON
orc ON
USER ON
PID OFF
DEBUG OFF
LONGFORM ON

RECORDING OFF

DATA MEMORY:1

DATA ENCODING:BINARY
DATA INTERPOLATE:OFF

Clears:

Event Buffer 
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SELFTEST

 

mT

oehad
Peeteis
Peieae
Pastiesae
Pr aed

 

  3857-325
 

The 7020 performs a selftest routine that tests 63 circuit modules. If a fault
condition is detected, an SRQ is generated with an Internal Error status byte. An
event query may be used to determine the specific module at fault. When the
selftest is complete, an SRO and an Operation Complete status byte are generated
Upon completion or exit from the selftest routine, the front panel settings are
restored to the status prior to selftest and the waveform memoryis initialized.
 

 

 

 

Command/Query Description

TEST START | Initiates selftest routine

CONTINUE | Continuesselftest routine having halted
‘on fault condition.
 

EXIT Exits selftest routine that has halted on fault
condition. Will not terminate an executing
selftest
 

TEST Sameas TEST START  
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CALIBRATION GROUP

 

Pretricr)
Peaaes
Remeaas
eread
crestMaca
Posercmyi)

ay

 

 3857-326
 

 
 

Command/Query Description

CAL DISPLAY | Turnsfront-paneldisplay calibration
pattern on
 

DpDAC | Initiates vertical display DAC calibration
routine.

 

POSOFF | Initiates vertical position offset calibration
routine.
 

POSGAIN | Initiates vertical position gain calibration
routine
 

RAMP | Initiates fast rampcalibration routine.

 

OFF Turnsoff selected calibration routine.
 

CAL? Respondswith calibration selection status:

CAL DISPLAY | DDAC | VERTICAL|

POSOFF | POSGAIN | RAMP| OFF
 

RAMP? Respondswithfast rampcalibration routine
offset gain and count values

RAMPGAIN: <gain>, COUNT: <count>

<gain> := <NR2>
<count> ::= <NRT> 
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SERVICE REQUEST GROUP

NOTE

These Commands and Queries are all bus-unique; thatis, no front-
panel equivalents exist.
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Command/Quory Description

ROS ON | OFF Enables/disablesall service request functions
except power-on

Ras? Responds with the ROS service request
status:

RQS<onott>

CER ON | OFF Enables/disables command-error service
request.

CER? Responds with the CER service request
status:

CER<onoff>

EXR ON | OFF Enables/disables execution-error service
request.

EXR? Respondswith the EXR service request
‘status:

EXR<onoff>

INR ON | OFF Enables/disablesinternal-error service
request.

INR? Responds with the INR service request
‘Status:

INR<onoft>

EXW ON | OFF Enables/disables execution-warning service
request

Exw? Responds with the EXW service request
status:

EXW<onoff>  
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Command/Query Description

OPC ON | OFF Enables/disables operation-complete service
request.

opc? Responds with the OPCservice request
Status:

OPC<onotf>

USER ON | OFF Enables/disables front panel generated
ROSKeyservice request.

USER? Responds with the USERservice request
Status:

USER<onoff>

PID ON | OFF Enables/disables probe-ID service request.

PID? Respondswith thePIDservice request
status:

PID<onoff>

SRQ? Responds withall service request settings:

RQS<onoff>;CER<onoff> ;EXR<onoff>;

INR<onoff> ;EXW<onoff> ;OPC<onoff>;
USER <onoff ;PID<onoff>

<onoff> := ON | OFF  
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WAVEFORM PREAMBLE GROUP

NOTE

The Waveform Preamble Group is Bus-unique.
 

Command/Query
 

Description
 

WFMPRE commandsthat are

NOTE

not usedbythe 7D20will be accepted as

part of the waveform preamble or individually, but will be ignored. No

error or warning will be issued. This permits preamble outputs to be
input without generating unnecessary service requests.
 

WFMPRE WFID: Commandis not used by 7D20.Destination
waveform is set with the DATA command.
 

WFMPRE? WFID Responds with the current source wave-
form’s numberandindicatesif inter-
polation will be applied to curve
data:

WFMPREWFID:<wfmid>
 

WFMPRE ENCDG:
ASCII | BINARY

Commandis not used by 7D20. Data
encodingis set with the DATA command.
 

WFMPRE? ENCDG Responds with the current curve encoding:

WFMPREENCDG:<encdg>
 

WFMPRE NR.PT:
820 | 1024

Sets numberofpoints to input to 820 | 1024.

 

WFMPRE? NR.PT Responds with the current source
waveform's points/waveform:

'WFMPRENR.PT:<p/w>
 

WFMPRE PT.FMT: Y Commandis not used by 7020.Point format

is fixed as Y format.
 

WFMPRE? PT.FMT Responds with a point format of Y:

WEFMPREPT.FMT:Y  
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)

7D20 CommandSet
 

Command/Query Description
 

 

WFMPRE XINCR: <x increment> Sets time betweenpoints to
<x increment>.

<xincrement> ::= time/div / 80 points/
division for 820 point waveforms.

<x increment> ::= time/div / 100 points/
division for 1024 point waveforms
 

WFMPRE? XINCR Responds with the time between points of

the current source waveform:

WFMPREXINCR:<x increment>
 

WFMPREPT.OFF: <point #> Selects the waveform point at which the
cursor readstime zero. Rangeis -150,000
Spoint # <1023, wherepoint is theleft-
most displayed point on the waveform. An
execution error warningis given if an out of

range condition occurs,
 

WFMPRE? PT.OFF Responds with thetrigger point #:

WFMPREPT.OFF:<point#>
 

WFMPRE XZERO: 0 Commandis not used by 7D20. XZEROis
fixed as 0.
 

WFMPRE? XZERO Responds with an XZEROof O:

WFMPREXZERO:0
 

WFMPRE XUNIT: S Setsdisplayed horizontalscale factor unit for
waveformsinput from the curve command.
 

WFMPRE? XUNIT: <xunit> Respondswith XUNIT,

WEFMPRE XUNIT:<xunit>
 

WFMPRE YMULT: <y multiplier> Sets vertical scale (volts/div) to <y multiplier>.
 

WFMPRE? YMULT  Respondswith the current source waveforms
vertical scale factor:

WFMPRE YMULT:<y multiplier>
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)
7D20 Command Set
 

Command/Query Description
 

WFMPRE YZERO: <yzero> Sets Y zero to <y zero>.

<y zero> = -(volts/div * VZR (vertical
zero reference))

WhereVZRis priorto vertical expansion,
or positioning.
 

WFMPRE? YZERO Respondswith the current source
waveform vertical zero

WFMPREYZERO:<y zero>
 

WFMPRE YUNIT: V Sets displayed vertical scale factor unit for

waveforms input from the CURVE command.
 

WFMPRE YUNIT: <y unit> Responds with YUNIT,

WFMPREYUNIT:<y unit>
 

WFMPRE BYT/NR: 1 Commandis not used by 7D20. Binary
data field width is fixed as onebyte
 

WFMPRE? BYT/NR Responds with a field width of 1 byte:

WFMPRE BYT/NR:1
 

WFMPRE BN.FMT: LF Commandis not used by 7D20. Binary
numberformatis fixed as binary-

fraction,
 

WFMPRE? BN.FMT Responds with a number format of binary
fraction:

WFMPREBN.FMT:LF
 

WFMPRE BIT/NR: 8 Commandis not used by 7D20. Binary
data precisionis fixed as eightbits.
 

WFMPRE? BIT/NR  Respondswith a precision of 8 binary
bits:

WFMPREBIT/NR:8
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)
7D20 CommandSet
 

Command/Query Description
 
 

WFMPRE? CRVCHK Respondswith binary curve that
includes a checksum:

WFMPRECRVCHK: CHKSMO
 

WFMPRE?

 

Respondswith the current source
waveform's preamble:

If ASCII:
WFMPRE WFID:<wfmid>,ENCDG:ASCII,
NR.PT:< p/w>,PT.FMT:Y,XINCR:<xincre-
ment>,PT.OFF:<point #>,XZERO:
XUNIT:<xunit>YMULT:<y multi
YZERO:<y zero>,YUNIT:<y unit>,

  

If binary:
WFMPRE
WFID:<wfmid>,ENCDG:BINARY,
NR.PT:<p/w>,PT.FMT:Y,XINCR:<x incre-
ment>,PT.OFF:<point #>,XZERO:0,XUNIT:
<xunit>YMULT:<y multiplier>,YZERO:
<y zero>,Y UNIT:<y unit>,
BYTINR:1,BN.FMT:LF,
BITINR:8,CRVCHK:CHKSMO,
<wim #> 11/2/31/4/5/6
<encdg> ASCII | BINARY
<x increment> ::= <NR3> = time/div /
points/div
<point #> == <NRI>
<x multiplier> =:= <NR3> = vertical scale
factor

¢y zero> == <NR3> = -(VZR + vertical
scale factor)
<wimid> W <wim #> | | W <wim #>,
where| indicates interpolated data.

<x unit> Capability to be set to any
one of the the 7D20 single character set,
exceptfor (,), (:), or ESC (escape)
<y unit> Sameas above, If x unit or y unit
is set to “&’’, the 7D20 will interpret this as a
blank unit or space.
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)

7D20 CommandSet

WAVEFORM CURVE

NOTE

Waveform Curve is Bus-unique
 

 

 

 

Command/Query Description

CURVE<ASCII curve> Loads destination waveform with
<ASCII curve>.

<binary block curve> Loads destination waveform with
<binary block curve>.

<ASCIl curve> :: 

<binary block curve> ::= %<binary count><binary
point>...<checksum>

<ASCIl point>’,<ASCII point>}....

 

CURVE? Respondswith the current source
waveform’s curve:

If ASCII:

CURVE <ASCII point>,<ASCII point>}...

If binary:
CURVE %<binary count><binary point>...
<checksum>
<ASCIl point> «= <NR2>

<binary count> two bytes representing
number of data points +1

<binary point> <= 8-bit byte (00 | 01 |

02 |...| FE | FF)

<checksum> ::= 2's complement of the
modulo 256 sum of the preceding binary

data bytes and the binary count but not

the “%" preceding the binary byte count.
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)

7D20 Command Set

WAVEFORM PREAMBLE AND CURVE

NOTE

Waveform Preamble and Curve is Bus-Unique
 

 

 

 

Command/Query Description

WAVFRM? Responds with

<preamble><curve>
<preamble> := response to WFMPRE?
<curve> := response to CURVE?

DATA ENCDG: Sets encoding for transmission of
ASCII | BINARY waveform data from 7D20 asbinary

or ASCII.
 

DATA? ENCDG Responds with curve data encoding for
waveformstransmitted from 7D20:

DATA ENCDG:<encdg>

 

DATA INTERPOLATE:
ON| OFF

Sets 820 to 1024-point interpolation made
for all Extended Real-time
Waveformstransmitted from 7D20.
 

DATA? INTERPOLATE Responds withstatus of interpolation
mode:

DATA INTERPOLATE:<onoff>
 

DATA MEMORY: <wim #>

DATA? MEMORY

Sets memory destination and sourcefor
all waveform data transmission to and
from 7D20.

Respondswith source/destination for
waveform data transmission:

DATA MEMORY:<wfm #>
 

DATA?  Responds with data commandstatus:
DATA ENCDG:<encdg>;DATA

INTERPOLATE:ON| OFF

DATA MEMORY:<wfm #>

<enedg> ::= ASCII | BINARY

<wim # = 112/3/4/5/6
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)

7D20 Command Set

 

 

 

READOUT/TEXT

NOTE

Readout/Text is Bus-Unique.

Command/Query Description

TEXT “text” Displays text in center 12 lines of CRT. See
discussion on TEXT commandearlier in
this section.

TEXT? Respondswith the center 12 lines of
display text:

TEXT “<line 3><CR><line 4>
<CR><line 5><CR>...

<line 12><CR><line 13>

<CR><line 14><CR>”

<line 3> == third lineof display
<line 4> == fourth lineof display

<line 13> == thirteenth line of display

<line 14> == fourteenth lineof display
 

A double quote (“) within a line

NOTE

must be sent as two double quotes (* “).

 

RDOUT? Responds with the fourlines of readout:

 RDOUT “<line 1><CR><line 2>
<CR><line 15><CR>

<line 16><CR>”

<CR>::= carriage return  
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)

7D20 Command Set

PROGRAMMINGAIDS

The following commands and
NOTE

queries are bus-unique.
 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

Command/Query Description

ID? Responds with the 7D20's ID:

1D TEK/7D20,V81.1,<rom>.<patch>

<rom> = 2 character ROM version
<pateh> ::= 2 digit PATCHrevision

SET? Responds with the front panelsettings

<eh1>;<ch2>;<horz>;<aqr>;<csw>;<disp>;
‘curs>

<ch1> response to CH1?
<ch2> response to CH2?
<trig> «= response to TRIG?
<horz> ‘:= response to HORIZ?
<disp> == responseto DISP?
<csw> “= response to CSW?
<aqr> response to AQR?
<curs> |= response to CURS?

HELP? Responds with a listof all valid
command headers:

CH1, CH2, TRIGGER, HORIZONTAL,
DISPLAY,COPY, CSW, AQR, CURSOR.

STORE, RECALL,DT, INIT, TEST, CAL,

RQS, CER, EXR, INR, EXW, OPC,

USER, PID, SRO, WFMPRE, CURVE,
DATA, WAVFRM, TEXT, DEBUG,

RECORDING, LONGFORM

 

DEBUG ON | OFF  Turns on debug option. Commandsare
displayed in the order of occurrence on the
screen area normally used by text
commands and menus. A commandor query
that follows an EO! will clear the text area
before it is displayed. If an error occurs, the
erroneousitemis displayed,followed by the
16-bit error code describing the type of
error. Control characters are displayed
es "@". Lower case charactersare display-
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TABLE 4-7 (CONT)

7D20 Command Set
 

Command/Query Description
 

 

DEBUG ON| OFF(cont) ed as upper-case characters. An EO!is

displayed as an exclamation mark(1). ASCII
waveform transmissions are displayed,

binary waveform transmissions are not.
 

DEBUG? Respondswith the debugstatus:
DEBUG<onoff>
 

LONGFORM ON OFF Affects results when querying response to

either receive longform or shortform of

Commandor Query.
 

LONGFORM? Responds with the LONGFORMstatus:

LONGFORMONor LO OF
 

RECORDING ON OFF Byusinga controller and the RECORDING
command,it is possible to get longer record
lengths. The RECORDING mode worksonly
from 100 mS/div to 20 S/div, including EXT

clock mode. In the other time/div regions,
RECORDINGwill have no effect. RECORDING
may be used with any acquire mode, and with
the normal, AVE and ENV,acquire types.
RECORDING allowsthe user to read out
points using a CURVE? command,1k at a
time. The waveformsappearto roll across the
screen, just as in non-RECORDING mode,but
every time 1024 new pcints have been
acquired they are copied into a RAM buffer
accessible via the CURVE? command. Thereis
a separate buffer for each channel. The user
knowsit is time to do the next CURVE?
command, when an OPCservice request (66
or 82) is produced by the 7D20. If the user
receives the service request before the 1024
points have been read out from the CURVE?,
then an overrun condition has occurred, and
either the controller needsto take less time to
read in the curve, or you should use a slower
time/div.
 

RECORDING?  Responds with RECORDINGstatus:

RECORDING ONor RECORDING OFF
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SAMPLE PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

The following pages contain sample programs that may be used in the design of

programsthatfit task-related applications and specific requirements where a 7D20

is used. The programs are set up for both a Tektronix 4050-series and 4041

controller. Also, the programs are divided into two classes, operations and

applications. Each of the programs consists of four parts: Introduction, Remarks,

Program, and Comments, where each applies.

SAMPLE PROGRAM LIST

4050-Series Operating Programs
1.

2. Transfer text to Controller.

3. Transfer Waveform Data to Controller—ASCIl format.

4. Transfer Waveform Data to Controller—binary format.

5. Transfer Waveform Data to 7D20—ASCII format.

6.

7

8
9
10

4050-

Text Generation: 4050-Series to 7D20.

Transfer Waveform Variables and Arrays to 7D20.

. Query routine.

. Implement and store 7D20 settings.

. Query functions.

. Print Poll statement.

Series Application Programs
1. Event Capture.

2. Store 7D20 settings on Magtape.

3. SRQ Decoding Routine.

4041

A
O
O
D
N
O
D
O
N
A
W
N
—

_

4041
1.

2.

3.

Operating Programs
. ASCII String Array Waveform Transfer to controller.

. ASCII String Array Waveform Transfer to 7020.
. Binary Numeric Array Waveform Transfer to controller.

. Binary Numeric Array Waveform Transfer to 7D20.

. Output 7D20 Front-panel Settings—String Array.

. Input 7D20 Front-panel Settings—String Array.

. Setting the 7D20 to Remote.

. Setting the 7D20 to Local.

. Text Transfer: 7D20 to Tape.

. Text Transfer: Tape to 7020.

. Text Generation: controller to 7D20.

Application Programs

SRQ Handler

Store and Recall Front-panel Settings.

Event Capture.
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4050-Series Operating Programs

1. Text Generation: 4050-Series to 7D20. This program displays text
information on crt displays of 7020 signals. By means of this program, dates,
sample numbers, operator names, etc., may be entered. The 4050 constructs an

ASCII string that consists of individual lines of text that are to appear on the

oscilloscope crt. The lines of text are separated by a carriage return character.

REMARKS:

189
ile

128
13¢

148
158

168

TRANSFER TEXT FROM 4958 Ta 7DZe CRT

A= 70208 GPIR DEVICE ADDRESS
REM *
REM

RER *
REM * LIMIT IS 36 CHARACTERS PER LINE GF TEXT
REM * LIMIT OF RPPROUXIMATELY 18@ CHARACTERS TOTAL

REM ¥
*REA BUILD TEXT IN STRING 7T#

PROGRAM:

178

186
199
288

216
2268
238

246
258
268

279
286
298
3098

319
329

330

346

358
368

378
3986

398
499

418

42GB
430
446
458
469

479
480
498
508

Sig

4-78

A=26
ON SRO THEN 508
DIM T$(12836)
PRINT "INPUT TEXT AS IT IS TO BE DISPLAYED ON 7026"
PRINT "<SPACE><RETURNDFOR A BLANK LINE"
PRINT "<RETURN> ONLY TO END INPUT"
L=8
T=8
T$=CHR (34)
Os=Ts
CS$=CHR (13)
FOR I=1 TO 12
PRINT "-->"
INPUT L$
IF LEN(L$)<1 THEN 469
IF LEN(L$) +LEN(C$) >36 THEN 398
L=LEN(L®)
T=T4+L
IFT>1@@ THEN 416
TS=TSULS
TS=TSECS
GO To 456
PRINT "TOO MANY CHARACTERS, RE-ENTER LINE"
GO TO 298
PRINT "TEXT EXCEEDS 19@ CHARACTERS BY", 1-198
PRINT “RE-ENTER LINE TO CONFORM TO LIMITS"
T=T-L
GO TO 298
NEXT I
S=9
Te=Tssas
PRINT OA: "TEXT", T$
END
POLL D,S;A
RETURN
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17@ SET 7D2@ GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS
18@ ENABLE SRQ HANDLER AT LINE 474
194 DIMENSION TEXT STRING TS

2Bg—-228 PRINT INSTRUCTION SET
238-278 INITIALIZE VARIABLES
286 LOOP COUNTER FOR TWELVE LINES OF TEXT

278 PROMPT THE USER TO ENTER ONE LINE OF TEXT

Sag

31@ CHECK FOR LAST LINE
2a CHECK FOR LINE THAT

338-358 CHECK FOR TOTAL
368 ADD CURRENT LINE TO
278 ADD CARRIAGE RETURN

380 JUMP TO LINE 45¢
298 PRINT ERROR MESSAGE

4g@ JUMP TO LINE 298

  
INFUT ONE LINE OF TEXT

OF TEXT
EXCEEDS LEGAL LENGTH

TEXT LENGTH LESS THAN 1g CHAR
PREVIOUS TEXT IN T&
TO END OF LINE

416-420 PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
440

4g
460

47

488

JUMP TO LINE

END OF LOOP
CLEAR STATUS FLAG

ADD QUOTATION MARK

PREPARE THE 7D2d TO

290

SEND THE TEXT STRING

49n
Sag

Sig

STorF
SERIAL POLL THE 7D2¢:

RETURN FROM SR@ HANDLING ROUTINE

TO END OF TEXT STRING

ACCEPT TEXT INFORMATION AND

S=STATUS BYTE
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2. Transfer text to 4050-series. This program causesthe controller to read the
four lines of readout data and any text that appears on the 7D20 display. The four

lines of readout are each assigned to an ASCII string for proper placement when

printed on the controller graphics display.

REMARKS:

180 REM * TRANSFER TEXT FROM 7DZG8 DISPLAY TO 4858
11 REM *
120 REM * 7DZ@ ADDRESS = “A”

PROGRAM:

13@ A=2G
149 ON SRB THEN 366
145 WBYTEa2@:
15@ DIM T${(29@)
168 PAGE
17@ PRINT @A: "RDOUT?"
18@ INPUT @A:A%, BS, CS, DS
19@ PRINT AS
200 PRINT BS
295 FOR I=1 70 12
21@ PRINT @A: "TEXT?"
22@ INPUT @A:TS
238 PRINT T$
25@ DELETE Ts
268 NEXTI
27@ PRINT CS
28@ PRINT DS
29@ END
308 POLL D,S3A
31@ RETURN

COMMENTS:

136 SET 7D28 GPIR DEVICE ADDRESS
14@ ENABLE SR@ HANDLER AT LINE 278
i3@ DIMENSION THE TEXT ARRAY

16@ PAGE THE GRAFHICS DISPLAY

17% REQUEST THE 7D2¢°S READOUT DATA
18@ INPUT EACH LINE GF READGUT INTO A SEPARATE STRING

19% PRINT THE FIRST LINE OF READOUT
200 PRINT THE SECOND LINE OF READOUT
285-266 INPUT AND PRINT THE 12 LINES OF TEXT

27% PRINT THE THIRD LINE OF READOUT
286 PRINT THE FOURTH LINE OF READQUT

“@ STOF
SERIAL POLL THE 4D24@: S=STATUS BYTE

# RETURN FROM SRO HANDLING ROUTINE
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3. Transfer Waveform Data to Controller—ASCII format. Using the ASCII
format, transferring data from the 7D20 to the controller is relatively simple. Once

the string arrays are dimensioned,all that is left is to input the waveform preamble

and cur’

REMARKS:

108 REM ® TRONSFER WAVEFORM FROM MEMORY £ TO 4050 ASCII
118 REM * A=7DIB DEVICE ADDRE
728 RE *
13@ REM * INPLIT WAVEFORM PREAMBLE INTO ASCII STRING PS
140 REM # INPLIT WAVEFORM CURVE INTO ASCII STRING WE

PROGRAM:

158 A=26
169 ON SRO THEN 260
17@ DIM P$(289) , ws (7899)
189 S=8
199 PRINT 3A:"DATA ENCDG: ASC"
289

219
228

238
248
258
269

278

ve information.

 

PRINT @A:"DATA MEM: 1"
PRINT @A: "WFMPRE?"
INPUT @A:P$
PRINT @A: "CURVE?"
INPUT @A: WS
END
POLL D,S34
RETURN

COMMENTS:

i Sg

168

178

160
198

2a
21s

228

 

2A

SET 7D2@ GFIE DEVICE ADDRESS
ENABLE SRO HANDLER AT LINE 26%

DIMENSION ASCII STRINGS FPS AND WS
CLEAR STATUS FLAG

TELL THE 7D28 TO SEND ASCII ENCODED DATA

SELECT THE 7D2¢ WAVEFORM MEMORY TO BE READ
REQUEST THE WAVEFORM PREAMBLE DATA
INFUT AND STORE THE FREAMBLE DATA IN STRING FS

REQUEST THE WAVEFORM CURVE INFORMATION
INPUT AND STORE THE CURVE DATA IN STRING Wt

258 STOF
268 SERIAL POLL THE 7D2@: S=STATUS BYTE
278 RETURN FROM SRO HANDLING ROUTINE
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4. Transfer Waveform Data to Controller—binary format. Althoughit is

much more simple to transfer data in ASCII format, the binary format is much

faster. The 4050-series controllers can ignore or strip off ASCIi characters when

reading data into variables and arrays. it may sometimes be necessary, however, to

retain this ASCil-encoded data. In lines 330-340 of the program below,the portion

of the curve data that consisted of ‘CURVE WFM# %’ was savedby specifying ‘%’ as

an alternate delimiter for the controller. A routine for checksum error detection is

also included that is not automatically done by the controller. This routine comprises

lines 380-410.

REMARKS:

i8@ REN * TRANSFER HAVEFURM FROM HEMGRY Z TG 4858 YVARIARLES & BRRAY
iif REM #* A= 7DZB GPIR DEVICE ADDRESS
228 REM #

238 REM * INPUT WAVEFORM PREAMBLE INTO VARIABLESIW,N,X,P,Z,Y
148 REM W=WAVEFGRM NUMBER

58 REM # N=POINTS/WAVEFORK

i6@ REM # AN#HORIZONTAL INCREMENT

i?7G RE # PEPGINT OFFSET

80 REM # ZS=UERTICAL ZERG
298 REM YeVERTICAL MULTIPLIER

209 REM *€ INPUT WAVEFORM CURVE INTO ARRAY: C
Z2iB REM #

PROGRAM:

228 ON SR@ THEN 429
239 A=29
246 S=6
268 PRINT @A:"DATA ENCDG: BIN"
278 PRINT @A:"DATA MEMORY: 1”
28@ PRINT 2A: "WEMP?"
298 INPUT OA:W,N,X,P,Z,¥
30 DIM C(N), 169)
31@ PRINT 9A: “CURVE?”
320 WBYTE aA+&4:
33 RBYTE I
349 RBYTE C,C@
35@ WEYTE 395:
3G AL=SUM(C) +1 (9) +1 (8)
370 A1=A1—-2564 INT (A1/256)
388 A1=256-A1
39@ IF ABS(C@)=A1 THEN 419 *
490 PRINT "CHECKSUM ERROR"
41 END
426 POLL D,L3A
430 RETURN

COMMENTS:

226 ENABLE SRQ HANDLER AT LINE 428

234 SET 7D20 GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS

24% CLEAR STATUS FLAG
26 REQUEST BINARY ENCODED DATA FROM THE 7D26
278 REQUEST WAVEFORM REGISTER i AS DATA SQURCE

284 REQUEST WAVEFORM FREAMELE DATA

29% INFUT AND STORE PREAMBLE DATA IN VARIABLES

DIMENSION ARRAYS FOR CURVE DATA
REQUEST WAVEFORM CURVE DATA
ASSERT ATTENTION AT 7D28 ADDRESS

INPUT CURVE % AND BYTE COUNT
# INFUT CURVE DATA AND CHECKSUM

ERT UNTALE AT 7D2g ADDRESS
COMPUTE CHECKSUM AND CHECK FOR ERROR

  

    

   

4206 SERIAL FOLL THEN 7D2gi: S=STATUS BYTE
429 RETURN FROM SR@Q HANDLING ROUTINE
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5. Transfer Waveform Data to Controller—ASCII format.In this program,
it is assumed that ASCII strings P$ and WS already contain waveform preamble and
curve data.

 

 

REMARKS:

iG REM *€ TRANSFER WOVEFURM AND PREAMBLE FROM 4858 ASCII STRINGS
118 REM * Ta 7DEG WAVEFORM REGISTER £
d@a REM # WAVEFURH PREAMBLE IS IN STRING PE

133 REW * CURVE DATA IN STRING
£498 REM * Ax FDS GPIB DEVICE ADDR

 

PROGRAM:

15@ A=28
16@ ON SRO THEN 216
17@ PRINT @A:"DATA MEM: 1"
188 PRINT dA:PS$, WS
288 END
21@ POLL D,S;A
220 RETURN

COMMENTS:

iS@ SET 7D2@ GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS

16@ ENABLE SRQ HANDLER AT LINE 214
17@ SPECIFY DATA MEMORY 1 AS DESTINATION

18@ SEND THE PREAMBLE STRING P&
198 SEND THE CURVE STRING We

200 STOP

2i@ SERIAL POLL THE 7D2a: S=STATUS BYTE

228 RETURN FROM SRO HANDLING ROUTINE
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6. Transfer Waveform Variables and Arrays to 7D20. To transfer

waveforms from the controller to the 7020, the waveform preamble and curve
information must be reconstructed to include the ASCIl characters that were

previously stripped away by the controller.

REMARKS:

i@ REM * TRANSFER WAVEFGRM AND PREAMBLE FROM 4858 VARIABLES
782 REM * AND ARRAY Th FDZG WAVEFORM REGISTER #1

  

   

118 REM * A= FD2G GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS
122 REM

£38 REM * WAVEPREAMBLE CONSISTS GF THE FOLLOWING:
14@ REM WeWAVEFURM NUMBER
50 REM # =POINTS/HAVEFORH

16@ REM # X=HGRIZONTAL INCREMENT
i7@ REM # P=POINT OFFSET

288 REM * Y=VERTICAL MULTIPLIER
REM Z=VERTICAL ZERO
REM *€ HAVEFORM CURVE DATA IS STGRED IS ARRAY “C*

REW # CB CUNTAINS CHECKSUM

REM #®

PROGRAM:

238 A=20
248 ON SRQ THEN 439
258 S=o
269 REM * BUILD WAVEFORM PREAMBLE
278 WS=STR(W)
288 N%=STR(N)
298 X$=STROO
3GG P$=STR(P?
31@ Y#=STRCY)
32@ 2%=STR(Z)
339 REM # SEND WAVEFORM PREAMBLE
34@ PRINT 2A: "WFEMPRE WFEID:W"3;W$; ", ENCDG: BINARY, NR.PT:"3N$5
359 PRINT @A:"WFEMPRE PT.FMT:Y, XINCR: "3 X%;",PT.GFFs"3P%3
36@ PRINT @A:"WEMPRE XZERO:@, YMULT=: Y%3 ", YZERO: "3; Z$;",BYT/NR: 1";
37@ PRINT 3A: "WEMPRE BN.FMT:LF,BIT/NR:8, CRVCHK: CHKSMS"
388 REM * SEND CURVE INFORMATION
390 WRYTE 9A+64:
496 WBYTE 9A+32:1
416 WHYTE 2A+32:C,C8
428 WBYTE 263,95:
438 POLL D,S;A
44@ RETURN

  

  

COMMENTS:

238 SET 7D2@ GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS
24% ENABLE SR@ HANDLER AT LINE 43%
258 CLEAR STATUS FLAG

268-328 CONVERT VARIABLES TO STRING VARIABLES
34g-37@ CONSTRUCT AND SEND WAVEFORM PREAMBLE STRING
298 ASSERT ATTENTION AT 7D2% ADDRESS

44@ SEND CURVE % AND BYTE COUNT TO 7D2%

41% SEND CURVE AND CHECKSUM DATA TO 7D2u

42% SET 7b2a@ TO UNTALE, UNLISTEN STATE

430 SERIAL POLL THE 7D2@: S=STATUS BYTE

440 RETURN FROM SRO HANDLING ROUTINE
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7. Query Routine. In the query routine, the parameters to be checked are sent
over the GPIB, followed by a question mark to indicate a query. The 7D20 will then

  

SETTINGS FROM
RING.  

respond with information to satisfy the query.

REMARKS:

i899 REM # THIS ROUTINE RETURNS TRE FRONT PANEL

fi REN * THE 7D2Z@ AND STORES THEM IN AN ASCII 3

430 REM # SETTINGS ARE STORED IN 58

149 REM * A= FDZG GPIR DEVICE ADDR

PROGRAM:

158 A=26
168 ON SRO@ THEN 218

178 DIM S$ (698)

186 PRINT @A: "SET?"
192 INPUT @A:S$

195 PRINT S$
268 £ND

21@ POLL D,S;A

22 RETURN

COMMENTS:

15@ SET 7D2@ GFIB DEVICE ADDRESS

16% ENABLE SRQ HANDLER AT LINE 218
178 DIMENSION STRING SS

16@ REQUEST FRONT PANEL SETTINGS
198 INFUT AND STORE SETTINGS IN STRING S®&

19S DISPLAY SETTINGS CONTROLLER
Qe

21%

220

STOP

SERIAL POLL THE 7D2@: S=STATUS RYTE
RETURN FROM SR@ HANDLING ROUTINE
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8. Implement and store 7D20settings.in this program,it is assumed that a
group of settings have been stored in string S$, using the SET? query. When set
over the GPIB, these settings are automatically implemented, then stored in one of

the six 7D20 memory locations.

REMARKS:

10g

112
ise

148
158

PROGRAM:

iss
166

178

1988
196

288
219

226
238

248

REN *
REM #

REM ®

REM *
REM *

A=26

RING GF FRONT PANEL SETTINGS

FRONT PANEL KEMORY LUCATIONS
SETTINGS ARE STORED IN

THIS PROGRAM STORES AS

IN ANY GONE OF THE 7D28"

A= 7DZG GPIR DEVICE ADDR
STRING 38

 

    

ON SR@ THEN 2398

PRINT

PRINT
INPUT

PRINT

PRINT

END

“IN WHICH MEMORY LOCATION DO YOU WANT TO”

“STORE THE SETTINGS(1~-5)?"
L

aA: S$

@A: "STORE ",L

POLL D,S3A
RETURN

COMMENTS:

155 SET 7D2@ GFIBR DEVICE ADDRESS
14@ ENABLE SRQ HANDLER AT LINE 230

178-188 PROMPT FOR USER INPUT

198 INPUT NUMBER OF 7D2% SETTINGS REGISTER
260 SEND FRONT FANEL SETTINGS STORED IN STRING S®

21% STORE THE SETTINGS IN THE DESIGNATED REGISTER

22% STOP

226 SERIAL POLL THE 7D2@:S=STATUS BYTE
248 RETURN FROM SRO HANDLING ROUTINE
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9. Query Functions. This program permits the user to query a numberof 7D20
functions, such as front-panel settings, cursor status, events, and acquire modes. A

routine is included in the program that ensures that the query is legal.

REMARKS:

489 REM * THIS PROGRAM IS A GENERAL PURPOSE QUERY ROUTINE
228 REM * IT DETERMINES THE STATUS GF VARIOUS PARAMETERS GF

iz REM * THE 7DZ@ AND PRINTS THE RESPONSE OF TRE INSTRUMENT

23 REM * TO ANY ONE OF & NUMRER GF QUERIES ON THE 4858
i9@ REM * GRAPHIC DISPLAY WHEN A NULL STRING I5 INPUT, THE
158 REM * PRUGRAM WILL TERMINATE.

168 REM * A= FNZG GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS

PROGRAM:

176 A=26
188 ON SRQ THEN 330
19@ PRINT “WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING QUERIES WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE?"
286 PRINT ""
218 PRINT “CH1,CH2, TRIG, HORIZ, DISP, CSW, AQR, CURS, COORD, DT, SRQ, EVENT,"
22@ PRINT "ALLEV,ENQTY, ID, SET,HELP. “
23@ INPUT Qs
24@ IF LEN(Q$)<1 THEN 326
25@ C$=CHR(63)
26@ OS=048C%
278 PRINT @A:O%
286 INPUT aA:RS
299 PRINT R&
386 PRINT “NEXT QUERY"
318 GO TO 236
32@ END
339 POLL D,S3A
348 IF S<>98 THEN 378
350 PRINT "ILLEGAL COMMAND"
368 GO TO 396
378 RETURN

COMMENTS:

17@ SET 7D2@ GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS
18@ ENABLE SRQ HANDLER AT LINE ri

198-220 LIST AVAILABLE QUERIES ON GRAPHIC DISPLAY

23% INPUT DESIRED QUERY
24% IF NO QUERY REQUESTED, GO TO END

25% LOAD STRING C# WITH A QUESTION MARK

26% ADD STRING C# TO STRING QO

278 SEND THE QUERY TO THE 7D2%
288 INPUT THE RESPONSE TO THE QUERY .

PRINT THE RESPONSE CODE ON THE GRAFHICS DISPLAY

PROMPT THE USER FOR THE NEXT QUERY
DO IT AGAIN

STOF
SERIAL POLL THE 7D2¢@: S=STATUS BYTE

®’ CHECK FOR ILLEGAL QUERY COMMAND
PRINT ERRGR MESSAGE
LET THE USER ENTER A NEW QUERY

37 RETURN FROM SRQ HANDLER ROUTINE
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10. Print Poll Statement. The controller will read the status byte generated by
the 7D20 on an SRQandprint the appropriate phrase that describes the SRQ.In a

4050-series poll statement, one must specify the addresses of all the instruments

that are to be polled. Should an instrument that is not polled generate an SRQ,that !

SRO could prevent execution of the program until it is cleared by a poll statement.

REMARKS:

THIS PROGRAM IS & BASIC SRG HANDLER AND DECODER”
FOR THE 7D28,

A= 7D28 GPIR DEVICE ADDRESS

ida

Lid
20
138

REM *

REM
REW #

REM #

PROGRAM:

149

158

168

176

199

199
268

219
228

238
249
258
269
278
288

2998
308

318
328

338
34g

358
368
378
38a

398
408

A=28
ON SRQ THEN 176
END
POLL D,S;A
PRINT "SRQ ORIGINATED
IF S<>243 THEN 218
PRINT “STATUS REPORT:
IF S=65 THEN 238
IF S€>81 THEN 249
PRINT "STATUS REPORT:
IF S<>83 THEN 268
PRINT "STATUS REPORT:
IF S=99 THEN 289
IF S<>115 THEN 298
PRINT “STATUS REPORT:
IF S=1@1 THEN 319
IF S<€>117 THEN 326
PRINT “STATUS REPORT:
IF S=192 THEN 349
IF S{>118 THEN 356
PRINT "STATUS REPORT:
IF S<>66 THEN 378
PRINT "STATUS REPORT:
IF S=@ THEN 398
IF S<>16 THEN 396
PRINT "STATUS REPORT:
RETURN

FROM ADDRESS” ,D

FATAL ERROR"

POWER ON"

EXECUTION ERROR"

INTERNAL ERROR"

EXECUTION WARNING”

INTERNAL WARNING"

OPERATION COMPLETE"

NO STATUS TO REPORT"

COMMENTS:

14% SET 7D2¢ GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS

154 ENABLE SR@ HANDLER AT LINE 17
lée STOP

17% SERIAL POLL THE 7D2@: S= STATUS BYTE

188 PRINT ADDRESS OF SRO ORIGINATOR

  

   

  

    

  
  

 

198 CHECK FOR FATAL ERROR STATUS FLAG

200 PRINT SRQ MESSAGE
219-228 CHECK FOR POWER ON STATUS FLAG

2 FRINT SRO MESSAGE
46 CHECK FOR EXECUTION ERROR STATUS FLAG

250 PRINT SRO MESSAGE
2 27% CHECE FOR INTERNAL ERROR STATUS FLAG

288 FRINT SRQ MESSAGE

298-308 CHECK FOR EXECUTION WARNING STATUS FLAG
i@ PRINT SRQ MESSAGE

4 CHECK FOR INTERNAL WARNING STATUS FLAG
@ PRINT SRO MESSAGE
3 CHECK FOR OFERATION COMPLETE STATUS FLAG

PRINT SRO MESSAGE
8a CHECK FOR STATUS FLAG ERUAL TO ZERQ

MESSAGE

 

408 RETURN FROM SRO HANDLER ROUTINE
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4050-Series Application Programs

1. Event Capture. This program sets the 7D20 for the capture of infrequent
events. Each time trigger is received by the 7D20,the input waveform is digitized,

transferred over the GPIB to the controller, and stored on the controller magnetic
tape. After each occurrence, the controller increments to the next tape file, and
resets the 7D20 to a ready state to prepare for the next event. This program requires

about 100K bytes of magnetic tape memory.

 

  

REMARKS:
28@ REM * THIS 7FDNZG APPLICATION PREGRAM IS DESIGNED TO ALLOW
2i8 REM * THE 7DZ2B TO GPERATE IN “BARYSIT” MODE.
228 REM * WHEN THE DEVICE RECEIVES A TRIGGER, THE DIGITIZED
238 REM * DATA IS STORED ON TAPE AND THE GRIGINAL SETUP
148 REM * ITS DUPLICATED IN GRDER Ta CAPTURE THE NEXT EVENT.

i158 REM #* PARTICULAR PROGRAM STORES UP Ta & EVENTS GN TAPE
i6@ REM ¥ 7D2@ GPIB BEVICE ADDRESS

478 REM &

PROGRAM:

188 A=26
198 S=6
268 ON SR@ THEN 666

219 PAGE
215 REM FORMAT THE 4958 TAPE

229
236
246
258

268

278
275

289
298

3B

385
318

328
338
335
348

35a
355

366

365

378

386

398
486

416
426
438

448
45a
469
478
486

495
496

589
Sis

528

S3a
546

556
56a

578
588

598

689
618

PRINT “ENTER THE BEGINNING 4958 TAPE FILE NUMBER"

INPUT F
Fisr

FIND F
MARK 6, 199aa

FIND F
REM DIMENSION THE STRINGS

DIM S# (1968)

DIM P&(259)
DIM W&(7949)

REM WAIT FOR USER TO SETUP THE FRONT PANEL
PRINT “WHEN FRONT PANEL SETUP IS COMPLETE, PUSH RQ@S"

IF S<>83 THEN 326
PRINT @A:"“TRIG HOLDN:ON"

REM BEGIN EXECUTION FOR UP TO SIX WAVEFORMS

FOR I=1 10 6
PRINT 3A:"TRIG HOLDN: ON”
REM WAIT FOR OPERATION COMPLETE SRQ@Q FROM 7D29

IF S<>66 THEN 369

REM TRANSFER WAVEFORM AND PREAMBLE TO TAPE FILE

FIND F
PRINT 9A: "DATA MEM: 1”

PRINT 2A: "DATA ENCDG: ASC"

PRINT 2A: "WEMPRE?"

INPUT 9A:P$
PRINT @A: "CURVE?"
INPUT aA: WS

PRINT 333:P$%, WS
F=F+1
PRINT “END OF CYCLE #",1

S=@
NEXT I
REM SEND WAVEFORMS BACK TO THE 7D26
PRINT "WHICH WAVEFORM DO YOU WISH TO VIEW(1~6)?"

INPUT W
F=Fitw-1

FIND F
INPUT @33:P$,WS
PRINT @A:P$

PRINT OA: WS
PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO SEE ANOTHER(Y OR N)?"

INPUT Q¢
IF ASC(Q$)=89 OR ASC(Q$)=121 THEN 496

END

POLL D,S:A

RETURN
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COMMENTS:

19@ SET 7D28 GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS
29@ ENABLE SRO HANDLER AT LINE 688
228-278 FORMAT THE MAG TAPE

288-366 DIMENSION THE STRINGS

316-33@ WAIT FOR USER TO SET UP 7D2¢

378-488 WAIT WAVEFORM ACQUIRE AND DO WAVEFORM
TRANSFER TO 49598 TAPE FILE

485-598 ROUTINE TO SND WAVEFORMS BACK TO 7D2¢

698-6198 SR@ HANDLING ROUTINE
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2. Store 7D20 settings on Magtape. This 7D20 application program is

designed to provide permanentstorage for and easy useraccessto a variety of front

panel settings. After the tape is formatted and the 7D20 GPIB device addressis

loaded from the 4050 keyboard,all controi is turned over to the 7D20itself. Settings

are stored and recalled from the magnetic tape by using the numeric keys on the

7D20 front panel and by pushing probe identify buttons. This particular program

stores up to 10 different 7D20 setups.

REMARKS:

iad

Lie
£28
138

REM x#eeHHH 7TDIB Learn Program *##e*KH

REM * PROGRAM Ta LEARN AND STORE FRONT PANEL SETTINGS
REM * FROM TRE FD2G GN THE 4850 MAG TAPE
REM * 7DZ8 ADDRESS IS “A”

PROGRAM:

148 A=26
158 WBYTE 920:
16@ PRINT 2A: "PID ON”
178 ON SRQ THEN 1296
188 PRINT "This program obtains front panel settings from the 7d26"

19@ PRINT “using the set query. These settings are then stored on"
286 PRINT “the 4959 mag tape. Program control is asserted via the"
219 PRINT "7D2@ ’R@S #° button and the P46@53B probe identify button."
228 PRINT "To begin, enter the number of the 4858 mag tape file”

238 PRINT "on which you would like to store the first 7D2@ settings."
246 PRINT "-——>"5
258 INPUT F
268 G=F

276 DELETE St
286 DIM S#(2899)

298 DIM M$(igaa)
38@ Q$=CHR (34)
31g M$=O¢
32@ AS$=CHR (13)
332 B="MENU: "AS
342 C$="1. STORE SETTINGS"&AS
358 D$="2. RECALL SETTINGS"&AS
369 MENU" &AS
378
38g

399
499

419

429
438

446
45a

468

478
40g

498
588

516

528

53a
549

558
569

378

58a
598
689

 

SELECT, PUSH F,RQS, NUMBER“&AS

Z$="CURRENT SETTING IS NUMBER-"

FS=FS&ZS
G$="TO STORE SETTING"&AS

H$="TO SEQUENCE THROUGH SETTINGS"&AS
Is="PUSH PROBE IDENTIFY BUTTON" &AS

MS$=M$&BS
MS=MSECS

MS=MS&DS

MS$=MSEVS

MS=MSLES
MS$=MSE0S
NS=QS

N&=NS&6S

NS=NS&IS
NS=NS2.0$
O$=as
O%=065HS

OS=06&16
O¢=08208

REM &* PRINT MENU ROUTINE
PRINT 9A: "TEXT", MS
Ss=6

PROGRAM (CONT)
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PROGRAM (CONT)

618
628
636
648

958

9768

978
989

998

IF S<>83 THEN 619
PRINT @A: “EVENT?”
INPUT @A:PS
IF VAL (P$)=451 THEN 579
IF VAL(P$)=452 THEN 95¢
GO TO 626
REM &* STORE SETTINGS ROUTINE
FS=SEG(F$, 1,27)
PRINT “FORMATTING TAPE”
FIND F
MARK 19, 2666
PRINT @A: "TEXT", NS
PRINT "READY"
FOR I=1 TO 19
PRINT @A: "EVENT?"
INPUT @A:PS
IF VAL(P$)<>459 THEN 798
GOSUB 1286
IF VAL(P$)=453 THEN 588
IF VAL(P$)<>457 THEN 75@
PRINT @As "SET?"
INPUT @A:S$
Z$=STR(I)
FS=FSaz$
FS=F$208
PRINT OAs "TEXT", FS
FS=SEG (FS, 1,27)
peer
FIND F
PRINT 333:5%
F=F+1
NEXT I
F=F-19
GO TO see
REM * ROUTINE TO RECALL SETTINGS
PRINT 9A: "TEXT", OS
FIND G
F=6
FOR I=1 10 19

196 PRINT OA: "EVENT?"
1616 INPUT 3A:PS

1926 IF VAL (P$)<>459 THEN 1649
1936
1848
1958
1869
1879
1988

19899

GOSUB 1209
IF VAL (P$)=453 THEN 5588
IF VAL (P%)<>457 THEN 1900
=B

FIND F

INPUT 933:S%
F=F+1

114% PRINT dA:S$
1119 F$=SEG(F$,1,27)
1126 Z=STR(I)

1139

1149
1159

FS=FE0uz$

FS=F$&0$
PRINT aA: "TEXT", FS

1149 P$=""
1178 NEXT I
1188 F=F-19
1196
1289

1218

END
POLL D,S3A
RETURN

COMMENTS:

1468
158

168

178

SET 7D2@ GPIB DEVICE ADDRESS

SEND A DEVICE CLEAR TO THE 7D2a@

ENABLE PROBE IDENTIFY SRQ
ENABLE THE SRQ HANDLER AT LINE 45%

18¢@-26¢@ PRINT INSTRUCTIONS AND INPUT FELE NUMBER
27@-S7m DIMENSION AND DEFINE ASCII STRINGS
588-668 ROUTINE TO PRINT MENU ON 7D2e¢ AND INPUT RESPONSE

678-91 ROUTINE TO STORE 7D2a SETTINGS ON TAPE
92%-116@ ROUTINE TO RECALL 7D2@ SETTINGS FROM TAPE
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3. SRQ

On SRQ,
Decoding Routine.This program is an expanded SRQ decoding routine.
the 4050 will read the status byte generated by the 7D20. The program

then goes one step further and interrogates the 7D20 as to the quantity and the

nature of the events that produced the SRQ. An event query is sent to the 7D20 for

each event code pending on the system. These event codes, when read by the 4050,

are translated into phrases that describe the nature of the events. This ability is

valuable when debugging 7D20 programs.

REMARKS:

2009 REM * THIS PROGRAM IS FOR ERRGR MESSAGE DISPLAY FROM THE 7FD2B

2813 REA * A RASIC SRG HANDLING ROUTINE IS EXPANDED TO PRINT THE
2828 PEM * EVENT CODES GRIGINATING FROM THE 7Dz8.
2BIG REM ¥

2098 PEM * 7D2G IS DEVICE #298

2850 REM &

2068 ON SRQ THEN 2680
2878 END
2886 POLL D,S;26

2699
2196
2116

2126
2136
2149
2156

2168

2176

2186
2198

2296

2218
2228

2238

2246
2258

2269
2278

2288
2298

2386
2316

2328
2338

2346

2358
2368
2378

2388
2396
2498
2416
2428
2438

2449

24598
2466

2478

2488

2496

2588

PRINT "SRQ@ ORIGINATED FROM ADDRESS", D
IF S<>243 THEN 2126
PRINT "STATUS REPORT: FATAL ERROR"

IF S=65 THEN 2146
IF S¢>81 THEN 2156
PRINT "STATUS REPORT: POWER ON”
IF S<?83 THEN 2176

PRINT "STATUS REPORT: EXECUTION ERROR"

IF S=99 THEN 2199

IF S<>115 THEN 229@
PRINT "STATUS REPORT: INTERNAL ERROR"

IF S=161 THEN 2226

IF S<>117 THEN 2236

PRINT “STATUS REPORT: EXECUTION WARNING”
IF S=192 THEN 2258

IF S¢>118 THEN 2268
PRINT “STATUS REPORT: INTERNAL WARNING"

IF S<>66 THEN 2289
PRINT "STATUS REPORT: OPERATION COMPLETE"
IF S=@ THEN 1453
IF S<>16 THEN 23198

PRINT "STATUS REPORT: NO STATUS TO REPORT”

PRINT 328: "EVQTY?"
INPUT @28:N

DIM ACN)
PRINT 920: "ALLEV?"

INPUT 226:A
FOR @=1 TON

P=A(Q)
GOSUB 2419
NEXT @
RETURN
P=S-588

IF P>® THEN 2528
P=S—486

IF P>@ THEN 2546

=S-3AD
IF P>@ THEN 2568

P=S-288

IF P>@ THEN 2589

P=S-16¢

GOSUB 2698

PROGRAM (CONT)
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PROGRAM (CONT)

2518
2528
2538
2546

2558

2568
2578

2588
2598

2688

2618

2628
2638
2648
2658

2668

2678
2683

2696

2788
2718

2728

2738
2743

2758
2768
2779

2788
2798

2888
2819
2828

2839
2848

2858

2868
2878

238¢
2896
2988

2918

2926
2938
2948

2958
2966

2978
2988
2998

3aen

3819

3828
383B

3B4B
3858

368
3878
3986
3898
3196

3116

Size
31398

3148

3158

3168

3178

3188
3196

3288
3219

4-94

RETURN
GOSUB 385¢
RETURN
GOSUB 3689
RETURN
GOSUB 3399
RETURN
GOSUB 2999
RETURN
REM * COMMAND ERROR SUBROUTINE
IF P=8 THEN 2958
IF P=9 THEN 2979
P=P-5e
IF P<11 THEN 2676
P=P-19
GO TO 2699
GOSUB P OF 2716, 2730, 2758, 2779, 2798, 2816, 2830, 2859, 2870, 2898
RETURN
GOSUB P OF 2919,2936
RETURN
PRINT "SYMBOL OR NUMBER TOO LONG"
RETURN
PRINT "INVALID OR CONTROL CHARACTER INPUT"
RETURN
PRINT "INVALID SPECIAL CHARACTER AFTER ESCAPE"
RETURN
PRINT “INVALID NUMBER INPUT"
RETURN
PRINT “INVALID STRING INPUT"
RETURN
PRINT “SYMBOL NOT FOUND"
RETURN
PRINT "SYNTAX ERROR"
RETURN
PRINT "INVALID EOI"
RETURN
PRINT “INVALID DELIMITER"
RETURN
PRINT "EXPRESSION TOO COMPLEX"
RETURN
PRINT “EXCESSIVE BINARY CURVE POINTS"
RETURN
PRINT “EXCESSIVE ASCII CURVE POINTS"
RETURN
PRINT “CHECKSUM ERROR”
RETURN
PRINT “BYTECOUNT ERROR"
RETURN
REM® EXECUTION ERRORS ROUTINE
IF P>4 THEN 3036
GOSUB P OF 3679, 3699, 3119, 3136, 3158,3176
RETURN
P=P-49
GOSUB P OF 319G,3219, 3236, 3256, 3279, 3296, 331G, 3336, 3356, 3379
RETURN
REM® PRINT ROUTINE
PRINT "COMMAND NOT EXECUTABLE IN LOCAL"
RETURN

PRINT “SETTINGS LOST DUE TO RTL"
RETURN

PRINT "I/O BUFFERS FULL, OUTPUT DUMPED"
RETURN

PRINT "SETTINGS CONFLICTS”

RETURN

PRINT "ARGUMENT OUT OF RANGE"
RETURN

PRINT "GROUP EXECUTE TRIGGER IGNORED"
RETURN

PRINT "NOT IN HOLD ERROR"
RETURN
PRINT "ILLEGAL WAVEFORM #"

PROGRAM (CONT)
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PROGRAM (CONT)

3228
3239
3246
3258
3268
3278
3286
3298
3308
3316
3328
3338
334g
3356
3368
3378
3388
3398
3498
3418
3420
3438
344g
3450
3468
3478
z4a0
3498
35a8
3518
3520
3538
3548
3558
3568
3576
3586
3598
36H
3618
3628
3638
364G
3656
3668
3678
3eag
3490
3766
371a
3726
3738
3740
3758
3768
3776
3786
3798
Sao
3819
3a28
3836
3846
3E85o
3866
3879
3886
3896
3996
3919
3926

RETURN
PRINT “ILLEGAL SETTINGS MEMORY"

RETURN
PRINT "ILLEGAL CURSOR NUMBER"

RETURN
PRINT "SETTINGS RECALL ERROR"

RETURN
PRINT "DISPLAY REFERENCE ERROR"

RETURN
PRINT “TURNING OFF CSW WAVEFORM DISPLAY ERROR"
RETURN
PRINT “ILLEGAL DATA MEMORY NUMBER"
RETURN
PRINT "ROLL MODE, AVE,ENV,NEGATIVE TRIGGER POSITION ERROR”

RETURN
PRINT "WAVEFORM PREAMBLE ILLEGAL NR.PT."
RETURN
REM&INTERNAL ERRORS ROUTINE
IF P=1 THEN 350@
IF P=2 THEN 3520
IF P=31 THEN 354¢
IF P=32 THEN 356@
IF P=95 THEN 3599
P=P-39
IF P=64 THEN 358¢
PRINT "SELFTEST FAILURE MODULE",P
RETURN
REMt PRINT ROUTINE
PRINT "INTERRUPT FAULT"
RETURN
PRINT "SYSTEM ERROR"
RETURN
PRINT “SELFTEST FAILURE MODULE 1"
RETURN
PRINT "SELFTEST FAILURE MODULE 2"
RETURN
PRINT "SELFTEST FAIL ERROR"
RETURN
REMX SYSTEM EVENTS ROUTINE
IF P=1 THEN 37@@
IF P=2 THEN 3726
IF P=3 THEN 3749
IF P=5@ THEN 3768
IF P-S9 THEN 383¢
IF P=69 THEN 3819
IF P>5@ THEN 3789
IF P=S1 THEN 3788
REM& PRINT ROUTINE
PRINT "POWER ON”
RETURN
PRINT "OPERATION COMPLETE"

RETURN
PRINT “USER REQUEST (ROS KEY)"
RETURN
PRINT “HOLD AFTER AVEN, ENVN, OR HOLD NEXT”

RETURN
P=P-5S8
PRINT "RQS",P
RETURN

PRINT "SELFTEST OPERATION COMPLETE"

RETURN
PRINT “SRQ PENDING"

RETURN

REM*t EXECUTION WARNINGS
P=P-49

IF P<ii1 THEN 3996

P=P-18

6O FO 3926
GOSUB P OF 3956, 3976, 3996, 41G1G, 4939, 49568, 497G, 4994, 4119, 41358

RETURN .
GOSUB P OF 4159,41798,4199,42198

PROGRAM (CONT)
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PROGRAM (CONT)

393@ RETURN
3949 REM# PRINT ROUTINE
3958 PRINT "VOLTS/DIV QUT OF RANGE"
3968 RETURN
397G PRINT “VERTICAL POSITION OUT OF RANGE"
3988 RETURN
3996 PRINT "TRIGGER LEVEL OUT OF RANGE"
4998 RETURN
461% PRINT "TRIGGER POSITION QUT GF RANGE”
492@ RETURN
463G PRINT "HORIZONTAL TIME/DIV OUT OF RANGE"
4940 RETURN
4956 PRINT "VXPD COMMAND OUT OF RANGE”
486@ RETURN
4976 PRINT "CSW POSITION OUT OF RANGE"
4@89 RETURN
4990 PRINT "SET N VALUE OUT OF RANGE”
418@ RETURN
411@ PRINT "CURSOR POSITION OUT OF RANGE"
412@ RETURN
4138 PRINT "ASCII POINT OUT OF RANGE"
4148 RETURN
4156 PRINT "WEMPRE XINCR OUT OF RANGE”
416 RETURN
4176 PRINT “WFMPRE PT.OFF OUT OF RANGE"
4189 RETURN
419@ PRINT “WFMPRE YMULT OUT OF RANGE"
420@ RETURN
421@ PRINT "WEMPRE YZERO OUT OF RANGE"
4228 RETURN

COMMENTS:

2Wiee ENABLE SRG HANDLER AT LINE 208%

AL POLL THE 7D2¢: S=STATUS BYTE

DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE SRO
REQUEST THE QUANTITY AND NATURE OF THE EVENT CODES

@ DO A SORT TO DETERMINE THE CATEGORY GF THE EVENT
FRINT COMMAND ERROR EVENT CODES
FRINT EXECUTION ERROR EVENT CODES
PRINT INTERNAL ERROR EVENT CODES

3400-2846 PRINT SYSTEM EVENT CODES

SBS6-4220 PRINT EXECUTION WARNING EVENT CODES
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4041 Operating Programs

1. ASCII Waveform Transfer to controller. In this program, the selected
7D20 waveform memory contents are transferred in ASCII format to the 4041

controller.

289
298
see
sig

326
sia
34

359

379

se

398

44GB
#19

438
449

Aso

588
518
526
Sse

546

558

Rew Program to receive waveform preamble, and curve date from the
‘ 7DZ@, and put the data into variables. The waveform preamble is
/ stored in string “HFPRE#*, and the waveforms data values are

‘ stored in numeric array "WFDATA’,
Integer wfeanum,dev,stb,addr,nr,temp / Establish integer variables.

Rew 7D28 ADDRESS IS SET TG 18
Dev=198 / establish address for dev.

Open #1: "gpib@ (pri="kstrs (dev) &",eom=<G>)s" / open channel #12 for
/ device address.
/ Set the End Of Message character to EGI only (works with either

/ terminator selection).
Rew Dimension string for waveform preamble storage, and also

/ to reserve buffer space for the curve data.

Dim wfmpret to 26@
On srq then call srqhdir /’ establish linkage for SR@ handling.

Enable srq / Enatie SR@ handler,
Proc@: ‘ re-entrant point for selection of storage location.

Input prompt “Enter waveform location for transfer (1-6):":wfmnum
If wfanum<1 or wimnum>é then goto proc@ / see if data is within

/ allowable range.
Rew Set up 7D28 ta get data from DAta MEpory selected, with ASCII

‘ encoding of the data.
Input #1 prompt “da mes "&str$ (wfmnum) &", enc: asc; wfapre?":wfmpres

Rep Haveform preamile loaded into wfrepres.
Rew Get the number of points transmitted from the preamhie.

Temp=pos (wfapret,"NR.PT",1) / Find where NR.PT is in the preawhle.

Nr=valciwfmpres,temp) / Extract the numter of points from wiapres.

Delete var wfdata ‘4 weke sure variable is deleted prior to

/ dimensioning it.

Die wfdatainr)> 4 Diwension ‘HFDATA" to hold curve date.

Input #1 dels "," prompt “curve?":widata / Input curve data

/ separated with commas.
Stop / The variable “wfapret’” holds the preamble, and “nwfdata” holds

/ the curve data at this tine.

End
Sub srqhdir / Serial poll handler sub- program.

Poll stb,addrsdev / Poll device DEV.
Print "Status byte from device #";addr5" is “sstb / Print StaTus

‘ Byte.
Resume / Return to main progren.

End
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2. ASCII Waveform Transfer to 7D20. In this program, the selected 4041

waveform data are transferred to the 7D20 in ASCII format.

i8¢ Rew Program to send waveform preaprhle, and curve data to the 7D2e

iif ! from variatles. The waveform prearmtle is stored in string "WFHPRE#*
128 / and the waveform data values are stored in numeric variable “WFDATA’.
138 Integer dev, wfanua,stb,addr,nr,temp / Establish integer variatlies.

L9e Rew 7D20 ADDRESS IS SET Ta 18
158 Dev=19 / establish address for device.

166 Open #1: "gpib#@(pri="&strs (dev) &",eom=<B>)1" / Gpen channel #i for

17@ / device address. Set the End Uf Message character to EGI only
189 ‘ (works with either terminator selection).

196 On srq then call srqhdir / Establish Linkage for SR& handler.

288 Enable srq / Enatie SR& handler.
2i¢ Rew The WEMPRES and HFDATA must already te defined (from previous

228 / prograr).
238 Proc®: /Re-entrant point for selection of storage location.

246 Input prompt "Enter waveform location for storage (1-6):":wfmnum
258 If wfenue<1 or wfeanum>é then goto proc® / See if data is within

268 ‘ allaowatle range.
278 Rew Set up 7D28 to accept data for Data MEwory selected, with ASCII

228 ‘ encoding of the data.

298 Print #1:"da me: "&str$ (wianum) &",encrasc",wfmpre& / Send preanile.
sao Rem Create image string for transfer of “WFDATA” curve date.

318 Temp=pos (wfmpres$, "NR.PT",1) 4 Find where NR.PT is in the preaphle.

328 Nr=valc(wfmpres,temp) / Extract the number of points to be sent.

3368 Image$="fa,x,512(fg,",7),"&str$l(nr—-Sisd&" (fg,’5’),fg" / Create the
348 ‘ image string to put commas after each number sent.

358 Print using images #1:"curve",wfdata / Send the curve data-
368 Stop /’ Curve has heen restored to the 7Bed.

378 End
466 Sub srqhdir / Serial poll handler sut-progranm.
419 Poll stb,addr;dev / poll device DEV.
426 Print "Status byte from device #"s;addr5;" is “sstb / Print StalTus

438 ‘ Byte.

449 Resume ‘ Return to pain program.
458 End
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3. Binary Numeric Array Waveform Transfer to Controller. This routine is
used to send the currently selected waveform from the 7D20to the controller. The
waveform data is transferred in Binary format with the waveform preamble
transferred in ASCH.

 

18f Rew Program to receive a binary encoded waveform from the
ii8 / 7B2@, and put the data into a string, and numeric array.
129 / The waveform preamble is stored in string “WFMPRE$*, and

136 ‘ the waveform numeric data is stored in variable “WFDATA’.
146 Integer wfanum,dev,stb,addr,nr,temp / Estatlish integer variables.
158 Rem 7D28 ADDRESS 18 SET Ta if
i166 Dev=19 / Establish address for device.

176 Open #1: "gpib@ (pri="&str$ (dev) &", eom=<B>)=5" / Gpen channel
i8@ ‘ #L for device address. Set the End Of Message to EGI only
198 / (works with either terminator selection).

288 Rew Dimension strings to hold maveform preaphle, and to hold the

210 / curve date.
228 Dim wfeprets to 248,curvet to 1948 / Preamble holds no more than

238 / 208 charactes, and longest curve data is 1824 + header, checksum,

24E / and byte-count.
2568 On srq then call srqhdlir / Establish linkage for SR& handler.

266 Enable srq / Enatle SR&@ handler.

278 Proc@: / Re-entrant point for selection of storage location.

238 Input proa@pt “Enter waveform location for transfer (1-6): “:wfmnum
296 If wfmnum<i or wfanum>é then goto proc@® / See if data is within
I8o / allowatie range.

sie Rem Set up the 7D28 to send data from the DAta MEwory selected,
528 ‘ with binary encoding, sending waveform preaphle first.

338 Input #1 prompt "da me str$ (wfmnum) &", enc: bin; wimp?" :wfimpres
348 Input #1 prompt “curve?"scurves / Now get the curve data.
358 Rew Now find out how many data points have heen sent.
348 Tenp=pos (wfapret,"NR.PT",1) / Locate the NR.PT header in WFMPRES.

378 Nr=valc(wfmpre$,temp) / This extracts the nurster from the NR.PT

cae / Link argument.

398 Temp=pos(curve$,"%",1) / Find where the binary data starts.

480 Rep$(curve$,1,temp-1)=""/ Get rid of the header prior to decoding.
416 Delete var wfdata / Delete variable before dimensioning it.

420 Rew Dimension the variable to hold the numeric data.

438 Integer wfdata(nr) / Integer, and dimension at the same tine.
F423 Rem Convert the binary data to numeric array.
456 Getmem buffer curve$ using “S2":wfdata / Decode the binary data.

468 Stop
478 End
508 Sub srqhdir / Serial poll handler sub-prograr,

518 Poll stb,addr3dev / Poll device DEV.

528 Print "Status byte from device #";addr3;" is "sstb / Print StaTus
538 / Byte.

549 Resume / Return to pain pragra»,

Sse End
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4. Binary Numeric Array Waveform Transfer to 7D20.This routine is used
to send the currently-selected waveform from the 7D20 to the controller. The

waveform data is transferred in Binary format with the waveform preamble

transferred in ASCII.

188 Rem Prograw to send @a binary encoded waveform to the 7228
11@ / frow the 9841. The waveform preaphle comes from a string
128 ‘ variable: the curve data comes from @ numeric array.

130 / The variable *WEHPRES’ contains the preawhle, and the array
142 / "MFDATA’ contains the curve data.
158 Rew 7DZ2G ADDRESS IS SET TO 18.
168 Integer wfanua,dev,stb,addr,nr,temp / establish integer variatles.
179 Dev=16 / Establish address for 7D28.

188 Open #1: "gpib@(pri="Sstr$ (dev) &", eom=<B>)2" / Gpen channel #1
ioe / for device address. Set the End Gf Message to E&I only (works

2982 ‘ with either terminator selection).
218 Rew Variables wust already be defined from previous program ¢or

228 ‘ te recalled from tape data file).

238 On srq then call srqhdir / Establish linkage for SR& handler.
249 Enable srq / Enatle SR@ handler.

258 Procd: / re-entrant point for selection of storage location.

268 Input prompt “Enter waveform location for transfer (1-6): “swfanum
278 If wfenue<i or wfanum>é then goto proc® / See if data within

23e / allowable range.
298 Rem Set up the 7228 to receive data into the DAta MEmory selected,
38o ‘ With kinery encoding.

319 Print #1:"da me: "&str$ (wfenum)&",encrbin",wimpres / Send preamble.

328 Putmes buffer curve$ using “"fax8Z":"curve",wfdata / Create curves.
338 Print #i:curve$ / Send the curve data.
349 Stop
358 End
496 Sub srqhdir / Serial poll handler sut-progra».

416 Poll stbh,addr3;dev / Poll device DEV.

429 Print “Status byte from device #";addr5;" is "sstb / Print StaTus
$38 / Byte.

448 Resume / Return to main progran.
450 End
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5. Input 7D20 Front-panel Settings from String Array. This routine is used
to transfer one set of front-panel settings from the controller to the 7D20.

i898
118

126
132

148

156
162

178
1988

1998
208

218

226
238
388
3198

32g

Sia

346

35a

Rew Program to send front-panel settings to the 7D28. The
‘ settings cope from the string "“FPSETE&*.
Integer dev,stb,addr / Establish integer variables,

Rem 7020 ADDRESS 15 SET TO 28.

Dev=18 / Establish address for device.

Open #1: "gpib@(pri="&str$ (dev) &", eom=<B>):" ! open channel #1 for

‘ device address, Set End Gf Message character to EQI only (works
‘ with either terminator selection),
On seq then call srghdir / Establish linkage for SR@ handling.

Enable srq / Enable SRG handler.
Rew The variable “FPSETS" comes from previous progran.

Print @i:fpset$ / Send front-panel settings to 7DzZE,

Stop /’ Front-panel now reset to original settings.
End

 

Sub srghdir / Serial poll handler sub-progran,
Poll stb,addrj;dev / KPoll device DEV.

Print “Status byte from device #"saddr3;" is "sstb / Print StaTus
Byte.

Resume / Return to main program.

nd
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6. Output 7D20 Front-panel Settings to String Array. This routine is used
to transfer one set of front-panel settings from the 7D20 to the controller.

189 Rew Program to receive front-panel settings from 7D2@, and
1I1¢ / put the settings in string *FPSETS’,.
128 Integer dev,stb,addr / Establish integer variables.

L358 Rew 7D2@ ADDRESS IS SET Ta 18,
148 Dev=19 / Establish address for device.

156 Open #1: "gpib@(pri="&strs (dev) &",eom=e<G>)3" / open channel #2 for

169 / device address. Set End Gf Message character to EGI only (works
178 / with either terminator selection),
188 Rew Dimension string “FPSET#* to hoid front-panel settings.

198 Dim fpset$ to 6@@ / Setting information is less than 600 characters.
286 On srq then call srqhdir / Establish linkage for SR&@ handling.
218 Enable srq / Enable SR& handler.

228 Input #1 prompt “set?":fpset®% “ Ask for settings, and store the».
238 Stop / Information now in *“FPSET#’.
246 End
386 Sub srqhdir / Serial poll handler sub-progran.

318 Poll stb,addrs3dev / KPoll device DEV.
328 Print "Status byte from device #"s;addr;" is "sstb / Print StaTus
33a / Byte.

348 Resume / Return to main prograr.

356 End
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7. Setting the 7D20 to Remote.This routine disables the 7D20 front-panel

keys. Thus, during remote operation, accidental changesto the front-panel settings

are ignored.

18¢ Rem Routine to send the 7228 to REMGTE-GNLY.
118 Rem 7B2@ ABDRESS IS 18.
126 Integer dev / Establish integer variable.
136 Dev=19

146 Whyte llo,atni32+dev,unl) / Send “LLi0"', MLA-18 to put in remote,
15a { then unlisten device. The 7D28 will te in REMOTE-OQNLY at this
168 / time.

4178 Rew End af routine ~ way be converted to a subroutine, or to a
L398 / sub-program as desired.
198 End
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8. Setting the 7D20 to Local. This routine returns the 7D20 to local control
following its operation in ‘“‘Remote Only”.

4-104

Rew Routine to return the 7B2@ to LOCAL. This routine uses the

/ addressed command °GTL* to send the device to LOCAL, If REN is
/ released, all devices will return to lecal, not Just the addressed
/ devices as when using “&TL’.
Rem 7026 ADDRESS I8 18,

Integer dev / Establish integer variable.

Dev=16
Whyte gtl (dev), atniunl) / Send the *GTL’ command, then unlisten the
device, as the gtl function Listen addresses the device’ s to be

f gent to local. The 7026 will be in LOCAL at this tine.

,

Rem End of routine - may be converted to a subroutine, or to @
{ sub-program as desired.

End
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9. Text Transfer: 7D20 to Tape. Using this routine, the 7D20 sendsall

displayed readout information and text from the 7D20 to the controller for storage

on the magnetic tape.

ide
iia
128

136

L4@

ise
146

i738

i998
288

218
228

238
249

258

278

298
499

416
428
430
440
450

Rew Program to transfer readout information, and any screen text on
/ the 7D28 screen to the controller, and have that information
/ stored on the internal pagnetic tape.

Integer dev,stb,addr / Establish integer variables.

Rem 7D2@ ADDRESS 18 SET TO 18.

Dev=19
Open #1: "gpib@(pri="S&str$ (dev) k",@om=<G>)2" / Gpen channel #1 for

device address.
Open #2: “text (ope=rep,siz™ SOO)" / Gpen channel #2 for storage of

readout and text information.

On srq then call srqhdlr / Establish Linkage for SRQ@ handler.
Enable srq / Enatle SR8& handler.

Rew Dimension string varieble to hold all readout and text date.

Dia rdout$ to 500
Input #1 prompt "rdo?;text?*:rdout& “ Ask for, and receive readout &

text data.

Print #2:rdout® “ Store the data on magnetic tape file “TEXT’.

Close all
Stop

End
Sub srqhdlr ’ Seriel poll handler sub- program.

Poll stb,addr;dev ‘ Poll device DEV.
Print "Status byte from device #";addr3" is "s3stb / Print StaTus

/ Byte.
Resume / Return to pain program.
End
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10. Text Transfer: Tape to 7D20.Using this routine, the controller inputs the
text information from the tape and sendsit to the 7D20.Only the text informationis

sent to the 7D20; the readout information cannot be sent.

188

11@

£58

176
189
198
208

216
226
25a

249

256
266

278

288
298
388

319
466

416
426
432

448

458

4-106

Rew Program to transfer information from wagnetic tape to the screen
/ of the 7D26. The data that is on tape, contains toth the readout,
/‘ and text data. All the information is sent to the 7D26, which will

‘ only respond to the text data. The readout data will be ignored.

Integer dev,stb,addr / Establish integer variables.
Rem 7D2@ ADDRESS IS SET TG 1B.

Dev=19
Open #1: “gpib@ (pri="&str$ (dev) &",e0m=<B>)2" / Gpen channel #i for
device address
Open #2:"text" / open channel #2 for retreival of the
readout and text information.

On srq then call srqhdlr / Establish linkage for SR& handler.
Enable srq / Enable SR& handler.

Rem Dirpension string variable to hold all readout and text data

‘on the magnetic tape file.

Dim rdout® to 506
Input #2:rdout# / Receive readout and text data from magnetic tape.

Print #i:rdout$&chr$(13)53 / Send the data to the 7Dza.

If not(eof{(2)) then goto 266
Close all
Stop / The text information is now hack on the screen of the 7DZ8.

End

  

Sub srqhdir / Seriel poll handler sub- program.

Poll stb,addrjdev / Poll device DEV.
Print "Status byte from device #";addr3;" is "sstb / Print StaTus

‘ Byte.

Resume / Return to main progran.

End
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11. Text Generation: Controller to 7D20. This program allows the user to
input to the controller the desired message to send to the 7D20. After the message

is input to the controller, the entire message is sent to the 7D20 and displayed on
the crt.

1068 Rem Program to allow generation of a text message for the 7D

 

ii¢ ‘ from the controller program. The general rule of thumh (188
i2¢ / character Iimit) will be used in this prograr.

138 Integer dev,stb,addr,total,i / Establish integer variables.

148 Data "More than 199 characters, re-enter data from beginning."
ise Read errors
168 Rem 7D20 ADDRESS I5 18.

178 Dev=19 / Estatlish device address.
186 Open #1: "gpib@(pri="&strs (dev) &",e0m=<O>)5" / Gpen channel #2
198 / for device address.

286 On srq then call srqhdir / Establish Linkage for SR@ handler.

218 Enable srq / Enable 3RG&@ handier.
228 Rew Dimension string variable to hold characters for text display.

236 Dim text# to 126,char% to 36 / Temporary storage of 36 characters
249 / per line (7028 maximum liwit) in string “CHARS’.

258 Text$="""" 4 Pre-define "TEXT8* with a *”",

268 Rem Input up to 12 lines of code, and less than 188 printahle
278 / cheracters.

289 Proc@s totai=@ / Initialize character counter.
298 For i=1 to 12
3a8 Input prompt “-->":char$

318 If len(char$)=8 then exit 1 to proc2
326 Total=total+len(char$)

338 If totali<199 then goto proci

346 Print errors

358 Exit 1 to procd
368 Proci: rep$(text$,len(text$)+1,6)=char$&chr$(13) “ Concatenate

S78 f strings, and add CR» as line delimiter.

386 Next i

396 Proc2: / Exit point from for-next loop
488 TextS=textSar""" / Add final *”" to text string for transfer.
aif Rem Now send the data to the TDG screen.
426 Print #1:"“text"stext$

436 Stop /’ End of program, wessage delivered.
448 End
566 Sub srqhdir / Serial poll handler sub- program.
Sid Poll stb,addrsdev ’ Poll device DEV.

529 Print "Status byte from device #"s;addr;" is "s3stb / Print StaTus
538 ‘ Byte.
546 Resume / Return to main program.

558 End
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4041 Application Programs

1. SRQ Handler. This routine decodes the 7D20 status byte and displays the
actual status message.This is useful in the program developmentstage of software

writing, where the programmeris thus not constrained to look up the error code

meaning.

189 Rem Program to detect SRG, poll device list, and decode 7DZG status

    

 

218 ‘ tyte. Display actual status message, and the binary equivalent.
128 / "STR" is the device’s reported status byte, and “ADBR’ is the
238 ‘ address of the device sending this particular sth.

L4G f
158 / < SR@ STATUS BYTE (STB) >

168 /
178 S BIG HS -> B&B 7654 TSEST
188 ‘ STATUS CODING:

L198 ‘ SYSTEM --> @RERBSSSS

299 ‘
218 ‘ DEVICE --> 1RDODR RD

228 /
238 / Ro = R@S BIT, E = ERRGR BIT, B = BUSY BIT
24 , S = SYSTEM STATUS, D = DEVICE STATUS

258 /
268 !
278 ‘ This program way he treated, as a whole, as a sub-program with all

22g / variables local to the sub-program. Alternatively, it may he used
298 / as a subroutine within the mainline program.
SOB Integer stb, addr,posi,pos2,errbit,devbit,dev / Estatlish integers.

31d Dim stb$(2) to 158 / Dimension strings.
528 Rem 72298 ADDRESS IS 18

338 Dev=16
348 Serpol: / Here is where the program really starts.

358 Stb$(1)=";POWER ON;OPERATION COMPLETE;USER REQUEST;REQUEST CONTROL
#PASSED CONTROL;
368 Stb$(2)="3 COMMAND ERROR;EXECTUION ERROR; INTERNAL ERROR;POWER FAIL
3EXECUTION WARNING; “

379 Poll stb,addr;dev / serial poll device.
3ae If (stb band 128)=128 then gote device / Rranch if device hit set.
398 If (stb band 32)=32 then errbit=2 else errbit=1 / Error?

4BS Goto decodel
418 Device: ‘ Message is device dependent
420 Gosub liststb
439 Print “Device dependent status reported from device #";addr;"."

446 Print “Refer to device’s manual for definition."
458 Resume
469 Decodel1: / Becode error or normal message and list it.

476 Gosub liststb
489 Stb=stb band 31 / Rewove all but busy and code bits.

498 If (stb band 16)=16 then print "Device presently busy" else goto 51g

5a9 Stb=stb-14 / Get rid of busy bit if set.
S18 Posi=posn(stb$lerrbit),"3",1,stb) / Find start of message.

528 Pos2=posn (stb#lerrbit),"3",2,stb) /“ Find end of message.
539 Decode$=seg$ (stb$(errbit),positi,pos2-posi) / Get decoded message.

548 Print "Device’s status message is ";decodes
S58 Resume
56@ Liststb: / List the status byte, and binary equivalent.
576 Putmem buffer decode$ using "Sb":stb
586 Rep$ (decode$,5,9)=" " / put in a space for readability.

599 Print “Status byte "“;stb;" reported. Binary is ";decode$

60a Return / Return to pain program.

619 End
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2. Store and Recall Front-panel Settings. This routine allows the user to
generate upto six different front-panel settings and store them on the controller

magnetic tape. The user is given a menu display that allows selection of the desired

operations. The program advancesby front-panel key closures and the useof the

probe identify button, located at the probetip.

  

ig Rew Program to Store and Recall Front-panel Settings. This routine

ile ‘ allows the user to generate up to ten different front- panel
ize / settings, and store them on the controller magnetic tape.
i350 / The front-panel settings are stored when the operator presses the
14g ‘ "probe identify” button on the prote. Each successive press, will
156 ‘ store another front panel setting. when all 6 are defined, further

168 / operation of the "probe identify’, will cause the front panel
178 / settings to he recalled, and sent tack to the 7Bz8.

1989 Integer dev,stb,addr,setnum,selnum / Establish integer veriatles.
198 Rem 7D2@ ADDRESS I5 18

288 Dev=18 / Establish device address.

216 Dim fpsets$(18) to 668,menu% to 208 / Dimension strings.

228 Fpsetst= / Initialize fpsetst string array.
236 Open #1: "gpib@(pri="kstr(dev) &",e@om=<O>)i" / Upen channel #1 for
248 ’ device address. Set End Of Message to EGI only, works with any

258 / selected terminator.
266 Gn srq then call srqhdir /’ Establish linkage for SRG handling.

276 Enable srq / Enatle SRG@ handler.
288 Whyte sdcidev) / Clear input/output buffers, and any existing SRa's
298 ‘ and error conditions. (selected device clear)
388 Print #1:"pid om” / Enaile Prohe ID rqs bit.
316 Gosub menu / List menu to screen of 7DZ8.

326 Waitis wait ‘ Wait for next interrupt.

338 Routinels goto selnum of menu, store,recall,tstore,rstore
348 Goto waiti / Wart for user generated SRa.

350 Menu: f Routine to send user menu to 7B28

368 Menu$=chr$ (13) &chr$ (13) &chr$ (9) &"“ menus "&chr& (13)
378 Menu$=menu$&chr$ (13) &chr$(9)&"1. sto ft pnl setting"&chr$(13)

38a MenuS=menuS&chr$(9)&"2. rol ft pnl setting”"&chr$ (13)
396 Menu$=menuS&chr$(9)&"3. sto settings on tape”"&chr$(13)
4088 Menu$=menus&chr$(9)&"4. rol settings from tape"&chr$ (13) &chr$(13)

416 MenuS=menuS&chrs(9)&"e.g- press ’f rqs 1’ for"&chr$(1i3)
429 Menus=menus&chr$ (9) &chr$(9) &"store routine."
439 Print #12 "text"schr$(34) &menus&chr$(34) / Send “TEXT “menu”
446 Goto wait! / return to wait for user ERM.

456 Store: / Routine to acquire settings from 7DLe
469 Setnum=1
478 Storel: gosub prompti / Send prompt to screen of 7DLG
480 Wait2: wait / Wait for user generated SRU far this routine.
496 If selnum=1 then goto routinel / If menu, goto select point.

5ao If selnum<>S then goto wait2 / If prote id, goto store settings.
518 Input #1 prompt "set?":fpsets$(setnum) / Input complete front panel

528 ‘ settings from device, put in array element ‘setnuw’.

536 Setnum=setnumtl / Increment array element counter.
549 If setnum<11 then goto storei / Loop back if less than if settings.

558 Selnum=1 / Select menu

56a Goto routinet / Go to operation select point.
578 Recalls f Routine to send settings to 7D28

Seo Setnum=1i / Select menu,
599 Recalli: gosub prompti / Print prompt on 7PZ0 screen.
686 Print #1:fpsets$(setnum) / Sent complete front panel settings to

618 / device from the array element ‘setnur’.
626 Setnum=setnumt+! / Increment array elerment counter.

638 If setnum<11 then goto wait3 / Loop if all ten have not teen sent.

648 Selnum=1 / Select menu.
658 Goto routinel / Go to operation selection point.
668 Waits: wait / wait for probe user generated SRU.
678 If selnum=1 then goto routinel

686 If selnum<>5 then goto wait3

698 Goto recalil

788 Tstorer / Tape storage routine
7B Open #2:"fpsets (ope=rep,siz=6908)" / Upen channel to write to tape
72g / file. The REP command will either new, or replace existing file.

PROGRAM (CONT)
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PROGRAM (CONT)

736
742
758

768

778

7386

796

886
B18

829

838
848
856

869
876

898

B98
989
916

928

1988

1B18
1928
1839

1948
1845

1958
1969
18768

16869
L898

$196

11198
1126
1138

11498

1156

1169
11798

1188

4-110

Print #2 using "18 (fa/)":fpsets$ / Write to the tape placing <CR>
/ after each array element to allow easy retreival of information.

Close 2 / Close the channel,

Sel

Goto routinel

Rstore:

~

Clo

Sel

Prompti

num=1 / Select menu.

/‘ Load settings from tape file
Open #2:"fpsets" / Open channel to read/write data to tape file.

Input #2:fpsets$ / Input data from tape file (each array element is

se 2

delimited with a <€R>,
‘ €lose the channel to tape file.

num=i1 / Select menu
Goto routinel / Return to operation select point.

3 / Send prompt message to 7D2G -

update tape directory.

/ Return to operation select point.

build text string first.

Menut="current settings number is "&str$ (setnum) &chr$ (13)

MenuS=menuSkchr$ (13)
MenuS=menuS&"press probe identify to advance*&chr$ (13)

Menus=menub&"press 7rqs’

Print #13 "text"; chr$ (34) &menuS&chr$ (34)
Ret

End

urn / Re turn from subroutine.

to return to menu.”
‘ Send menu as text.

Sub srqhdlr local evnt / Serial poll handler sub- program

Integer evnt

Poll stb,addrsdev / Poll device DEV.
If stb=83 then goto event / ser request
Print "Status byte from device #";addr;"
Byte.

Input #1 prompt "“event?":evnt
nt "Event"; strs (evnt) 5; “occured.”Pri

Resume
Event: / send an event?, get the response,

/ the event that occured,

Input #1 prompt “event?":evnt

If
If
If

If
If

If

evnt=483

evnt=451
evnt=452

evnt=4535
evnt=454
evnt=457

Resume / re
End

then selnum=i

then selnum=2
then selnum=3

then selnum=4
then selnum=5

or evnt=458 then selnum=5

status byte.
is "gstb / Print StaTus

/ Return wechanism to main prograr.

and continue according toa

turn from the srq handler routine,
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3. Event Capture. Sometimes called a ‘babysit routine’, this program allows the
user to set up the 7D20 as desired, then have a user-selected number of waveforms

acquired and stored on the controller magnetic tape. This allows the user to leave

the system unattended, but still capture the required data.

sae

398

4983

416
420

439
449
45a
450

479
489

4968

Sao
5198

528
538

549
S58

S6e
578
589
399

688
618

629
638

658

678

696

788
716
728

Rew Program to capture and record events that trigger the 7028.
/ This program (sometimes called a “habysit routine’ allows the
‘ user to set up the 7028 as desired, then have 2a user-selected

/ nuster of waveforms acquired, and stored on the controller’s

/ magnetic tape. This allows the user to leave the system un-
/ attended, tut still capture the required data.

Rem Routine awaits a "hold next complete” SRG from the 7DZG.
‘ When the proper 3RQ is received, the waveform is transferred
/ to the controller, then stored on tepe.

Integer dev, stb, addr, cycnum, datame, numwfa, evnt, siz,numcyc

Rew 7D28 ADDRESS IS i¢
Dev=16 / Establish device address.

Open #1: "gpib@(pri="&str6 (dev) &", eom=<G>)2" / Gpen channel #1 for
device address. Set the End af Message terminator to EQI only
(works with any terrpination selection).

On srq then call srqhdir / Establish linkage to SR&@ handler routine

Enable srq / Enable SR& handler.

Rew Dimension strings to appropriate length.

Dim fpset$ to 489,wfmapret tc 266,text$ to 196
Data 1i,1i,1

Fabs$=chr$ (9)
C$=chr$ (13)

Quot$=chr$ (34)
Read cycnum, datame, numwfm

Proc: / Give user prompts on screen of 7D28, and get responses
‘ from the 7d2Zd user keys.

Call promi

Wait / Wait for user input, if not what expected, erase screen, and

‘ write it out egain.

If evnt<i or evnt>& then goto procd

Proci: numcyc=evnt / Set cycle counter, and tell user to set up 7DLG

Call prom2

Wait

If evnt=18 then goto proc2
Goto proci

Proc2: / Get settings from 7D2G, and decode whether one or two

/ channels in use,
Disable srq
Input #1 prompt “aqr? mod":aqrs
If pos(aqr$, "both",1)>@ then numwfm=2 / Numter of waveforms for

‘ file size.

If pos(aqr$, "ch2",1)>@ then datame=2
Cycnum=1 / Initialize cycle counter
Siz=699Gtnumwfm / Calculate space for waveform data on tape.

Pracs: ‘ Start of habysitting routine, send message to screen.
Call promS / Prompt message for 7RiG,

Enable srq
Print #i:"trig holdnizon” / Re-are the 7D28 for next trigger.
Wait / Wait for hold-next interrupt from 7D)20

Input #1 prompt "event?"sevnt
If evnt=458 then goto proc4

Print “Invalid event code received —- EVENT “s;evnt
Goto procs

Proc4s ‘ Proper status and error code received, continue pro
Call prom3 / Tell user that program is working on data.

Open$="wfm—-"“&str$ (cycnum) &”" (ope=rep,siz="kstr$(siz)&")"
Open #2: opens
Input #3 prompt “da mes "&str$(datame) &", enc: ascywfmp?":wimpres
Call curve

If nuawfm=1 then goto closeit

Input #1 prompt "da me: 2; wfmp?":wfmpres

Call curve

Closeit: Close 2 / Close present tape file.
Cycnum=cycnum+l

 

PROGRAM (CONT)
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PROGRAM (CONT)

738

748
758

768
778

889

816
828

838
a35

B46
859

86a
879

889
goo

98S
gig

920

93a

94B

958
966

976

1986
1819

1928
1638
1949
1950
1969
1979

1989

19899

1198
1269

1218
1228

12398
1249

1258

1266
1389
i319

1326

1336
1348

1358
1368

1378

1386
1469

1416
1426

1439
1449

14598
1469
1589
i519
1528

1538

1548

1558

1568
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If cycnum>numcyc then goto dome / If nurmher of cycles completed.

Goto procs
Done: ‘ End of program, tell user that the waveforms have teen stored.

Call prom4

End
Sub srghdir / Serial poll handler sub-prograr.

Poli stb,addr3dev “ Poll device BEV.

If stb=82 then goto 859
Print "Status byte from device #"s;addr5;" is “sstb / Print Stalus

/ Byte.
Resume / Return mechanism to main program.

Events /‘ Must be a user key request, decode respanse into evnt.
Input #1 prompt “event?":evnt

If evnt<451 or evnt>456 then goto special
Evnt=evnt-458 / Decede event into nupter 2 to 6 cooresponding to

‘ front panel user rqs keys.
Resume / Return to mainline when done here.

Special: ‘ Not @ user ras key, see if normal user key. If not, do

fan event? and send the data to controller screen.

If evnt=493 then evnt=18 else goto 958

Resume / Ros key was pressed, return to main program.

Print "EVENT “sevnt;" reported under status byte 83.”
Resume / Return to mainline.

End
Sub curve local temp,nr / Get curve data, then store wfmapret & widate

/ on the magnetic tape.
Temp=pos (wfmpres,"nr.pt",1) 4 Find where ‘"NR.PT* is in the preanmhle.

Nr=valc(wfmpre$,temp) / Extract number of points from whopres,
Delete var wfdata
Dim wfdata(nr) / Dirwension “HFDATA’ to hold curve date.

Input #1 dels ",”" prompt "curve?":wfdata
Print #2Z:efmpres ’ Put the waveform preamble on tape.

Print #2:wfdata / Put the curve data points on tape.

Return

End
Sub cirsern local cr$ / Sut-program to clear the screen of the 7D28,

Dim cr#(12) to 1

Cr$=chr$(13)
Image$=""text’,x,fa,i2(fad,fa" / Build the image for
Print #1 using image$:chr$(34),cr%,chr$(34) / Send ©

Return / Return from whence it cane.

End
Sub promi / sub-program for 7D2Z8 screen prompt #1.

Call cirsern / Clear the 7D2Z8 screen.
TextS$=quot$ikct&tabs&"Enter number of cycles"&cs

Text$=text$&itab$&"to store. "kcS&cSktabs
Text$=text$&"e.g. press *f rqs 1” for“&cé$ktabs

Text$=text$k"one cycle. "&quots
Print #1: "text"stexts
Return

End
Sub prom2 / sub-prograw for 7di@ screen prompt #2.

Text$=quot$kc$&tabt&"Please configure the 7d2@ as"&&ct

Text#=text$ktab$i"needed for capturing data. "&c&&c$
Text$=text$itab$&"press *rqs” when ready. "&quot$s

Print #i:"text";texts
Return

End
Sub promS / Sub-program for 7DEG screen prompt #3.

Call cirsern
Text$=chr$ (34) &cS$icsktabsk"working on waveform"&cs

Text$=text$&tabs&"# "&str$(cycnum)&". please wait. "&quot$

Print #1: "text"stexts

Return

End

 

pint using’.
By, WERD, OO,

 

PROGRAM (CONT)
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PROGRAM (CONT)

1666 Sub prom4 / Sut-program for 7D28 screen prompt #4.
16196

1428
1638

1646

1656
1669
1788

1719
1729
1736
17498

1758

Sub

Call clrsern / Clear the 7Dz2@ screen,

Text$=quot$ic$&tab$&tab$&"Program completed! "&c%

Text#=text$&c$&tab$&"waveforms stored on tape. "&quots$
Print #1: "text"stexts

Return
End

promS / Sut-yprogram for 7R28 screen prompt #5.
Call cirsecrn

Text#=quot$&tab$&"7D26 now babysitting! "&quot#
Print #1: "“text";texts

Return

End
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SECTION FIVE
APPLICATIONS
 

 

In this section we give some examples of how the 7D20

can be used in specific applications. These applications

ate but a few of the many ways your 7D20 will reliably

simplify your measurement needs. By bringing accurate

digital storage and GPIB communications capabilities to

the conventional oscilloscope mainframe, your 7D20 is a

friendly partner in a whole new area of test

measurements, i
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APPLICATIONS

APPLICATION 1
MONITORING SLOWLY CHANGING EVENTS

WITH THE 7D20 AND 7D11

 

Monitoring events or phenomena which changeat incredibly slow rates such as

10° Hz,is a difficult task for conventional oscilloscopes. Thefirst problem arises in

not being able to sweep the trace slowly enough. The second is producing a
comprehensive waveform which represents the changes.

By using the 7020 to digitize and store samples of the event, and a Tektronix 7D11

to serve as a calibrated source supplying the very slow timing (sampling)

information for the 7D20, both of these problems may be overcome. The 7D11 is a

digitally controlled delaying unit with the capability to delay by Events or Time. For

this application it will be used as a delay by event device or, simply put, a ‘divide by

n counter’. The 1-kHz calibrator signal provided by the 7704A mainframe can be

divided downby 1 to 10” in steps of one. This is selectable at the 7D11 front panel.

This ‘divided down” signal is obtained at the DLY’D TRIG OUT connector on the

7D11 and applied to the EXT CLOCK input of the 7D20. You can control the

sampling interval for data acquisition by varying the EVENT DELAY countdisplayed

on the crt of the 7704A.

Since the calibrator has a 1 ms period, the crt readout of EVENT DELAY may be

directly read as N milliseconds per sample point. This provides a range from 1 ms/

sample to 10‘ sec/sample. So a 1024 point record at the slowest speed represents
115.7 days of information. Obviously, long term stability of this system may need to

be considered for such a rare occasion.

It should be pointed out that the ENV and AVE continuous functions of the 7D20

work in a similar manner to that when ROLLing. The total number of samples

processed between displayed points is fixed at 100 when externally clocking the

7D20. It has the effect of further dividing the displayed time per point by 100.

The use of such a set-up is especially useful for long term monitoring of

temperature and pressure, fluid levels, chemical reactions, and seismic activity.
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INSTRUMENTATION SET-UP #1

 

 

 

   
 

 

7704A

Vert Mode........... RIGHT
Horiz Mode .............. B
Calibrator

AC) |Cn4Vv

7D11

7704A Trig Coupling ........... AC
Trig Source ............ EXT

Trig Slope .............0.. +
Trig Level.............. =0
Events Start
Trig Slope ................ +

Events Start
kHz Trig Level....... = 2 o'clock

Calibrator Count Mode ....... EVENTS
Delay ........... As Desired

Fine Delay.............. NA

~ B Sweep

Lec ten eee eeen NA7D11 7D20 Delay Mode

0 0| O 7020
Time Div .....-......45 EXT

O External
OC) Polarity ......... 1 (positive)

  
     

     

 

Ext Clock
IN

Delayed Trig

Ext Trig OUT

IN Events Start
Trig IN  3857-50   
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APPLICATION 2
ULTRASONIC, NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

USING 7D20

Non-destructive testing of material for uniformity is typically performed using

ultrasonic techniques. Frequencies in the ultrasonic range make possible the

resolution necessary to measure material thickness and locate flaws. An inspector

using ultrasonic equipment can ‘’see’’ beneath the surface of materials to locate

even minute flaws.

To do this, quartz crystals are often used as transducers to convert an electrical

pulse from a transmitter to ultrasonic waves and, after the ultrasonic burst has

traveled through the material, convert it back to an electrical signal at the receiver

end. The crystals are chosen to resonate far above the audio range, often in the

megahertz region. The pulse repetition rate is chosen low enoughso the pulse and

any reflections reach the receiver before the next pulse is sent. Wateris often used

as a transfer medium, with the crystals and part under test placed in a tank.

Two test modes are common—pulse/echo and pitch/catch. Pulse/echo is similar to

radar. A single crystal is used for both transmitting and receiving. In a pitch/catch

mode, two crystals are used—one transmits and the other receives, often on the

other side of the object from the transmitting crystal. The transit time between the

transmitted pulse and reflections from surface boundaries or internal defects

reveals the quality of the material or the location of the defects. This time may be

measured using a counter timer or viewing the output of the transducer on an

oscilloscope display. In the past, the counter/timer was preferred because of the

higher accuracy and resolution when compared with the oscilloscope. However,

with the onset of transient digitizers and digital oscilloscopes, a highly accurate

alternative is now available.

The 7D20 can capture a reflected signal and allow you to measure time referenced

to the trigger and also to analyze the signal amplitude using a single cursor (AOFF).

Because the time base of the 7D20 is derived from a crystal clock, the horizontal

timing accuracy is muchbetter than that of conventional, ramp driven time bases.

The improvement is most significant when delayed sweep is compared with the

7D20's delayed trigger position. For example, to have a variable delay up to 10 ms,a

dual time base with delay must have the main sweepat 1 ms/div.If the triggerjitter

is 0.05% of the Time/div, this results in 500 nsofjitter. If the delayed sweepis set

at 1 ys/div, the accuracy of the display is about 3%. At this Time/div, the jitter is

nearly half of a division!

Whereas with the 7D20 at 10 yws/div, 15 ms of delay is possible. The approximate

timing accuracy for 10 ms delay is +10 ys. The displayjitter is one sample interval

+300 ps. For this example it is approximately 100 ns.If less delay is required, then a

faster sweep speed may be selected resulting in even better accuracy. The stated

timing accuracy of the 7D20 is 0.1% of Full Scale +300 ps. Depending upon the

TIME/DIV selected, measurement timing accuracies can approach that of a

counter/timer.
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INSTRUMENTATION SET-UP #2

 

 

 

     

  

 
  
   
   

 

 

 

  

7603

7603

Vert Mode ............ LEFT

7020

Acquire Mode........ CH 1

Triggering

Coupling...........-. AC

cH 1 Mode............ NORM
newt s EXT7D20 OUICE ... cee eee eee

NY O Position ..... As Desired
ie O Time/Div ....... As Desired

External

Trigger
input

Pulser/Receiver

Transmit Receive

Material
Under Test

Transducers

3857-51
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To operate, the incident or outgoing transmitted pulse must be used to trigger the

7D20. You must select the delay time required to view the reflected signal. This is

done by positioning the 7D20’s trigger horizontally to read the desired numberof

divisions. The readout indicates a negative position when the trigger occurs beyond

the left hand side of the screen. Only one cursor should be selected (AOFF). This
will allow you to make accurate time measurements referenced to the trigger

(time=0).

The Pulse/Receiver in the setup illustration is a commercially available unit. It

supplies the stimulus to the transmitting transducer and preconditions the received

signal supplying sufficient output so it can be viewed on the oscilloscope display.

The Sync Outis coincident with the transmitted pulse and therefore serves as the

trigger for the 7D20.

As shownin the simulated signal in Figure 5-1, the cursor’s horizontal coordinate

vatue indicates the total time from the Sync Out, used as the trigger, to the viewed

position on the crt screen. Note that the resolution is on the order of one part in 10°

when comparedto the total delay time available. The accuracy of the measurement _

is 0.1% of this reading.

Other 7D20 features such as multi-trace display and dual channel acquisition may

be used to compare results from previous tests or to simultaneously capture two

reflected signals. These may be acquired as fast as 2 ws/div for a single event and

as fast as 50 ns/div for repetitive events. Also through the IEEE-488 interface,
further manipulation of the data by a controller or calculator may provide spectral

information using Fourier analysis (FFT). For most ultrasonic, non-destructive

testing, the 7D20 is much more flexible than a counter/timer.

 

 

  3857-53
 

Figure 5-1. Viewing a reflected pulse signal showing the cursor position relative to the

trigger pulse.
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APPLICATION 3
MONITORING INTERCELLULAR NEURONAL

DISCHARGE

The measuring of nerve activity in stimulus-response experiments requires viewing

long windowsof time relative to the pulse width of the neuronal discharge. For a

given record of time, such activity appears as a showeror burst of spikes resembling

a partly deteriorated picket-fence. For example, the pulse width of a unit discharge

may be 700 ysec and viewed on an oscilloscope screen representing a total window

of 1 to 5 seconds. On occasion, longer periods of time are used. Traditionally,

bistable storage (DVST) oscilloscopes have been the preferred device for viewing

such events. Seldom havedigital storage techniques been used because of the need

for extremely dense information.

The difficulty lies with the inability of digitizers to properly represent displacements

which appear on conventional oscilloscopes as a vertical line without any width. In

order to digitally capture any information, it must be sampled often enough to

representsalient characteristics. For a simple rectangular pulse, only one sample on

the top of the pulse is required to accurately represent its amplitude. One sample

will be guaranteed as long as the digitizer’s sample interval is shorter than the

width of the pulse. If such a pulse width has 520 ws sampled at 500 ys per point to

build a 5 second long record, 10,000 horizontal points would be required. Whereas,

a bistable storage scope has horizontal locations which are only one molecule apart,

so a very narrow pulse appears as a vertical line. This is like having billions of

“dots”. Although, the total! number of perceived vertical lines is only a few hundred

side-by-side.

In order to optimize the viewing of medium and slow speed events, the 7D20’s
ROLLing display presents a comprehensive, uninterrupted picture of events viewed

at 0.1 s/div and slower. In the roll digitizing mode, it is possible to still detect the

presence of events which are 500 ws or greater in width by ENVeloping

continuously. Based on a 500 us sample interval the equivalent number of

horizontal points required without using ENV are listed in Table 5-1 below. Keep in

mind that this is only true under certain special conditions.

 

 

 

TABLE 5-1

Effective Number of Points When Using ENV While ROLLing

No. of Points Required Total Displayed Time

in Seconds (10*Time/div)

2,000 1

4,000 2
10,000 5

20,000 10
40,000 20
100,000 50
200,000 100
400,000 200  
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For the application of neuronal activity, intraceltular responses are between 500 ys

and 1 msin width which makes this approachvalid. Caution must be taken to never

attach the 7D20 directly to human subjects.Intracellular electrical potentials are

on the order of 50 mV to 100 mV and may be applied to the 7D20 without
preamplification.

APPLICATION 4
MEASURING PULSE JITTER,

FREQUENCY SHIFT, AND AMPLITUDE
VARIATIONS USING THE 7D20

Detecting subtle variations of amplitude and time in a signal is extremely difficult to

do with a non-storage oscilloscope. Variable persistence scopes provide a meansfor

recording such signal changes, which allow you to easily view and inspect signal*

characteristics. However, when the need arises to compare one record with a

previous one, a certain amount of inconvenience is encountered. Onedifficulty is

that although multiple sweeps are recorded, display modification is not possible.

Comparisons are typically made between photos or photos and the crt display.If

long term trends need to be analyzed and cataloged or a great number of devices

need to be tested, photos become an unacceptable burden.

The 7D20 solves these problems. The ENVeloping feature accumulates maximum

and minimum values of successive sweeps and effectively simulates a variable

persistence display. However, the 7D20 also providesall of the advantagesofdigital

storage; bright and clear displays, indefinite storage and view time, display

modification (position up and down,etc.), readout of waveform coordinate values,

multiple waveform storage, and computer interface (IEEE-488).
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 3857-54
 

Figure 5-2. Using the ENVeloping mode to show frequencyshift.
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The bright and clear displays of up to six waveforms simultaneously, improves the

visual comparison of acquired signals. The cursors allow for quantitative measures

of signal variations and the IEEE-488 interface permits long term trend analysis and

recording using a calculator or computer. ,

Of course, the key to this measurement is the ENVeloping. There are generally two

forms of this, continuous or fixed. Fixed means a predetermined number of

waveform acquisitions will be used to generate the envelope. You select this

number via the SET N function (N = 2°, n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) of the 7D20. When N

number of waveforms have been processed, the 7D20 terminates the ENV N mode

and enters the HOLD state. When using the continuous or infinite ENVeloping, the

7D20 will process waveformsindefinitely until the HOLD button is pressed. Both

ENV and ENV also cancel by an alternate pushof that button or by selecting AVE,

AVE N, or HOLD NEXT.
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3857-55  
 

Figure 5-3. Using signal ENVeloping and multi-display feature to view pulse jitter.
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 3857-56  
 

Figure 5-4. Using the 7D20 ENVeloping mode to show waveform variations.
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Once a satisfactory envelope is created and held in memory, it may be analyzed

using the cursors or by overlaying it with a previously generated envelope. To do

this, simply use the CURSOR WAVEFORM modifiers to position the record up or

down.

Now, even slight and subtle waveform variation may be easily revealed.

APPLICATION 5
SOA ANALYSIS USING
THE 7D20 AND 7A13

Whentesting any transistor switch where the collector current and collector-emitter

voltage are out of phase, determining the energy dissipated by the device is

essential. Since this energy may destroy the switching device, its Safe Operating

Area (SOA) must be determined. This is a common concern whenreactive loads

. must be driven such as inductive loads in power supplies and motors, or capacitive

loads in liquid crystal displays.

Some simple visual techniques can save a lot of time in finding the SOA without

resorting to exacting calculations. Certainly, absolute accuracy is desired as provided

by signal processing, but visual inspections reveal qualitative data in a very short

time.

The simplest approach is to use an oscilloscope to display the collector current(ic)

versus the collector-emitter voltage (Vce). This allows you to view the actual

switching characteristics while the device is operating. It is also valuable to be able

to see how both signals relate to time. In order to probe the circuit under test, a

differential amplifier is needed to acquire a true Vce. A current probe which can

respondto dc as well as ac is recommended. However,if a ‘current sense resistor”

is available, this is the most economical choice for representing ic.

Anotherpoint to consider is destructive testing of the switching device. The display

must be capable of capturing the signal when the failure occurs.

By using the 7D20 for acquisition and display, the TEKTRONIX 7A13 Differential

Amplifier for preconditioning, and the AM 503/P6302 current probe and amplifier,

SOA information can be. easily viewed. The current probe accurately measures from

dc to 50 MHz and provides a single-ended output to the 7D20. The 7A13 is a DC to

100 MHzdifferential amplifier. When installed in a 4 compartment 7000 Series

mainframe with the 7D20, the signal conditioned by the 7A13 may be routed

externally to the 7D20. This is provided via the mainframe’s trigger signal output

located at the rear of the mainframe. This signal is simply cabled and terminatedat

the 7D20’s vertical input. The bandwidth of this patching is about 50 MHz when

using a 50 ohm termination at the 7020. If a 4 compartment mainframeis not

available, the P6046 differential probe and amplifier may be used. This provides 100
MHz bandwidth but lacks the flexibility of the 7A13.
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INSTRUMENTATION SET-UP #5
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CALIBRATION

Since the signals are being preconditioned, the 7D20 cannot display the true

sensitivity of the current probe’s amps/div or the 7A13’s volts/div. However, the

AM 503 front panel can be read to determine its amp/div. This will be accurate

provided its output is terminated into 50 ohms anddisplayed at 10 mV/div on the

7D20. A similar situation is true for the 7A13 but it will be necessary to adjust the
gain at the 7A13. This is a simple front panel adjustment. To calibrate the

7A13/7D20 deflection and sensitivity, do the following:

1. Set the 7020 CH 2 for 20 mV/div and for 500 ps/div.

2. Set the 7A13 to 1 V/div.

3. Apply the 4 volt calibrator signal from the host mainframe to the + input of the

7A13.

4. Connect the instruments as shown in the setup illustration.

5. Adjust the “GAIN” adjustment on the 7A13’s front panel to obtain 4 divisions
of deflection displayed by the 7D20. If more adjustmentrange is required, use

the Variable Volts/Div on the 7A13.

At this point, the actual volts/div may be read directly from the 7A13. Remember

whenselecting different sensitivities, DO NOT changethe volts/div settings on the

7D20. Make all Amps/div and Volts/div selection at the AM 503 and 7A13.

OPERATION

Connect the two P6055 probesto the circuit undertest. If acquiring Vce is desired,

connect the + input to the collector and the - input to the emitter. The 7A13 will

algebraically subtract the emitter voltage from the collector voltage to yield Vce.

Connect the P6302 around a convenient loop or element in series with the collector.

Adjust the AM 503’s and 7A13’s deflection factors to produce signals of about three

divisions each in amplitude. Set up the 7D20’s display as follows:

1. Press ‘VSfollowed by a “2” to create an X-Y display of ic vs Vce,

2. Press “REF” to view the “CSW”(cursor waveform), ic. vs time to serve as a

time reference, and

3. Press ‘’2’’ to display Vce (Channel 2) versus time if desired.

Notice that cursors appear on the X-Y display as well as on the REFerence

waveform. This is especially valuable to determine the time which a particular

power level was sustained. Ultimately, this information can be used to determine
the energy. dissipated by the device.

Figure 5-5 shows an example of the information provided by the 7D20. If the

REFerence waveform is not displayed, the cursors readout the X and Y coordinates
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of the versus display. If the REF is displayed then the horizontal cursor coordinate

reads time. So, by selecting the REF on andoff, and positioning the cursors, data

points may be extracted for computation. This will permit comparing measured

information with the device manufacturers specifications. Figure 5-6 is an example
of such specifications.

For repetitive signals the 7D20 may beused at any time/div setting. Because of the

destructive nature of secondary breakdown, the ic and Vce information must be

acquired in a single sweep in the event of a device failure. In this case, the 7D20
will acquire both channels in a single sweep as fast as 2 ys/div. Since NORM
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Figure 5-5. 7D20 display showing safe operating areas and other information.
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Figure 5-6. Example of manufacturer's spec’s.
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triggering is used, the 7D20 will simply retain the last triggered information. At that

point, HOLD should be pressed to eliminate the chance of a stray signal or noise

from destroying the data. Alternately, HOLD NEXT mayalsobe used for a triggered

hold.

This application is intended to aid in the SOA process and by no meansrepresents a

complete or rigorous method for making such measurements. A more complete

discussion of this subject is available from Tektronix, Instrument Division, Lab

Scopes Marketing.

APPLICATION 6
USING THE 7D20 WITH THE 7854
FOR WAVEFORM PROCESSING

The 7854 is a waveform processing oscilloscope which allows you to manipulate

waveforms similar to using a scientific programmable calculator. The 7854 digitizer

has a single event capture speed slightly above the audio spectrum. The 7D20

extends this ability to capture single events into the video spectrum.

Also, the settings of the 7D20 may be remotely programmed for use in an

automated measurement environment. In this application, it is important to point

out that this combination is not the mostefficient system component whenspeedis
considered. However, it may be desirable since it greatly reduces the software

impact on the system engineer. The 7854's waveform functions eliminate the need

to create and verify many commonly usedalgorithms. In this sense, the 7854 and

7D20 provide the shortest path to designing a waveform measurement system.

Before proceeding, a few technical points must be considered to explain the use of

these two instruments.

The 7D20 is a waveform digitizer. Its measurement accuracy is derived from its

waveform memory. The 7D20 produces a refreshed display (wheninstalled in any

7000 Series mainframe) which is in no way time related to the events which it

captures. Also, the height, width, and position of the display can be adjusted from

the front panel which can seriously affect measurements made with the graticule.

However, the contents in memory are not disturbed and the cursor readout will

remain accurate because it is independent of the display adjustments.

The 7854 acquires waveform information from the plug-ins based on the height,

width, and position of the display. Accuracy of the 7854is limited primarily by the

plug-ins installed in it. Hence, the display output of the 7D20 does not present the

most accurate representation of its memory contents. Errors are also compounded

whenthe 7854 digitizes the 7D20's output. Quantization, noise, and linearity all

contribute to this error.

There is a simple solution to this dilema, the IEEE-488 interface. The only logical

way to accurately represent a 7D20 waveform in the 7854is to transfer the actual

digital data.
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INSTRUMENTATION SET-UP #6
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MANUAL TRANSFER

Whenusing the 7854 and the 7D20 without an IEEE-488controller, provisions have

been made on both instruments to allow you to transfer data manually.

Initially, set up the 7854 for a SCOPEdisplay, install the 7D20 as shownintheset-

up illustration, and acquire a waveform into the 7D20. If you have more than one

waveform in the 7D20’s memory, you can transfer them oneat a time to the 7854.

Use the CSW key to designate the waveform to be transferred. Press the 7D20’s ID

key to set the transfer mode to TALK ONLYandselect the UTILITIES menu. Select

1024 points per waveform on the 7854.

To initiate the transfer, press READX on the 7854 and select SEND CSW ASCII from

the UTILITIES MENUof the 7D20 by pressing key number1. The resulting display on

the 7854 will have a horizontal scale factor which is not an integer value; however,

the timing information is correct. The difference in scale factors occur because the

7D20 is calibrated for 100 points/div, where the 7854 is 102.4 points/div (when

P/W=1024). If desired, an integer scale factor can be produced by a 1.024 HXPD

command on the 7854.If the 7D20 acquired its waveform in the Extended Real-time

range (200 yus/div to 2 ys/div), 820 point waveforms will result. If an 820 point

waveform is sent to the 7854, all of the points will transfer but the value of points

821 through 1024 on the 7854 will be filled with zeros and the 7854 will issue a

warning.

This waveform may be expandedtofit the 820 original points into an interpolated

1024 points. On the 7854, turn off the cursors; key in O, WFM, 1.28 and press

HXPD.

COMPUTER CONTROLLED TRANSFER

Data transfer from the 7D20 to the 7854 may be conducted using an !EEE-488

controller. In this environment, both the 7854 and the 7D20 should beset up for two

way communication, TALK/LISTEN. From the controller, the 7854 should be

instructed to listen and initiate a READX, and the 7D20instructed to talk and send

the desired waveform. By a command from the IEEE-488 interface, the 7D20 can

interpolate the data before it is sent. When used, the 7D20 sends 1024 points to the

7854.

This technique relies on the controller to coordinate the transfer but not actually

handle the waveform data.
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INSTRUMENT OPTIONS
 

No options were available for the 7D20 at the time of this printing.

Information about any future options can be found in the Change Information

section at the back of this manual.
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A ACCESSORIES:

Optional: 1-12
Standard: 1-12

APPLICATIONS: 5-1

AQR:
Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

AVE
Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

B BLOCK DIAGRAM
Description of; 3-1

Mlustration for: 3-2, 3-3

Cc COLOR, IN THIS MANUAL; 1-1
COMMANDS: (see GPIB)
CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS: (a/so see EXERCISES for usage)

Description and Illustration of: 2-2

Operation of
AC, DC, GND: 2-93,
ADD: 2-23, 2-95
AQR GAIN: 2-94
AQR MODE: 2-95

ADD 1: 2-95
BOTH: 2-23, 2-95
CH1941: 2-23, 2-95
CH22: 2-23, 2-96

AVE: 2-68, 2-116
AVE N: 2-70, 2-118

CURSORS: 2-32, 2-112
ALIGN: 2-36, 2-115
AOFF: 2-35, 2-115
AON: 2-34, 2-115
INDEP: 2-36, 2-115
@1: 2-32, 2-33, 2-114
2m: 2-35, 2-115

CURSOR WEM: 2-42, 2-108
ALL: 2-56, 2-110
HMAG:2-49, 2-110
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VcemP$: 2-46, 2-109
VPDN@: 2-45, 2-108
VPUPS: 2-43, 2-108
VS: 2-63, 2-110
VXPD$; 2-46, 2-109 .

ENV; 2-69, 2-118
ENV N: 2-71, 2-120
EXT CLOCK: 2-79, 2-122
EXT TRIG: 2-123
DISPLAY CAL: 2-10, 2-84, 2-90
ff: 2-52, 2-96
GPIB Connector: 2-123
HOLD: 2-31, 2-96
HORIZ POSITION: 2-105
ID (ADDR): 2-121
Input Connectors:

Signal Connection: 2-92
INV (CH2); 2-94
MEMORYDISPLAY: 2-24, 2-105

COPY: 2-25, 2-106
CSW: 2-28, 2-107
REF: 2-52, 2-107

POSITION: 2-93
REMOTE ONLY: 2-121
ROS; 2-121

#: 2-121
SET N: 2-67, 2-70, 2-115
MENU TEST: 2-83, 2-120
TIME/DIV: 2-72, 2-96
TRIGGERING:

COUPLING: 2-100
LEVEL: 2-104
MODE: 2-101
+SLOPE: 2-103
SOURCE: 2-99
TRIG'D: 2-104
TRIG POS®: 2-74, 2-104

VECTOR; 2-105
VOLTS/DIV (VARIABLE): 2-21, 2-92

COPY:

Function of: 2-106

CURSORS:
Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

DIGITIZING MODES: (see MODES)
DISPLAY:

Alphanumeric Readout Fields; 2-91
Calibration, description of: 2-90 (see also EXERCISES)

Mlustration of: 2-6, 2-7
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E Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

EXERCISES, GET-ACQUAINTED:

Details of: m7

AQR Mode: 2-22
Average and Envelope Functions and SET N: 2-67
Changing the Designated Cursor Waveform: 2-28

Cursors: 2-32
Cursor Waveform:

Display Modifier Keys: 2-42
Horizontal Magnification: 2-49

HMAG and the REFerence Waveform: 2-52

Keys Active for Waveforms 1 or 2: 2-44
Vertical Expansion and Compression: 2-46
Vertical Reposition: 2-43

Digitizing Mode and the TIME/DIV Control: 2-72

Equivalent Time Mode: 2-73
Real-Time and Extended Real Time: 2-72

Roll Mode and EXTernal CLOCK: 2-72

External Clock: 2-79

HMAG ALL: 2-56
Hold Next Key: 2-77

Holding a Waveform in Memory: 2-31
Input Coupling: 2-19

Initialize, Routine: 2-14
REFerence with VS: 2-65

Trigger Position
How to Set; 2-74

Vectors and Dots: 2-66
Vertical Controls: 2-17

Vertical Zero Reference: 2-19
VOLTS/DIV Control: 2-21

Variable: 2-21
VS Function: 2-63

Waveform Memory: 2-24
Display Calibration:

Procedure: 2-11

Preliminary Set-up: 2-9
EXT CLOCK:

Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

F FRONT-PANEL CONTROLS:(see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)
FUNCTION KEYS.

Description of: 2-8, 2-96
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GPIB:
Chart, ASCIl & IEEE 488 Code: 4-18

CommandList (Set): 4-38
Acquisition Group: 4-56
Calibration Group: 4-65 >

Channel 1 Group: 4-39
Channel 2 Group: 4-42

Cursor Group: 4-59
Cursor Waveform Group: 4-53
Device Trigger: 4-62
Display Group: 4-50
Initialization Group: 4-63
Programming Aids: 4-75
Readout/Text: 4-74

Selftest: 4-64
Service Request Group: 4-66
Stored Settings Group: 4-61
Time/Div Group: 4-48

Triggering Group: 4-45
Waveform Curve: 4-72
Waveform Preamble and Curve: 4-73

Waveform Preamble Group: 4-68

Command Usage: 4-11
Curve Commands: 4-23
Curve Queries: 4-23
Description of: 4-2
Device Dependent Messages: 4-11

Event Codes: 4-36
Event Queries: 4-32

Format Diagrams:
Complex Command: 4-11
NR1 Data: 4-13

NR2 Data: 4-14

NR3 Data: 4-15

Query: 4-15
Simple Command: 4-12

Introduction to: 4-1

Messages:
Device Dependent: 4-11

Interface: 4-9

Memory Display Keypad Code, Table for: 4-7

Mode, Terminator, and Address Selection: 4-4

Operation, Remote and Local; 4-7

Power Up: 4-3

Sample Programs, List of; 4-77

4041:
Application Programs:

Event Capture: 4-111
SRQ Handler: 4-108
Store and Recall Front-Panel Settings: 4-109
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G Operating Programs:
ASCII Waveform Transfer to Controller; 4-97
Binary Numeric Array Waveform Transfer to Controller: 4-99

Binary Numeric Array Waveform Transfer to 7020; 4-100

Input 7D20 Front-Panel Settings from String Array: 4-101

Output 7D20 Front-Panel Settings to String Array: 4-102

Setting the 7D20 to Local: 4-104
Setting the 7D20 to Remote: 4-103

Text Generation: Controller to 7D20: 4-107

Text Transfer: Tape to 7D20: 4-106
Text Transfer; 7D20 to Tape: 4-105

4050-Series:
Application Programs:

Event Capture: 4-89
SRQ Decoding Routine: 4-93

Store 7D20 Settings on Magtape: 4-91
Operating Programs: 4-78

Implement and Store 7D20 Settings: 4-86

Print Poll Statement: 4-88

Query Functions: 4-87

Query Routine; 4-85
Text Generation: 4050-Series to 7D20: 4-78
Transfer Waveform Data to Controller—ASCIl Format: 4-81, 4-83

Transfer Waveform Data to Controller—Binary Format: 4-82
Transfer Waveform Variables and Arrays to 7D20; 4-84

Service Requests

Masks: 4-31
Status Bytes, table of: 4-26

Use of: 4-25

Status Indicators: 4-7
Waveform Data Commands: 4-24

Waveform Preamble Commands: 4-20

Waveform Preamble Queries: 4-21

H HMAG:
Explanation of: 2-110 (see also EXERCISES)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

HOLD;
Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

1D.
| Version Identification: 2-121 (see a/so GPIB: Mode)

INITIALIZE: (see EXERCISES)
Front Panel: (see MENU FUNCTIONS)

INSTALLATION: (see INSTRUMENT)
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| INSTRUMENT:
Application for: (see APPLICATIONS)
Description of: 1-1
Display: (see DISPLAY)
Drawing of: 1-13 <i
Installation of: 1-3
Options: (see OPTIONS)
Power Up: 2-81

K KEYS: (see FUNCTION KEYS)

MEMORY:
Display: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)
Waveform: (see EXERCISES) (see a/so WAVEFORM)

MENU FUNCTIONS: 2-83
MASTER MENU: 2-83

1, # STORE PANEL #: 2-83
2, # RECALL #; 2-84
3 DISPLAY CAL PATTERN: 2-84
4 UTILITIES: 2-84

SELFTEST:
Details of: 2-86

TEST MENU:
Details of: 2-86

UTILITIES Menu: 2-85
1 SEND CSW ASCII: 2-85
2 SEND CSW BINARY: 2-85
3 READOUT ON/OFF: 2-85
4 EXT CLOCK POLARITY: 2-86
5 INIT FRONT PANEL: 2-86
6 MASTER MENU: 2-86

MESSAGES.
Error:

General: 2-8
MODES.

Digitizing
Explanation of: 3-4
Table of: 2-97

Illustrations of
Equivalent Time Digitizing: 3-8
Extended Real-Time Digitizing: 3-8
Real-Time Digitizing: 3-7
Roll: 3-7

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: (see ACCESSORIES)

OPTIONS:6-1
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PACKAGING,for Shipment: 1-4
POWER UP: (see INSTRUMENT)

PROGRAMS:(see GPIB)

PROMPTS AND WARNINGS: 2-88

RACKMOUNT MAINFRAMES:1-4

READOUTDISPLAY: 2-91
REAL-TIME SIGNAL ACQUISITION CAPABILITIES: 3-9

SAFETY SUMMARY: (see FRONTMATTER)
SHIPPING: (see PACKAGING)
SPECIFICATIONS, Tables for

Electrical:
Digitizer: 1-9
Trigger: 1-7
Vertical: 1-6

Environmental: 1-11
Physical: 1-11

Illustration: 1-13
STANDARD ACCESSORIES: (see ACCESSORIES)

TRIGGERING:
Explanation of: 2-99 (see a/so CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

VECTOR
Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)

Use of: (see EXERCISES)

VOLTS/DIV:

Explanation of: (see CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS)
Use of: (see EXERCISES

WAVEFORM:
Cursor: 2-42, 2-108, 2-113 (see also EXERCISES)
Display, Operational Theory: 3-11

Obtaining a: 2-16
Memory: 2-24, 2-105

ZERO REFERENCE:

Setting (see EXERCISES)
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